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Executive Summary 
This report analyzes the different fire protection systems and features of the Warren J. Baker 
Center for Science and Mathematics at the California Polytechnic State University, San Luis 
Obispo campus. This building is used for lectures, laboratories, study spaces, faculty spaces, and 
storage spaces for the students and faculty at the Cal Poly campus. Typically, there are science 
and math courses taught within this building. The building is a 6-story structure, that is not 
classified as a high-rise due to the location of fire department access and has a five-story atrium 
located on levels 2 through 6. There are two different types of analysis performed within this 
report for the systems present, prescriptive and performance based.  
The prescriptive analysis is based on engineering standards and regulations for the systems in 
place which include: means of egress system, fire suppression system, fire alarm and detection 
system, smoke evacuation system, and the structural fire protection. The means of egress system 
has deficiencies with regards to required egress width on the fourth and fifth level. This 
deficiency may be due to the design basis at the time of construction and the engineering 
standard used to analyze the means of egress system within this report. The standard used for 
design basis contains allowances that allow the use of less restrictive egress capacity factors. The 
remaining life safety systems meet the minimum standards used throughout this report.  
The performance-based analysis establishes performance criteria based on engineering 
guidelines and develops an evacuation model as well as a computational fluid dynamics model. 
The performance criteria specified included both visibility and temperature that occupants would 
be subjected to at 6 feet above the walking surfaces throughout the building. The evacuation 
model, using Pathfinder, is used to determine the required safe egress time for occupants to 
safely exit the building. Two conditions were investigated for a general alarm condition, which 
varied the egress features present for the occupants. A third model was developed based on a 
recommendation from the performance-based analysis where deficiencies were found in the 
evacuation time. This evacuation simulation modelled a phased evacuation for the building. The 
fire model, using Fire Dynamics Simulator, is used to determine the available safe egress time 
based on developed conditions from the fire and tenability criteria. Two design fires were 
established based on recommendations in engineering literature as well as specific California 
regulations. The determined available safe egress time did not exceed the determined required 
safe egress time found from the evacuation model for a general evacuation, due to queuing at 
exit stairways.  
Recommendations are made based on the findings of the prescriptive and performance-based 
analysis. The recommendation that would have the largest impact on the performance-based 
analysis is a phased evacuation strategy. If implemented, the required safe egress time would be 
less than the available safe egress time, thus allowing occupants to evacuate prior to untenable 
conditions. Also, a mechanical smoke exhaust system would aid in maintaining the smoke layer 
from creating untenable conditions at 6 feet above the walking surface.  
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Introduction 
This report will contain two types of analyses regarding the Warren J. Baker Center of Science 
and Mathematics with respect to the fire protection systems and architectural layout of the 
building. The first portion of this report will serve as a prescriptive based analysis, evaluating the 
life safety, fire alarm and detection, fire suppression, and structural fire protection systems 
against accepted engineering standards and regulations. The Warren J. Baker Center for Science 
and Mathematics is a 6-story building located near the center of the California Polytechnic State 
University, San Luis Obispo campus. The building is 108 feet in height in 6 stories but is not 
considered a high rise building as the location of fire department access is on the second floor. 
The building is Type 1B construction with a total floor area of 188,372 square feet. Uses for this 
building include lecture halls, laboratories, faculty office spaces, and conference rooms. A 
vicinity map of the building and its location on campus relative to N. Poly View Dr. is shown 
below in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1. Vicinity map of The William Baker Center with nearby on campus landmarks. 
 
 
The following sections will outline a life safety and egress analysis for the Warren J. Baker 
Center of Science and Mathematics, located on the campus of California Polytechnic State 
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University, San Luis Obispo (Cal Poly). This building has six occupiable floors which are used 
to hold lecture or lab and is used for studying and holding seminars by students and faculty of the 
university. The following analysis will be based on the requirements of the 2015 Life Safety 
Code (LSC) published by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA). The occupant load 
and exit arrangement will be analyzed and recommendations will be made for the required fire 
resistance ratings, interior finish requirements, and exit sign locations within this building. 
References are also made to the Society of Fire Protection Engineering (SFPE) Handbook of Fire 
Protection Engineering, 5th edition, for estimation of evacuation time based on the hydraulic 
model. The occupancy breakdown of the 2nd floor, which is a typical floor layout, is shown 
below in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2. Layout of 2nd floor of Warren J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics.  
 
The next section will discuss the fire detection and alarm systems present within the building. 
The building is equipped with an addressable fire alarm system with an Emergency Voice Alarm 
Communication System (EVACS). The building is designed in accordance with the 2007 edition 
of Title 24 from the California Code of Regulations, as well as 2007 editions of several NFPA 
standards, such as NFPA 72 and 70 with relevant California amendments. A smoke control 
system exists within the building that is operated through the fire alarm control unit. The fire 
alarm system uses a combination of smoke detectors and beam detectors within the atrium for 
signaling of the alarm system. Fire alarm pull stations are also located throughout the building. 
The building is equipped with several notification appliances, mainly a combination 
speaker/strobe assembly used by the building’s EVAC system. Magnetic door holders are 
installed on every floor that is part of the atrium. Throughout this section, analysis of these 
systems for code compliance based on the As-Built drawings which will be referenced 
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throughout. A cross section of one of the atriums within this building is shown below in Figure 
3.  
 
Figure 3. Cross section of west atrium from Warren J. Baker Center of Science and 
Mathematics construction documents.  
 
Following is a fire suppression systems analysis. The building is equipped with a fire pump that 
serves four standpipes, one of which is used to serve the sprinkler risers on each floor. The four 
standpipes are in each of the building’s stairwells and are all fitted with standpipes on every 
floor, including the roof. The building has a mix of light hazard and ordinary hazard 
occupancies, which will be discussed later in detail. Most of the design uses quick release heads, 
ranging in temperature ratings from 155-200 °F. The specific design and hydraulic calculations 
as well as the inspection, testing, and maintenance requirements will be discussed in this report.  
Structural fire protection analysis is the final section involving prescriptive based design 
analysis. There is one atrium located in this building that spans levels 2 through six. This report 
will analyze the structural features of the building, including a prescriptive and performance-
based analysis. The prescriptive based analysis will focus on the requirements outlined in the 
latest version of the California Building Code (CBC) and other relevant provisions. The 
performance-based analysis will consist of three design fire scenarios that will use different 
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methods including the travelling fire methodology.  
 
The second portion of this report will be a performance-based design evaluation. Performance 
goals will be established based on recommendations from engineering design guidelines. These 
goals will be used to measure tenability criteria for occupants within the building. A timed egress 
analysis was performed using Pathfinder to establish the required safe egress time (RSET). 
Design fire scenarios are discussed as well as the reasoning discussed for design fire scenario 
selection. The selected design fire was used to determine the available safe egress time (ASET), 
which is dependent on the selected tenability criteria as well as the time evolution of the fire 
which will be discussed in detail. Both models will be used in conjunction to determine if the 
performance goals were met and if the systems in place are adequate for life safety. 
Recommendations for upgrades to the systems in place are discussed at the end of this section.  
 
Egress Analysis 
The following section will serve as an analysis of the building systems in place that are used for 
the means of egress within this building. A prescriptive analysis based on the 2015 Life Safety 
Code (LSC) is performed to determine if egress components are adequately sized. A timed 
egress analysis is also documented based on the recommendations from the SFPE Handbook, 5th 
edition.  
Occupancy, Use, and General Building Information 
The Warren J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics is used by students and faculty at Cal 
Poly for lecturing, studying, and researching. Floors 1 through 6 contain a variety of laboratories, 
lecture halls, offices, and places of assembly. Due to this variety of occupancies and uses within 
the same building, it is classified as a mixed-use occupancy. As a mixed-use occupancy, the most 
stringent requirements of the LSC should be applied per LSC §6.1.14.3.2. The occupancies 
present in the building are business, assembly, and storage. A general, color coded, floor plan 
and detailed Life Safety Floor plan is provided as Appendix A and B respectively, while the 
second floor plan can be seen above in Figure 2. All occupant load factors are based on Table 
7.3.1.2 of the LSC or relevant sections to the occupancy with the provisions of the LSC. 
The first floor of this building has several large lecture halls used for large classroom sizes as 
well as seminars due to their large capacity. These rooms are classified as assembly occupancies 
and were given an occupant load factor of 15 sf/person to reflect this fact. There is a lobby 
located in the center of this floor and it was treated as incidental to the assembly areas with an 
occupant load factor of 50 sf/person as recommended in A.6.1.2.1. The business portion of this 
floor is conference rooms and offices for faculty, using the standard load factor of 100 sf/person 
for this portion of the building. The final occupancy on this floor is dedicated to mechanical, 
electrical, and fire protection equipment storage. These rooms are loaded at 300 sf/person since 
the expected number occupants is low for these areas. The total occupant load for this floor was 
calculated to be 543 occupants.  
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The second through sixth floor are similar in layout. An atrium extends from floors 2 through 6, 
with wall ratings that will be discussed in a later section of this analysis. The atrium acts as a 
horizontal exit for the five floors it connects, acting as two horizontal exits on floors 2 through 4 
and one horizontal exit on floors 5 and 6. The occupancy and uses on these floors vary between 
assembly, business, and storage. The assembly uses are outdoor terraces on floors 3 through five 
and were loaded 15 sf/person as the concentrated use without fixed seating load factor from the 
LSC. There is also telecommunication, electrical, elevator, and other equipment rooms located 
throughout floors 2 through 6. These storage occupancies were loaded at 300 sf/person. The 
business occupancy on these floors was a combination of laboratories and rooms incidental to the 
laboratories (called Special Instruction rooms). These areas are considered business occupancies 
because they have an occupant load under 50 persons, per Chapter 6 of the LSC, university areas 
under this occupancy should be considered a business occupancy. These incidental areas are used 
for laboratory storage and instructor preparation. There are also offices for faculty throughout the 
floors and study areas for students, located near the instructor’s offices. The laboratories were 
loaded at 50 sf/person based on Table 7.3.1.2 as well as the study areas for students, to account 
for the expected larger occupant loads. The other business occupancies were loaded at 100 
sf/person due to smaller occupant loads expected. Table 1 shown below indicates the floor, 
occupancy, and calculated occupant load. See the detailed Life Safety Plans in Appendix B for 
the information pertaining to these occupant load calculations (area, load factor, etc.).  
Table 1. Summary of each floors occupancy and calculated occupant load.  
Floor Occupancy 
Occupant 
Load 
1 A,B,S 563 
2 B,S 509 
3 A,B,S 613 
4 A,B,S 476 
5 A,B,S 313 
6 A,B,S 283 
  Total 2757 
 
 
Means of Egress 
This section will discuss the number of exits required, exit arrangement, and the exit capacities 
for all floors within the Warren J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics. The number of 
means of egress is discussed in §7.4 of the LSC, and a summary table for the required number of 
exits and the provided number of exits is shown below in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Summary of each floors required and provided number of exits. Horizontal exits are 
also accounted for.  
Floor 
Required 
Exits 
Provided 
Exits 
Horizontal 
Exits 
1 3 3 0 
2 3 6 2 
3 3 4 2 
4 2 3 2 
5 2 2 1 
6 2 2 1 
Every floor of this building meets the requirements for the number of exits. The arrangement 
of these exits is also satisfactory in remoteness, as outlined in §7.5 and 7.6 of the LSC. 
Furthermore, the remoteness and number of exits from each individual room is also 
satisfactory.  
 
Exit capacity for all floors was also calculated. The dimensions for doors and stairs meets the 
requirements of §7.2 of the LSC, detailing the size requirements for egress components based 
on calculated occupant loads for the egress component. Table 3 below compares each floors 
occupant load with their calculated exit capacity.  
 
Table 3. Comparison between floors occupant load and exit capacity.  
Floor 
Occupant 
Load 
Exit 
Capacity 
1 563 1740 
2 509 2840 
3 613 626 
4 476 466 
5 313 346 
6 283 306 
  
 
All floors meet the exit capacity requirements, except the fourth floor. The exit capacity for this 
floor was 10 occupants below the occupant load, which is not acceptable. This deficiency may be 
caused by the egress capacity factors used in this report and by the design professionals. The 
California Building Code allows the use of decreased exit capacity factors based on a building 
being equipped with an automatic sprinkler system. The factors are allowed to be decreased to 
0.2 and 0.15 inches per occupant, for stairs and doors respectively. Accounting for egress 
capacity with these factors would show that the exit capacity is sufficient for the occupant load 
calculated. To mitigate this issue with LSC requirements, all stairs should be changed to be of 
48” clear width. According to the stair details in the Architectural set, Exit Stair 3 has only 44” 
clear width, which creates a lower exit capacity for the floors that use Stair 3 as exit access. The 
detailed life safety plans show each egress component with the measured width, required width, 
load factor, occupant load, and exit capacity. A detail of Stair 3 is shown below in Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. Stair 3 detail for Level 6, which is typical of all floors served by this stair. Taken 
from construction documents.  
 
Typically, the exit door associated with the stairwell had equivalent exit capacities, except for 
Stair 3. For Stair 3, the limiting component was the stair width, which was used in calculating the 
exit capacity of 146 occupants for this stair. The remaining stairs have sufficient egress width to 
accommodate 160 occupants. These exit capacities did not consider the horizontal exits, but if 
accounting for horizontal exits in capacity the building would have sufficient exit capacity.   
Since the first floor is mostly assembly occupancies, the main entrance should act as also the 
main exit and be able to support ½ the calculated occupant load per LSC §13.2.3.6.1. The main 
exit for the first floor meets this requirement, as it has capacity for 1080 occupants. The second 
floor also meets this requirement as both floor 1 and 2 are used as levels of exit discharge. The 
main exits in the center of this floor can accommodate 1440 occupants combined, which meets 
this requirement as well.  
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Horizontal Exits 
Horizontal exits are present on every level within this building, except for the 1st floor. These 
egress features are present at the atrium to create separation from the east and west wings of the 
buildings. The atrium is constructed with 2-hour fire resistance rated construction, and the 
corridors that connect the east and west wings to the atrium space are equipped with fire doors 
on magnet door holders. The location of the horizontal exits is shown below in Figure 5.  
 
Figure 5. Location of horizontal exits on the second level, which is typical of the location for 
levels 2-6.  
 
The 2015 LSC has provisions for horizontal exits as outlined in Section 7.2.4. Horizontal exits 
are not allowed to serve as the sole means of egress from a space, which this building complies 
with. The occupants within the atrium space are able to exit using Stair #3 or the two horizontal 
exits into either wing. The east and west wings are provided with stairwells that serve each wing 
independent of the other portions of the building. The exit other than the horizontal exit must 
have capacity for 50 percent of the required number of exits and capacity, which this building 
complies with. Horizontal exits are required to separate the building using 2-hour fire resistance 
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rated barriers, which are supplied along the atrium walls. The doors are required to swing in the 
direction of egress, which is not currently being shown for doors as they only swing into the 
atrium. The doors should be opposite swinging to allow for egress in both directions. The doors 
are automatically closing upon receipt of a fire alarm, which will create the continuous 
separation that is required. 
Common Path, Dead Ends, Travel Distance 
The floor plans for this building were analyzed for dead ends, common path, and travel distance. 
Since this building is a mixed-use occupancy, the most restrictive requirements must be met for 
these three cases. Table 4 below summarizes the requirements from the LSC. 
Table 4. Requirements for travel distance, common path, and dead ends based on assembly 
and business occupancies.  
Factor Requirement Occupancy 
Common 
Path 
20/100 A/B 
Dead End 20/50 A/B 
Travel 
Distance 
250/300 A/B 
 
The attached life safety plans in Appendix B show measurements for travel distances which meet 
the specified requirements. No issues with common path of travel or dead ends were found 
within this building.  
Required Fire Ratings 
The required fire resistance ratings per the LSC for this building are tabulated and are shown 
below in Table 5.  
Table 5. Summary of vertical openings and required fire resistance ratings. These can be found 
on the Life Safety Plans.  
Component 
Fire 
Resistance 
Rating (hr) 
LSC 
Section 
Exit Enclosures (Connecting 4 floors or more) 2 7.1.3.2.1(3) 
Exit Corridors 1 7.1.3.1 
Shafts (Vertical Openings connecting 4 floors or 
more) 
2 8.6.5 
Shafts (Vertical Openings connecting under 4 floors) 1 8.6.5 
Elevator Machine Rooms 2 7.14.7.1 
 
 
Furthermore, the LSC calls for separation of occupancies, which is summarized in the LSC Table 
6.1.14.4.1(a).  The business and assembly occupancies must be separated by a 1-hour fire barrier, 
while the storage occupancies must be separated by a 2-hour fire barrier from any business or 
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assembly occupancy. These separations are shown on the floor plans attached, however, it should 
be noted that the fire resistance rating for the exit corridors is not shown on the floor plans but is 
required by the LSC and provided as outlined in the construction documents. 
 
Exit Sign Placement 
The recommended placement of exit signs are shown on the attached Life Safety Plans in 
Appendix B. The exit signs should be installed in accordance with the LSC §7.10. The placement 
of the signs in the corridors are such that any occupant within the corridor will be able to see an 
exit sign within 100 feet from wherever an occupant can stand. Exit signs are recommended to 
be spaced every 200 feet, unless a turn or corner is present that would not meet the 100-foot 
visual requirement of LSC §7.10.5.2. Not shown on the detailed life safety plans, but a 
recommended addition, would be to place exit signs above all doors meant for egress within the 
individual rooms of the building.  
Occupant Characteristics 
The normal occupant of this building would be students and faculty, along with visitors that may 
pass through the building on campus tours. In general, the occupants will be attending lectures or 
laboratories which will have a faculty member present during all sessions. Faculty members 
should be trained in the event of an emergency on how to act and should ensure that all students 
and other occupants know how to safely evacuate the building. Other students may use the 
facilities for studying or holding meetings for projects, utilizing the open areas with couches, 
chairs, and tables to collaborate. Some occupants may use the couches provided on the upper 
floors to rest between classes or studying, and this will be considered in the premovement time 
for evacuation calculations. Normal occupants should be aware of their surroundings and the 
environment in case of an emergency or alarm/notification signal. With faculty present that is 
trained on emergency situations (as part of the university staff I completed this training), the 
occupants, in the event of an emergency, should have trained staff able to aid and direct groups 
of people. Most occupants would only need to gather belongings and possibly conclude any 
laboratory experiments that may be unsafe to leave unattended. 
Evacuation Time Approximation 
The time to evacuate the building was calculated using the hydraulic model, presented in Chapter 
59 of the 5th edition of the SFPE Handbook for Fire Protection Engineering. In this model, all 
occupants are treated to move hydraulically, with occupants from higher levels taking 
precedence at points of convergence. The time to egress from this building can be complex due 
to the different routes occupants can take, and the fact that different stairs span different floors. It 
was assumed that exit Stair 3 would be the limiting component due to it being the smallest in 
width compared to other stairs, and the stair accesses the most floors. Evacuation time was 
estimated off the time it would take for all occupants to evenly evacuate from all exits, which 
would be the optimum case. A pre-movement time was assumed to be approximately 1 minute, 
based on data from the Engineering Data chapter (Chapter 64 in 5th edition of SFPE handbook) 
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by Gwynne, in which evacuation delay times were tabulated for several different observed 
evacuations of business occupancies. Next will follow a discussion about the assumptions in 
modelling this evacuation, and then the methodology for calculating the evacuation time.  
Some of the major assumptions of this calculation included: 
• Optimal use of egress components by occupants 
• Ques were assumed to form at the exit doors leading to Stair 3. Due to this, the flow into 
the stair is completely limited by exit door leading into exit Stair 3 
• Egress component factors assumed to be recommended value from SFPE Handbook (i.e. 
k factors for calculating speed) 
• No obstructions in the flow were considered 
• No individual decision making was considered to create disruptions 
• Population is assumed to be the main contributing effect to evacuation time, which may 
not match reality 
• Data used is based on averages, and extrapolation or interpolation may not be valid 
The methodology for calculating the evacuation time is outlined below (based on 2nd order 
approximation in SFPE Handbook): 
• Assume a constant pre-movement time of 1 minute on all floors.  
• Only analyze occupants using exit Stair 3 to exit from floors 2 through 6.  
• Calculate an average time to travel from corridor to exit door. 
• Once occupants reach the exit door, calculate the time to fill the exit stairway completely 
with people, based on the time it takes to descend one floor. 
• Once the stair is filled, assume that occupants from the top floor will evacuate first 
• Time to evacuate is based on the last occupant to exit the building, in this case the final 
occupant from floor 2.  
• The evacuation time will be the sum of the pre-movement time, time to reach the exit 
door, and the time until the final occupant exits.  
Table 6 below shows the calculated number of occupants per floor per exit and the number of 
occupants remaining to exit after convergence has occurred within the stairway.  
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Table 6. Summary of occupant load per floor at the exit of interest both at the start of 
evacuation, and after the occupants from each floor has converged at the floors of 
convergence. Note that 6 occupants per floor enter the stairway before convergence. 
Occupant 
Load per 
Floor per 
Exit 
Occupant 
Load after 
Convergence  
188 182 
85 79 
154 148 
159 153 
157 151 
142 136 
 
 Once the evacuation reached convergence of floors within the stairway, the limiting component, 
being the exit door from the stairway, controlled the flow of the stairway. The time to exit each 
floor was than calculated and is shown below in Table 7.  
Table 7. Summary of exit times per floor when analyzing exit Stair 3. Time is in minutes  
Floor 
Time to evacuate floor 
after convergence 
6 3.16 
5 6.64 
4 10.16 
3 13.57 
2 15.55 
 
Now with the time to evacuate each floor, the total evacuation time can be calculated. The total 
evacuation time for this building was found to be 17.6 minutes. The time of 17.6 minutes is 
calculated from the time to evacuate the floor after convergence when also adding an additional 
2 minutes for premovement time and the time it takes for occupants to reach travel through the 
corridor to an exit, which was assumed and calculated to be 1 minute each, respectively. See the 
attached hand calculations where all the necessary parameters were calculated in Appendix C.  
Performance Based/Tenability Criteria 
The tenability criteria for performance-based design was selected based on recommendations 
from the SFPE Handbook. The first tenability criteria is based on visibility, and that is to limit 
the minimum distance due to smoke obscuration to be 13 meters. This limit is key to allow 
occupants not familiar with this building to be able to see means of egress and other occupants 
when evacuating. The highest allowable smoke level will be 6 feet above the maximum walking 
surface. Due to the atrium, that smoke level must be kept below 6 feet above floor 6. The 
Fractional Effective Dose (FED) model will be used to set limits of asphyxiate/irritant gas 
inhalation. A FED of 0.3 will be set for incapacitation and of 0.8 will be set for lethality. The 
maximum temperature experienced by any one occupant shall not be higher than 60 C. The 
largest radiative heat flux experienced by any occupant shall be kept to a maximum of 2.5 
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kW/m2. These tenability criteria can be used to meet the requirements of §5.2 of the LSC where 
performance criteria is required to be set. Per §A.5.2.2 of the LSC, the design team must choose 
between certain methods of performance-based design, and the method for this analysis was 
Method A, where the design team specifies tenability criteria.  
Summary of Prescriptive Egress Analysis 
The previous section outlined the egress features present within the Warren J. Baker Center for 
Science and Mathematics. Deficiencies of the egress system were outlined, which was mainly 
the deficient exit capacity on specific floors discussed above. This deficiency may have arose 
based on the requirements of the California Building Code that was used to design the building, 
and the requirements of the LSC which was used within this report. The main difference between 
codes is the allowance of decreased exit capacity factors as outlined in the sections above. A 
hydraulic egress model was proposed and outlined, and a required safe egress time was 
determined using the model developed by Purser in Chapter 59 of the SFPE Handbook, 5th 
edition. The following section will outline a prescriptive based analysis of the fire alarm and 
detection system in place.  
Fire Alarm and Detection Analysis 
The following section will serve as an analysis of the building systems in place that are used for 
fire alarm and detection within this building. A prescriptive analysis based on the code of record 
and NFPA 72 to determine the adequacy of the system within this building. The fire alarm and 
detection devices present within this building are documented and evaluated based on 
engineering standards.  
System Operational Characteristics 
The installed fire alarm system can respond to several events that occur at any of the signaling 
devices, which will result in either a supervisory, trouble, or alarm signal transmission to the fire 
alarm panel. The receiving station for the signals from the fire alarm control unit, is the 
University Police Department, which is located on campus. The system is programmed to 
respond to the following events: panel supervisory, alarm, or trouble condition, manual pull 
station activation, spot/smoke detector activation, sprinkler tamper switch, sprinkler water flow 
activation, fire pump running, fire pump loss of phase, fire pump phase reversal, heat detector 
activation, elevator lobby/EMR smoke/elevator hoistways, shunt trip power supervision, general 
alarm, atrium smoke control system alarm, beam smoke detection within atrium, pull station 
within atrium, and sprinkler water flow within the atrium. Responses to these inputs can include: 
supervisory, trouble or alarm condition at the fire alarm control unit (FACU), activation of the 
alarm/EVAC system, display of warning on the remote annunciators, activation of shunt trip 
relay, shutdown of air handler unit, activation of elevator recall, shutdown individual associated 
dampers, deactivate magnetic door holders, activate supervisory, alarm, or trouble signal to the 
receiving station, bypass all alarm outputs, open atrium doors with motorized door operators, and 
activation of atrium passive smoke evacuation system. These inputs vs. outputs can be visualized 
on the system operations matrix shown in Appendix D. 
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The design basis for the outputs for given actions was based on the 2007 edition of NFPA 72. 
The supervisory signal initiating devices include: sprinkler tamper switches, fire pump loss of 
phase or phase reversal, and shunt trip supervision. These supervisory signal initiating devices 
are consistent with the devices discussed in §17.16 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72 as well as 
§5.15 of the 2007 edition of NFPA 72. Trouble signals are transmitted when there is a system 
failure such as power failure, open circuit, or a ground fault. These trouble signals are consistent 
with those described in NFPA 72 § 10.14 and 23.4.2.1 of the 2016 edition and § 4.4.3.5 of the 
2007 edition of the code. The alarm signals are consistent with the sections of the codes that 
discuss the disposition of signals, such as §26.2.1.1 of the 2016 code which establishes that 
manual pull station, automatic fire detector, or fire suppression system activation will be treated 
as a fire alarm signal, which is consistent with the system operation matrix. All signals are 
designed to be displayed on the remote annunciators which are located on the first floor near 
Room 114 and on the second floor near Room 206. The building is also equipped with an EVAC 
system, and this EVAC system meets the requirements of §24.4 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72 
and is designed to activate on an alarm signal at the control unit. Combination speaker/strobes 
are installed throughout the building with varying wattages for voice intelligibility. These 
speaker powers vary from ¼ W in corridors to 2 W in large lecture halls. This speaker sound 
pressure levels for the power range varies from 77dBA to 86 dBA, measured at 10 ft. away from 
the speaker assembly. The atrium smoke control system is designed to activate when either a 
beam smoke detector, a manual pull station, or sprinkler waterflow activates within the atrium.  
The method of transmission of the alarm is through Digital Alarm Communicator Transmitter 
(DACT) which will transmit a signal from the protected premise, , to a Digital Alarm 
Communicator Receiver (DACR) located at the campus police station.  
The fire alarm system layout can be seen in Appendix E, which are the As-Built drawings 
completed by the contractor who installed the system. 
Fire Alarm Control Unit 
The fire alarm panel for this building’s fire alarm system is the Notifier NFS2-640 fire alarm 
control panel. This panel is in the first floor in Room 112 which is the main electrical 
room/transformer room for the building. The panel is located adjacent to the building’s main 
transformers and is next to the smoke control panel as well as the amplifier for the building’s 
EVAC system. This panel can have up to 2 signaling line circuits, of style 4, 6, or 7 (from earlier 
editions of NFPA 72). There are capabilities of connecting 636 total devices for the signaling 
line circuits, 159 detectors and 159 modules per signaling line circuit. The panel also has 
connections for 4 notification appliance circuits, which can supply 1.5 amps for each circuit. The 
panel is capable of voice evacuation, which can either be a preprogrammed message or a live 
message via the panel itself. The panel can connect to 32 LCD annunciators and is networkable 
via NOTI-FIRE-NET. The panel is listed under UL 864 (standard for fire alarm control units), 
UL 1076 (Burglar alarm units), UL 2572 (Mass notification systems), as well as seismic 
requirements and other listings not applicable to fire alarms systems. The fire alarm panel is 
shown below in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. Notifier NFS2-640, the fire alarm control unit installed within the project building.  
 
Signaling Devices 
Several different signaling devices are used throughout this building for detection of fires. The 
signaling line circuits (SLCs) are designed in accordance with the 2007 editions of NFPA 72 and 
70. The signaling line circuits are Class B, style 4 and has a survivability level of 1. Survivability 
1 means that the circuits are stored in metal raceways and the building is protected by an 
automatic sprinkler system. Class B, style 4 circuits should have the following performance 
characteristics from the 2007 edition of NFPA 72, shown in Table 8.  
Table 8. Performance characteristics of a SLC per 2007 edition of NFPA 72. Note. Alm = 
Alarm, Trbl = trouble, and ARC = Alarm receipt capability during abnormal condition. An X 
indicates a requirement at the protected premise and R indicates a required capability. 
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Class B, style 4 is now classified as Class B in the 2016 edition of NFPA 72 and is designed with 
an end of line resistor that regulates the current through the SLC to detect an alarm signal. 
Components of the SLC are as follows: manual pull station, photoelectric smoke detector, 
photoelectric duct smoke detector, beam smoke detector, and water flow switch. The number of 
detectors is shown in Appendix F. The SLC devices are wired with West Penn D990 wiring, 
which is a 16-gage wire containing two conductors in an unshielded twisted pair. The signaling 
devices are installed in accordance with NFPA 72. Pull stations are installed 48” above the 
finished floor and the detector spacing is based on a nominal 30 foot spacing for smoke 
detectors.  
A smoke control system is located within the atrium of this building, as required by the building 
code. The system is a natural ventilation smoke control system, which will vent any smoke 
produced from a fire within the atrium space by vents located at the top of the atrium. The 
makeup air for this system comes from the level 2 entrance doors which are equipped with 
motorized opening devices and will open upon activation of the fire alarm system. These doors 
are shown below in Figure 7.  
 
(a) Schematic showing location of makeup air doors (i.e. plan north and south doors) 
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(b) Plan north entrance where doors are equipped with motorized opening devices to 
supply makeup air.  
 
(c) Plan south entrance where doors are equipped with motorized opening devices to 
supply makeup air.  
Figure 7. Location of makeup air doors for smoke control system.  
 
The vents installed are Greenheck louvered gravity relief vents, with a total area of 50 ft2 to vent 
any smoke produced by a fire within the atrium space. A picture of the vents taken from Google 
Earth, as well as the schematic design of the roof vents from the construction documents is 
shown below in Figure 8.   
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(a) Installed vents, taken from Google Earth. 
 
(b) Schematic design of roof vents from construction documents 
Figure 8. Greenheck relief vents installed at the roof of the atrium used for smoke evacuation.  
 
There are beam detectors installed throughout the atrium on floors 2 through 6 which are used to 
detect smoke within the atrium to activate the natural smoke control system. These detectors are 
to be installed per the manufacturer’s instructions in accordance with NFPA 72 §17.7.3.7. The 
beam detectors installed are part of the OSID Smoke Detection line by Xtralis. The OSI-90 is the 
receiver installed throughout the atrium. This device has an 80° viewing angle and can accept up 
to 7 emitters. The detection range is between 20 to 111 ft. using standard power and 39 to 223 ft. 
using high power. The emitter used is the OSE-SPW emitter which is a standard powered, wired 
emitter. A total of 23 emitters and 15 receivers are installed throughout the atrium. There are 
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generally two receiver-emitter pairs per floor of the atrium used to sense smoke within the 
environment, although some of the receivers have multiple emitters that it is sensing. These 
beam detectors have three different thresholds to activate the alarm signal on the control panel, 
20%, 35%, and 50% smoke obscuration, depending on the desired level of sensitivity. These 
beam detectors use dual wavelength LED-based smoke detection and have a high tolerance 
against false alarms from either building movement or dust, steam, and intrusion of solid objects. 
These detectors are UL, FM, and CSFM listed. The UL listing has an operable temperature range 
between 32 and 100° F so there are no false alarms from steam or condensation.  
The detectors within the atrium are installed in accordance with the 2016 edition of NFPA 72 
§17.7.5. The different signaling devices are used to activate the smoke control system, which 
would be to open the vents at the top of the atrium, open the atrium doors on level 2 for make-up 
air, and close the atrium doors on floors 2-6 which separate the atrium from the remainder of the 
east and west wing of the building. The sequence of operations that are relevant for the smoke 
control system can be found in Appendix D.    
All devices on the SLC are addressable which will identify the specific location where a detector 
is activated. Notifier NBG-12LX manual pull stations are installed throughout the building, with 
a total of 31 pull stations installed. This pull station is dual action, requiring the operator to push 
the handle into the device, then pull down to activate the fire alarm. The pull station is 
addressable and compatible with the NFS2-640 control panel installed. Manual pull stations are 
required to be installed between 42” and 48” above the finished floor, where the distance is 
measured from the part of the pull station that is actuated, per §17.14.5 of the 2016 edition of 
NFPA 72. The pull stations must be located at a maximum of 5 feet from each exit passage per 
§17.14.8.4 and the maximum travel distance to the next pull station must be 200 ft maximum per 
§17.14.8.5, meaning the pull stations should be separated by 400 ft. This device is UL, FM, and 
CSFM listed.  
The smoke detectors installed are Notifier FSP-851 series photoelectric smoke detectors. There 
are 18 of these devices installed throughout the building, generally located in electrical, 
mechanical, or machine rooms as well as in elevator lobbies. The spacing for these smoke 
detectors is nominally 30 ft. based on a smooth ceiling and ceiling height of 10 ft. or greater. 
This device is UL, FM, and CSFM listed.  
The duct detectors installed are System Sensor DNR detectors. These duct detectors use 
photoelectric sensing technology that samples air within the ducts and allows early detection of 
hazardous conditions occurring within the HVAC system, or other ductwork to prevent the 
transfer of toxic smoke and fire gases to other portions of the building. There is a total of 64 duct 
detectors installed throughout the building. This device is UL, FM, and CSFM listed.  
Valve tamper switches and water flow switches are also used throughout as initiating devices, 
but no documentation is provided for the type of device installed. There is a total of 16 water 
flow switches and 10 valve tamper switches installed throughout the building.  
The specification sheets for these devices can be found in Appendix G.  
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Notification Devices 
Notification devices throughout the building include combination speaker/strobes, strobes, and 
speakers. These devices are wired per the 2007 edition of NFPA 72 and are classified as Class B, 
style Y with a path survivability level of 1. The notification devices must meet all the 
requirements in Chapter 18 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72. As the building has an EVAC 
system installed, the system is not required to meet the public mode, private mode, sleeping area 
requirements but must meet the voice intelligibility requirements of §18.4.10 in the 2016 edition 
of NFPA 72. The visible characteristics of the system must meet the requirements of §18.5 in 
NFPA 72. The light intensity for strobes must meet the minimum required light output for 
different room sizes, shown in Table 9. below.  
Table 9. Minimum required light output for different room sizes. From Table 18.5.5.4.1 in the 
2016 edition of NFPA 72 
 
 
The installed notification appliances are designed with a visible output range of 15 to 115 
candela depending on the room sizes. As the corridors are smaller than 20 feet in width, the 
notification appliances shall adhere to the requirements of §18.5.5.5 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 
72. The notification appliances are wired using one of two types of wires. The speakers for the 
EVAC system are wired using 16-gage West Penn D991 wiring which contains two conductors 
that are shielded. The visible appliances use 14-gage THHN wire. Wall mounted notification 
appliances are to be installed between 80” and 96” above the finished floor according to 
§18.5.5.1 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72.  
There are several areas in this building protected with wall mounted strobes, generally used in 
place of the combination of speaker and strobe devices to supplement the lighting requirements. 
The solo strobes used are System Sensor SW strobes, and there are 73 of these devices installed 
throughout the building. These strobes have selectable candela settings varying from 15 to 185 
candela. The strobes used are set at values between 15 and 75 candela depending on the space 
requirements for lighting.  
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The EVAC system uses System Sensor speakers, or combination speaker strobes. These speaker, 
strobes, or combination devices are used throughout the building to deliver a visual, temporal 
signal and an intelligible voice signal to aid occupants in evacuation. The speakers are placed 
throughout with varying power for each speaker, from ¼ W to 2 W, which is a range of 76 to 86 
dBA measured at 10 ft. from the speaker. The voice intelligibility for this system should be in 
accordance with NFPA 72, namely §18.4.10, which allows the authority having jurisdiction 
(AHJ) the option to require intelligibility within each acoustically distinguishable space. Annex 
D in NFPA 72 gives recommended methods, such as the Speech Transmission Index (STI), to 
quantify the speech intelligibility of these speakers. The visual, temporal signal from the 
combination devices should follow §18.5 of NFPA 72 as discussed earlier.  
Detector Activation 
To assess the building’s life safety system, evacuation times are generally compared to fire 
development, or hazard development times. The fire alarm system is a key part of the life safety 
system of a building as the alarm system will notify occupants of a developing hazard. To assess 
the sensitivity of the William J. Baker Center for Mathematics and Science’s fire alarm system, 
three fire scenarios are investigated, and detector activation times are calculated using the 
DETACT model. For all scenarios, the detectors considered are the sprinkler system that is 
installed throughout the building. Most spaces are protected by quick-response sprinklers with an 
activation temperature of 155 °F.  
The first design fire scenario will take place in the Natural Resources Management and 
Environmental Sciences department office, which is room 206 within the building. Combustibles 
within this space can include normal combustibles such as paper products, as well as any 
combustibles that faculty or students may bring into the room. There are also lounge chairs and 
sofas in the waiting area within the office, but as they are furnishing a public place, they must be 
California Technical Bulletin 133 compliant. Assuming an ignition source as a candle that has 
been knocked over on a desk into a small waste bin, a fire will grow and develop until detector 
activation occurs and controls the fire. One reported value for the growth portion of a trash bag 
and paper fire is found to be 0.002041 kW/s2. As other items may be involved in the fire, 
including a trash container, a slow growth curve is assumed for the first design fire. The values 
input into the DETACT model are shown below in Table 10.  
Table 10. DETACT input parameters for design fire 1.  
INPUT PARAMETERS   CALC. PARAMETERS 
Ceiling height (H) 3.35 m R/H 0.965 
Radial distance (R) 3.2 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.307 
Ambient temperature (To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.206 
Actuation temperature 
(Td) 68.3 C Rep. t2 coeff. k 
Response time index 
(RTI) 50 (m-s)1/2 Slow 0.003 
Fire growth power (n) 2 - Medium 0.012 
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.003 kW/s^n Fast 0.047 
Time step (dt) 5 s Ultrafast 0.400 
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The ceiling height was found to be 11 ft. while the sprinkler spacing was assumed to be 15 ft by 
15 ft, the maximum allowable spacing for a light hazard occupancy. With this spacing, a radial 
distance was determined to be 10.6 ft or approximately 3.2 meters. As the detector is a quick 
response sprinkler, the maximum RTI this sprinkler could have is 50 (m-s)1/2. The activation 
temperature is 155 °F which converts to 68.3 °C. With these input parameters, a detector 
activation time was found to be 485 seconds or approximately 8 minutes, and a heat release rate 
of 705 kW. The detector response can be seen below in Figure 9.  
 
Figure 9. Visualization of the gas phase and detector temperature as well as the design fire 1 
heat release rate.  
 
A second design fire was selected to further approximate the detector activation times. The 
second design fire is in the organic chemistry stock room on the fourth floor of the building, in 
room 434. This room is generally unoccupied, but is located adjacent to several labs, a primary 
means of egress, and the atrium. Although the stock room does not have a large quantity of a 
single combustible, there are several organic chemicals located within this stock room which 
could contribute to a large fire. The means of ignition is electrical lighting fixture failure, 
creating an arc flash that ignites the chemicals stored near the ceiling of the room. A fast fire 
growth is assumed for this fire as the organic chemicals are closely stored together, and 
containers would fail due to thermal decomposition due to the combustion of other nearby 
chemicals, spilling the chemicals throughout the room and pooling up on the floor. The input 
parameters for the DETACT model can be seen below in Table 11.  
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Table 11. Input parameters for the DETACT model for design fire 2 
INPUT PARAMETERS   CALC. PARAMETERS 
Ceiling height (H) 3.35 m R/H 0.642 
Radial distance (R) 2.2 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.403 
Ambient temperature (To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.289 
Actuation temperature 
(Td) 68.3 C Rep. t2 coeff. k 
Response time index 
(RTI) 50 (m-s)1/2 Slow 0.003 
Fire growth power (n) 2 - Medium 0.012 
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.047 kW/s^n Fast 0.047 
Time step (dt) 5 s Ultrafast 0.400 
 
 
Due to a smaller sprinkler spacing and a faster growing fire, this fire is detected sooner than the 
first design fire. The detection time was found to be approximately 130 seconds, or slightly more 
than 2 minutes, which corresponds with a heat release rate of approximately 800 kW. The radial 
distance for this design fire was based on the As-Built drawings and the installed sprinkler 
spacing. The detector response can be seen below in Figure 10.  
 
Figure 10. Detector response for design fire 2. 
 
The final design fire scenario was placed in a chemistry lab, specifically the lab in room 334, 
located on the third floor on the east wing, about halfway down the corridor. The proposed 
design fire is to occur during a lab demonstration where the instructor is demonstrating 
combustible metals such as magnesium. The demonstration will create sparks that spread to a 
nearby student’s desk. This will ignite the students backpack as well as nearby combustibles 
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such as paper. This fire will be considered a medium growing fire. The input parameters for the 
DETACT model are shown below in Table 12.  
Table 12. Input parameters for design fire 3.  
INPUT PARAMETERS   CALC. PARAMETERS 
Ceiling height (H) 3.35 m R/H 0.964 
Radial distance (R) 3.2 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.307 
Ambient temperature (To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.206 
Actuation temperature 
(Td) 68.3 C Rep. t2 coeff. k 
Response time index 
(RTI) 50 (m-s)1/2 Slow 0.003 
Fire growth power (n) 2 - Medium 0.012 
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.012 kW/s^n Fast 0.047 
Time step (dt) 5 s Ultrafast 0.400 
 
The activation time was found to be around 265 seconds. The heat release rate at activation was 
found to be approximately 850 kW. The detector activation can be visualized below in Figure 11. 
 
Figure 11. Design fire 3 detector response.  
 
System Power 
The fire alarm system has two means of power supply, a primary and secondary source. The 
primary source of power is supplied from the utility service and is 120 VAC power. The primary 
supply panel board is located adjacent to the fire alarm control panel, as the panel is stored inside 
the building’s main electrical room. There is overcurrent protection on the fire alarm panel 
primary power, using a breaker that is rated for 20 amps.  
The secondary power supply for the building is 2 sealed lead acid batteries, stored at the fire 
alarm control unit, connected in series. The voltage rating for these batteries is 12 volts. The 
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batteries provided are 55 amp-hour batteries, which were sized from the requirements in NFPA 
72. Connecting the batteries in series will allow the backup power supplied to be 24 VDC, while 
the capacity of the battery bank stays at 55 amp-hours. These battery calculations have been 
performed for this report and can be found below in Table 13.  
The methodology for sizing the secondary power batteries was found by using the criteria from 
the 2016 edition of NFPA 72 for secondary power. With an EVAC system installed, backup 
batteries must be sized by calculating the power required to operate the fire alarm system in 
standby for 24 hours, and then in alarm for 15 minutes after the standby period, per §10.6.7.2.1.7 
of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72. Individual devices for the entire building were inventoried, and 
the standby and alarm currents were added together to get a total required capacity, when used in 
conjunction with the operating time as required by NFPA 72. This can be seen summarized 
below in Table 13.  
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Table 13. Calculated standby and alarm currents from all devices within to size secondary 
power source.  
ITEM DESCRIPTION 
STANDBY 
CURRENT PER 
UNIT 
  QUANTITY 
TOTAL 
STANDBY 
CURRENT 
PER ITEM 
ALARM 
CURRENT 
PER UNIT 
  QUANTITY 
TOTAL 
ALARM 
CURRENT 
PER ITEM 
[-] [-] [Amps]   [-] [Amps] [Amps]   [-] [Amps] 
FACU 
Fire Alarm Control 
Unit 
0.285 X 1 0.285 0.285 X 1 0.285 
RA Remote Annunciator 0.063 X 2 0.127 0.063 X 2 0.127 
PS Manual Pull Station 0.000 X 31 0.012 0.005 X 31 0.155 
ST15 15 Candela Strobe 0.000 X 59 0.000 0.066 X 59 3.894 
ST30 30 Candela Strobe 0.000 X 62 0.000 0.093 X 62 5.766 
ST75 75 Candela Strobe 0.000 X 24 0.000 0.154 X 24 3.696 
ST110 110 Candela Strobe 0.000 X 12 0.000 0.198 X 12 2.376 
ST115 115 Candela Strobe 0.000 X 19 0.000 0.207 X 19 3.933 
ST135 135 Candela Strobe 0.000 X 5 0.000 0.232 X 5 1.160 
SP Speaker Only 0.000 X 7 0.000 0.001 X 7 0.006 
SPST15 
Combo Speaker/15 
Candela Strobe 
0.000 X 3 0.000 0.071 X 3 0.213 
SPST30 
Combo Speaker/30 
Candela Strobe 
0.000 X 14 0.000 0.096 X 14 1.344 
SPST75 
Combo Speaker/75 
Candela Strobe 
0.000 X 14 0.000 0.153 X 14 2.142 
SPST95 
Combo Speaker/95 
Candela Strobe 
0.000 X 3 0.000 0.176 X 3 0.528 
SPST115 
Combo Speaker/115 
Candela Strobe 
0.000 X 16 0.000 0.205 X 16 3.280 
FJ Firefighter phone jack 0.008 X 12 0.090 0.008 X 12 0.090 
DNR Duct Smoke Detectors 0.000 X 64 0.019 0.000 X 64 0.019 
FRM Relay Module 0.002 X 12 0.020 0.002 X 12   
FDRM 
Dual Relay/Monitor 
Module 
0.001 X 64 0.083 0.024 X 64 1.536 
OSE-SPV Beam smoke emitter 0.000 X 23 0.008 0.000 X 23 0.008 
OSE-90 Beam smoke receiver 0.031 X 15 0.465 0.031 X 15 0.465 
FSP 851 Smoke Detector 0.000 X 18 0.005 0.000 X 18 0.005 
FDM Dual monitor module 0.001 X 21 0.016 0.006 X 21 0.120 
RNPS Remote Power Supply 0.130 X 5 0.650 0.130 X 5 0.650 
APS-6 
Power Supply 
Amplifier 
0.000 X 1 0.000 0.025 X 1 0.025 
XP6-R 
Six relay control 
module 
0.001 X 1 0.001 0.032 X 1 0.032 
XP10-M 
10-input monitor 
module 
0.004 X 1 0.004 0.055 X 1 0.055 
FMM Addressable Module 0.000 X 21 0.008 0.005 X 21 0.107 
 
 
With the calculated currents for all devices in either standby or alarm, the size requirements for 
the battery can be calculated by using the amount of time that each device must operate in either 
standby or alarm from NFPA 72. These values are calculated below in Table 14.  
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Table 14. Battery size requirements from the operation time of devices in standby and alarm.  
 Current  
Operating 
Time 
 Capacity 
 [Amps] X [hour] = 
[Amp-
Hour] 
Capacity 
Required for 
Standby 
1.794 X 24 Hours = 43.051 
Capacity 
Required for 
Alarm 
32.017 X 
15 
minutes 
= 8.004 
Total 
Capacity 
51.055 X 
1.2 Safety 
Factor 
= 61.266 
 
 
The calculation performed above requires a larger battery capacity than the initial battery size 
calculated in the As-Built drawings. The batteries supplied has a capacity of 55 Amp-hrs. while 
from the calculations above a battery capacity is required to be 61.3 Amp-hrs.  
Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance 
The inspection, testing, and maintenance (ITM) of the building’s fire alarm system must follow 
the guidelines in Chapter 14 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72. This includes visual inspection as 
well as testing of actual components of the fire alarm system for damage or failure. NFPA 72 
specifies different forms of ITM such as visual inspections and testing of equipment. Table 
14.3.1 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72 contains the visual inspection requirements for protected 
premises as well as the supervising stations. These requirements can be seen in Appendix H. All 
system components must be physically tested on a frequency basis as defined in Table 14.4.3.2 
of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72. This table describes the component from the fire alarm system, 
periodic testing frequency, and the methodology for testing the component. Frequencies vary 
from monthly to annually for different components within this system. As there is an EVAC 
system within this building, voice intelligibility should be verified, but no quantitative 
measurements are required to be made, per §14.4.10 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72. The 
requirements form this table can be found in Appendix H. Upon completion of ITM, Cal Poly 
should retain the records of the test until the next test is performed and a period of 1 year after 
the new test is performed, per §14.6.2 of NFPA 72.  
System Documentation 
The requirements for system documentation are outlined in Chapter 7 of the 2016 edition of 
NFPA 72. The minimum required documentation is as follows: written narrative of system, riser 
diagram, floor plan showing system layout, sequence of operation, equipment technical data 
sheets, manufacturer’s published instructions, battery capacity and de-rating calculations, voltage 
drop calculations, mounting height for wall mounted devices, minimum sound pressure levels for 
notification appliances, pathway diagrams between the FACU and supervising station, a record 
of completion, record drawings, records of maintenance, and a completed record of inspection 
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and testing. Most of these items can be found in the As-Built drawings in Appendix E. The 
system’s record of completion can be found in Appendix I, completed by the installation 
contractor, Deep Blue Integration.  
Fire Alarm and Detection Analysis Conclusion 
The fire alarm system within the William J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics has been 
analyzed for compliance with relevant codes and standards in this report. The system is an 
addressable fire alarm system with an EVAC system for occupant notification. System response 
was discussed in the form of the sequence of operations matrix. The different signaling and 
notification appliance circuits and devices were discussed, as well as the fire alarm control unit 
used in this system. Detector performance was evaluated using three different design fire 
scenarios. The system’s ITM requirements were discussed as well as the required documentation 
for system acceptance. Backup battery calculations were performed to assess the secondary 
power requirements specified by the installation contractor, which the installed backup batteries 
were found to be undersized. Overall, the system meets most of the relevant codes and standards, 
except for the issues discussed throughout this report. The main issue that was found is the 
batteries provided for backup power. However, the report did not account for any remote booster 
power supplies that would provide additional power capacity for the notification appliance 
installed. Once accounted for the additional booster power, the batteries supplied are sufficient 
for backup power. These calculations can be found in the fire alarm as-built drawings, which are 
provided in Appendix E. The following section will analyze the fire suppression system within 
the Warren J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics.  
Fire Suppression System Analysis 
The following section will serve as an analysis of the building systems in place that are used for 
fire suppression. A prescriptive analysis based on the code of record as well as NFPA 13 and 
other relevant NFPA standards is discussed. The system is hydraulically calculated to show that 
the system is capable of supplying the required discharge criteria.   
Existing System 
Baker Science is currently fitted with a wet pipe sprinkler system that connects to an 
underground 8” water main that serves nearby buildings and hydrants, which is shown in 
Appendix J. Appendix J also shows the location for the four-way Fire Department Connection 
(FDC), located near the entrance to the second floor on the north portion of the building.  The 
reported water flow tests were performed at Hydrants #63 and 64, see Appendix J for these 
locations, and Appendix K for the water flow test results. The reported water flow characteristics 
are summarized below in Table 15. 
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Table 15. Water flow test summary. 
  
Hydrant 
63 
Hydrant 
64 
Static 
Pressure 
64 psi 63 psi 
Residual 
Pressure 
NA 58 psi 
Flowrate 
at 
Residual 
Pressure 
974 gpm NA 
 
 
The water supplying the building from the main is a 46’ pipe run to a double check assembly, 
which acts as a backflow preventer, to a 41’ pipe run into the first floor of the building. This 8” 
connection to the water main serves the fire pump for the building, which is in the northwest 
portion of the building on the first floor in the fire pump room. The fire pump schematic as well 
as a picture of the installed fire pump are shown below in Figure 12.  
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Figure 12. The fire pump schematic from the approved plans (Top) as well as the installed fire 
pump (Bottom). 
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The fire pump used is an In-Line centrifugal pump designed by Grundfos, model 6PVF10, and 
has an operating speed of 3550 RPM at 60 Hz. The impeller diameter in the fire pump is 8.24” 
and the pump is FM/UL/ULC listed. The fire pump is used to increase the water supply pressure 
so that the supply is adequate for the building’s sprinkler system. The fire pump is fitted with a 
tester header that has three 2.5” hose valves that are located on the exterior of the building and 
can be seen penetrating the wall in the upper left-hand corner of the picture above (Figure 8). 
There is also a jockey pump (not shown in above picture but shown on schematic) and is used to 
sense a change in pressure upon sprinkler activation. The jockey pump is set to be between 155 
and 165 psi, while the fire pump controller will turn on the fire pump once the pressure at the 
jockey pump reaches 150 psi. The pumping system was designed and installed in accordance 
with the relevant sections of 2016 NFPA 13 and 20. The selected pump and operating curves are 
shown in Appendix L, which are from the published hydraulic calculations for the building. 
These values were used in evaluating the water supply to the building, when combined with the 
city water supply. The fire pump is used to serve the four standpipes in the building, located in 
the four egress stairways throughout the building. An isometric view of the building standpipes 
as well as a floor plan showing the location of the four stairs is shown in Appendix M. The 
supply of water from the fire pump is split between these four standpipes, three of which will 
serve as FDC on each floor level and one which will serve as a sprinkler riser for floors 2 
through 6, and the sprinkler riser for the system located on the first floor. The schematic for the 
sprinkler riser for the first floor is shown below in Figure 13.  
 
Figure 13. Riser diagram for first floor sprinkler riser. This assembly is typical on other floor 
risers, although they are in Stair 3.  
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As noted in the figure above, the sprinkler riser for the first floor is the only riser requiring a 
pressure reducing valve (PRV), which is outlined in the schematic above. Other floor riser 
schematics are typical of this, containing the Tyco Figure 513 Riser manifold, which has a 
pressure relief valve and pressure gage flow switch as well as the test and drain components for 
the riser. Other riser components include 2.5” to 3” reducing coupling, a 2.5” butterfly valve, and 
a 2.5” check valve. The standpipe schematics are shown in Appendix N, which contain the 
section views of the stairs and show the remaining sprinkler risers in Stair 3 and standpipes with 
FDC in all the standpipes. All standpipes are Class I wet standpipes, between 4 and 6” schedule 
10 diameter pipe, while 1.25” branch lines are to be black steel schedule 10 pipe and smaller 
branch lines are schedule 40 pipe. The sprinkler layout is shown in Appendix O and contains the 
locations of floor cross mains as well as branch lines. All sprinklers used are quick response and 
5.6 K-factor, unless otherwise noted on the plans, and of temperature ratings between 155 and 
200 °F. All dimensions for the sprinkler system are shown on the plans in this Appendix O, as 
well as summary tables for the types of sprinklers per floor.  
Occupancy Classifications and Design Criteria 
The occupancy classification for this building was based on Chapter 5 of 2016 NFPA 13 as well 
as the explanatory information in Appendix A of NFPA 13 which gives examples of certain 
occupancies for each occupancy classification. This building is used for lecture halls, offices, or 
student or graduate laboratories. The lecture halls and offices are to be classified as Light 
Hazard, and the laboratories are to be classified as Ordinary Hazard Group 1. The design criteria 
for these are based on 2016 NFPA 13 Chapter 11, using the density/area method. Design criteria 
was chosen from the density area curve (2016 NFPA 13 Figure 11.2.3.1.1) and the hose stream 
allowance/water supply requirements (2016 NFPA 13 Table 11.2.3.1.2). Since quick response 
sprinklers are used throughout this design, the specified design areas can be reduced by 39.25% 
(10.5 ft. ceiling height), or the design area can be set to 60.75% of what is specified in 2016 
NFPA 13, while keeping the specified density. The design criteria can be found summarized 
below in Table 16.  
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Table 16. Sprinkler system design criteria for different occupancies within project building. 
Occupancy 
Classification 
Design 
Area 
Reduced 
Design 
Area 
Design 
Density 
Sprinkler 
Flow 
Max. 
Area of 
Coverage 
Number 
of 
Sprinklers 
Calculated 
Flow Per 
Sprinkler 
- ft2 ft2 gpm/ft2 gpm ft2 - gpm/sprinkler 
Light Hazard 1500 912 0.1 103.5 225 5 20.7 
Ordinary 
Hazard Gr. 1 
1500 912 0.15 155.3 130 8 19.4 
Occupancy 
Classification 
Hose 
Stream 
Allowance 
Duration 
Total 
Water 
- gpm min gal 
Light Hazard 100 30 6105 
Ordinary 
Hazard Gr. 1 
250 60 24315 
 
The number of sprinklers calculated above is based on the maximum spacing permitted per 2016 
NFPA 13, but hydraulic calculations were performed based on the final system design, where the 
spacing is not the maximum permitted spacing. Also, the percent area reduction was calculated 
based on the floor to floor height, instead of the ceiling height as that was not provided in the 
building plans. This will make the area of coverage more conservative.  
Standpipe Design Criteria 
The system designed for the William Baker center uses Class I standpipes. An isometric view of 
the standpipe system can be found in Appendix M. The standpipes in stairs 4 and 5 are fitted 
with a pressure reducing valve at the lowest hose connection, because the pressure at the base of 
the pipe being higher than 175 psi because of the fire pump, per 2016 NFPA 14 § 7.2.3.2. All 
standpipes must meet the relevant requirements of 2016 NFPA 14 § 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 (general and 
Class I requirements), which outline the requirements for hose connections on each standpipe 
and the allowable travel distance from each of these connections. 2016 NFPA 14 §7.5 require 
interconnection of standpipes within the same system, which this building meets and can be seen 
in Appendix M. The diameter of each standpipe (non-sprinkler standpipe) is 4”, per 2016 NFPA 
14 § 7.6.1, while the standpipe in Stair 3 is 6 inches, per NFPA 14 § 7.6.2. The standpipe system 
meets the requirements of 2016 NFPA 14 § 7.7 and 7.8. Hydraulic calculations were not 
performed for the building’s standpipe system, but if they were the design must meet the flow 
requirements of 2016 NFPA 14 § 7.10. The submitted hydraulic calculations for this building do 
meet these requirements. There is a drain located in the fire pump room that meet the 
requirements of 2016 NFPA 14 § 7.11 and 7.12. If hydraulic calculations were to be performed, 
they must be in accordance with 2016 NFPA 14 §8. Once installed the system must pass tests 
outlined in Chapters 10 and 11 of 2016 NFPA 14.  
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Hydraulic Calculations 
Hydraulic calculations were performed for a lab on the 6th floor of the building. This occupancy 
is classified as Ordinary Hazard Group 1 and was calculated based on the relevant design 
criteria. The total area calculated was 920 ft2. This lab is shown below in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14. Hydraulically remote area on the sixth floor. 
 
Only one room was calculated, and future rooms should be calculated to verify that the room 
selected was the hydraulically remote location. Also, because there is a pressure reducing valve 
on the first floor sprinkler riser, calculations should be performed to verify no area on the first 
floor is hydraulically remote. The following assumptions were made when performing hydraulic 
calculations: sprinkler riser nipple of ½”, pipe made of black steel with a C-factor of 120, using 
the values for equivalent length from NFPA 13, main piping made of schedule 10 pipe, branch 
lines larger than 1.25” made of schedule 10 pipe, threaded piping 1” to 2”  made of schedule 40 
pipe, required flow at each sprinkler of 19.5 gpm, and for the area calculated, assume an 
equivalent K factor for each branch line. 
The pressure and flow required at the pump outlet was found to be 146.4 psi and 523.6 gpm. The 
source (combined pump and city supply) and demand curves are shown below on hydraulic 
graph paper in Figure 15. The city water supply is reported at Hydrant #64, while the system 
demand is reported at the pump outlet. The friction losses from the hydrant to the pump would be 
negligible due to the large pipe used. The hydraulic calculations can be found in Appendix P. 
The water supply is capable of providing the required pressure and flow by 2016 NFPA 13.  
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Figure 15. Hydraulic graph illustrating the system demand vs. water supplies. Note the 
demand curve is the sprinkler demand at the pump outlet and the water supply is reported at 
Hydrant #64 
 
Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance Requirements 
Inspection, testing, and maintenance (ITM) requirements are to be in accordance with 2017 
NFPA 25, namely Chapters 4, 5, 6, 13, 14, and 15. Chapter 4 outlines the general requirements 
for ITM such as responsible parties, corrective actions, records, water supply operation, and 
several other broad areas of ITM for general water-based protection systems.  
Chapter 5 discusses the requirements for sprinkler systems, and is summarized in NFPA 25 
Table 5.1.1.2 and is shown in Appendix Q. This table summarizes each component within a 
sprinkler system and the frequency of each test, inspection, or maintenance. More explicit 
inspection requirements can be found in 2017 NFPA 25 § 5.2, testing can be found in 2017 
NFPA 25 § 5.3, and maintenance can be found in 2017 NFPA 25 § 5.4. If a component in the 
sprinkler system requires action, then the requirements outlined in 2017 NFPA 25 Table 5.5.1 
must be followed.  
Chapter 6 outlines the requirements for standpipe and hose connection ITM, which is extremely 
like Chapter 5 of this standard. These requirements are included in 2017 NFPA 25 Table 6.1.1.2 
and are shown in Appendix Q.  
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Chapter 13 outlines the requirements for valves and other common components ITM, which is 
summarized in 2017 NFPA 25 Table 13.1.1.2, also in Appendix Q.  
Chapter 14 of this standard outlines the requirements for inspecting the internal piping conditions 
and obstructions. These tests must be performed every 5 years. 
Chapter 15 of this standard outlines the requirements for the ITM of the system for impairments, 
or system failure.  
Fire Suppression Analysis Conclusion 
The Warren J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics fire suppression system was analyzed 
in this report. The water supply, standpipe system, and water demand were analyzed using 
referenced NFPA standards. The system meets all requirements analyzed in these documents. 
Hydraulic calculations were also performed, and the water supply is great enough, when 
incorporating a fire pump, to supply the water that is demanded for the sprinkler system. 
Recommended practices for inspection, testing, and maintenance were also discussed in this 
report. The following section will analyze the structural fire protection in place for the Warren J. 
Baker Center for Science and Mathematics.  
Structural Fire Protection Analysis 
The following section will serve as an analysis of the building’s structural fire protection. A 
prescriptive analysis based on the code of record is performed. The different methods to protect 
the main structure of the building from failure due to fire conditions is discussed. A 
performance-based evaluation is performed through a travelling fire analysis, and time to 
burnout. The fire load is modelled, and different thicknesses of insulation is recommended for 
the structural members.  
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Construction Type and Fire Resistive Construction Methods 
The construction type of this building is Type 1B, using structural steel, steel decking, masonry, 
and cast in place concrete with steel reinforcement. The required fire resistance ratings for this 
type of construction is taken from the 2016 Edition of the CBC Table 601, shown below in Table 
17. 
Table 17. Required fire resistance rating for different types of construction. 
 
 
Table 17 references another table within the building code for fire resistance rating requirements 
for the exterior wall components. This requirement is based on the fire separation distance 
between the building and an imaginary lot line determined between other buildings located on 
campus. These requirements are outlined in CBC Table 602, which is reproduced below in 
Table 18.  
Table 18. Required fire resistance rating for exterior construction elements based on fire 
separation distance.  
 
Based on the requirements above, there is only one portion of the project that is required to have 
rated exterior walls based on the fire separation distance and this portion of the building is 
shown below in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16. Location of required exterior wall rating based on the fire separation distance. This 
is the location between Warren J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics (Building 180) 
and the East Faculty Offices (Building 25).  
 
The fire resistance rating of the specified building elements in the table above were 
accomplished using different methods of fire resistive construction. The construction documents 
for the building outline the different methods used and these can be seen below in Table 19. 
Appendix R shows the structural framing plan. All primary structural framing is required by 
Table 18 to be rated for 2 hours of fire resistant. Therefore, all structural members shown in 
Appendix R should be rated for 2 hours of fire resistance. This can be achieved using either 
encasement, spray applied fire resistive material, or a combination of the two, as outlined 
below in Table 19. 
Table 19. Fire resistive construction methods from Warren J. Bake Center for Science and 
Mathematics construction documents. 
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Concrete walls within this building that are load bearing were designated to be designed by 
Table 721.2.1.1 of the 2007 edition of the CBC. This table specifies a specific thickness of cast 
in place concrete for a specified fire resistance rating for different types of concrete. This table is 
reproduced below in Table 20 and was taken from the 2006 International Building Code (IBC). 
Table 20. Minimum thickness of concrete walls to achieve a specified fire resistance rating. 
 
 
A similar table from the CBC specifies the characteristics of concrete for the floor construction, 
and all floor and roof assemblies must be constructed as 2-hour rate elements. Table 721.2.2.1 of 
the 2006 IBC specifies these lengths and is reproduced below in Table 21. 
Table 21. Minimum slab thickness for specified fire resistance rating. 
 
 
The design guideline for the metal decking was not locatable and will not be discussed in this 
report. For the protection of the remaining members, different Underwriter’s Laboratory (UL) 
listed designs were used for spray-applied fire resistive material (SFRM). For the steel pipes and 
tubes that require fire resistance ratings, UL Design No. X771 was used. A schematic diagram of 
the protection scheme using UL Design No. X771 is shown below in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17. Schematic of a protected pipe or tube, where 1 indicates the steel member and 2 
indicates the spray-applied fire resistive material. 
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𝑝 
 
This design uses two formulas to determine the amount of spray applied fire proofing is required 
to reach a specific hourly rating. First, the “A/P” ratio must be calculated as defined in the 
standard, which varies for pipes and tubes. These formulas are shown below in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18. Formulas to calculate the A/P ratio for steel pipes or tubes per UL Design No. X771. 
 
The total thickness for a specific member can then be calculated as a function of the desired fire 
resistance rating and the A/P ratio. This formula is shown below. 
𝑅 − 0.20 
ℎ = 
4.43 
𝐴
 
 
Where h is the thickness of the spray-applied fire resistive material required to meet R hours of 
fire resistance. 
UL Design No. X772 was used for the design of W-shaped steel columns. This design is similar 
to the previously discussed UL design, where formulas are used based on the geometric 
properties of certain building elements to specify a certain thickness of spray-applied fire 
resistive material to reach a certain hourly rated fire resistance. A schematic diagram of the 
different methods to protect W-shaped columns per UL Design No. X772 is shown below in 
Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. UL Design No. X772 protection scheme. The numbers 1 through 3 indicate the 
spray applied fire resistive material, metal lath, and steel member respectively. 
 
Some examples of concrete encased columns were also found in the architectural and structural 
details within the construction documents for the building. The details show how columns are to 
be protected, either using spray applied fire proofing and encasing the column in gypsum board 
or encasing the column in concrete. These structural and architectural details can be seen below 
in Figure 20. 
 
 
(a) SFRM Beam encased in gypsum board (b) Concrete encased steel 
columns.  
 
Figure 20. Example details of protected columns within the project building. 
 
UL Design No. 917 was the final UL design used in this building’s construction of fire resistive 
building elements, namely beams. This design standard was not found and will not be discussed 
in the report. 
All fire rated joints in or between fire resistance rated walls, floor, or floor/ceiling assemblies 
and roofs or roof/ceiling assemblies should be protected by an approved fire resistant joint design 
in accordance with Section 715 of 2016 CBC. 
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As fire rated assemblies are used throughout this building, any penetration through these 
components must be protected to prevent the spread of products of combustion or fire and must 
meet the requirements of Section 714 of 2016 CBC. Several techniques are used to protect 
penetrations throughout this building including metal sleeves and firestopping materials. 
Different materials can be required to be fire stopped which includes pipe, cable trays, and other 
building utilities. The different methods used to firestop penetrations is shown below in Figure 
21. 
 
 
(a) Pipe penetration through rated 
wall 
protection 
(b) Pipe, ducts, or conduit protection 
 
 
 
(c) Pipe penetration through rated 
floor 
protection 
(d) Conduit and cable tray 
penetration through gypsum 
board protection 
Figure 21. Penetration protection details from construction documents. 
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Allowable Height, Area, and Stories 
The type of construction as outlined in the construction documents of the Warren J. Baker for 
Science and Mathematics is Type IB. The primary occupancy for this building is B with uses 
including A-3, S-1, S-2, and H-3. An automatic sprinkler system is installed in accordance with 
NFPA 13 throughout this building, and this feature will affect the allowable height, area, and 
stories of this building. For the primary occupancy, Group B, and Type IB construction, an 
allowable height of 180 feet is permitted per the 2016 CBC. The remaining occupancies can have 
the following heights per Table 506.2 of 2016 CBC: 
• A-3: 180 feet 
• S: 180 feet 
• H-3: 160 feet 
The height limitations required by 2016 CBC are met for all occupancies within the building. 
Allowable number of stories requirements are also outlined in Chapter 5 of 2016 CBC, in Table 
504.4. The following are the requirements outlined in this table for the occupancies present: 
• B: 12 stories 
• A-3: 12 stories 
• H-3: 6 stories 
• S: 12 stories 
Warren J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics is 6 stories in height, where H-3 
occupancies exist only up to level 4. 
The building is designed using the separated occupancies technique, and the allowable area 
should be calculated based on Section 508.4 of 2016 CBC. This section states that the ratio of the 
actual area to the tabulated allowable areas when summed up for each occupancy at each level 
should be less than a sum of 1 for each level. A summary below is shown for each occupancy 
and the area characteristics in Table 22. 
Table 22. Summary of allowable areas for each occupancy. 
 
Occupancy 
Allowable 
Area 
L. 1 
Area 
L. 2 
Area 
L. 3 
Area 
L. 4 
Area 
L. 5 
Area 
L. 6 
Area 
 Sq. Ft Sq. Ft Sq. Ft Sq. Ft Sq. Ft Sq. Ft Sq. Ft 
A-3 UL 10162 0 943 712 739 192 
B UL 335 30020 28418 22976 13435 13097 
S-2 144000 986 0 0 0 0 298 
H-3 60,000 0 985 0 500 0 0 
Sum of 
Ratios 
- 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 
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As this is a mixed-occupancy, multistory building, the ratio of the allowable areas for all levels 
must be below 2 for all levels summed together, per Section 506.2.4 of the 2016 CBC. This 
building meets this requirement and all other requirements of 2016 CBC outlined in Chapter 5 
for allowable height, stories, and area. 
Separation of Occupancies 
As this building uses the separation of occupancy approach as outlined in Section 508.4 of 2016 
CBC, Table 508.4 must be followed to separate the different occupancies throughout this 
structure. A summary of the requirements for separated occupancies present in the building is 
shown below in Table 23. 
Table 23. Required fire resistant construction separation for occupancies present within the 
building. 
Occupancy A-3 B S-2 H-3 
A-3 N 1 N 2 
B 1 N 1 1 
S-2 N 1 N 2 
H-3 2 1 2 N 
 
Interior Finish Requirements 
Interior finishes are required to meet specific fire spread and smoke spread requirements to 
prevent any hazards developing within an occupied environment, potentially harming any 
occupant within the structure. Chapter 8 of 2016 CBC contains the requirements for buildings, 
and those requirements are outlined below in Table 24. 
Table 24. Interior finish requirements per Table 803.11 of 2016 CBC. 
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These material classifications come from a standard fire test, either NFPA 286, ASTM E84, or 
UL 723 as outlined in Section 803.11 of 2016 CBC. Limiting the interior finish based on 
occupancy group is reflective of the occupant characteristics, occupant load, and likely 
combustibles that will be apparent within the structure. 
Atrium Requirements 
There is an atrium within this structure that must meet the minimum requirements for an atrium 
outlined in Chapter 4 of 2016 CBC. The atrium is provided with an automatic sprinkler system in 
accordance with Section 404.3 of the 2016 CBC, as well as a fire alarm system using beam 
detection in accordance with Section 404.4 of 2016 CBC. The atrium is also provided with a 1- 
hour fire barrier enclosing the atrium in accordance with Section 404.6 of 2016 CBC. This 
enclosure is designed using vertical separation in accordance with Section 707 of 2016 CBC as 
well as horizontal separation in accordance with Section 711. The horizontal separation is 
achieved using horizontal exits using doors held open on magnetic locks for the corridors that are 
adjacent to the atrium. All fire-resistant construction is in line with that discussed earlier in this 
report. 
Structural Performance Based Design 
A performance-based design analysis was performed for the structural members of this building, 
and multiple analytical techniques were utilized. The two techniques used was to design small 
rooms, such as offices and storage rooms using the time equivalency and time to burnout 
techniques, while large labs or lecture rooms were analyzed using the travelling fire 
methodology. A total of three scenarios will be analyzed and the results will be discussed in this 
section. 
The first design fire scenario will take place in the chemical storage room located on the fourth 
floor of the building in Room 434. This room is used as a chemical stock room for the organic 
chemistry labs and several hazardous materials are stored within the room, including flammable 
and combustible liquids. An example of the structural layout is shown below in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Structural layout of room 434 in Warren J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics. 
 
The typical structural joist that was used throughout this level was a W18x35 steel beam that 
connects to a W40x431 steel girder. The design loads for this building are summarized below in 
Table 25. 
Table 25. Design live loads for the structure and different areas. 
These design loads will be used throughout the analysis of the structure. For the purpose of this 
analysis, the encasement and protection is not known in detail, so these calculations will be 
based on an unprotected beam, and the thickness of spray applied fire resistive material will be 
selected based upon the different design fire scenarios. For the first design fire scenario, located 
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in the organic chemistry supply room, due to the small size of the room flashover is likely to 
occur, unless another fire protection system is able to prevent the fire from growing this large. As 
the room is not large enough to consider a travelling fire, the time equivalency method will be 
used to determine the thickness of fire proofing material necessary to ensure the beam is able to 
support the design loads. A dead load of 40 psf is assumed to be distributed along with the self-
weight of the beam. The total dead load for the first design fire will be using the load 
combination factors of 1.2D + 0.5L the total distributed load for the members will be 1.25 kips 
per linear foot of beam. Assuming a simply supported beam, the total applied moment for this 
structure can be assumed to 200 kip-ft. To ensure structural stability for these members, the 
material property degradation with temperature must be accounted for and compared against the 
applied load. Once the material properties degrade enough such that the structure is no longer 
capable of supporting the applied load, failure is assumed to occur. This analysis will apply the 
maximum gas phase temperature to the structural member for the time it takes for an assumed 
amount of fuel to burnout. The first part of this analysis will determine the maximum gas phase 
temperature using the ventilation factor for this room. The vent assumed to be open is a door that 
is 3 ft in width and 8 feet tall. The total room area is assumed to be 990 square feet. These values 
would yield a ventilation factor of 14.5 ft-1/2 or 26.2 m-1/2. With this ventilation factor, a 
maximum gas phase temperature of approximately 900 °C is assumed, from the Thomas plot 
shown below in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Thomas plot to determine the maximum compartment temperature of the compartment [7] 
 
The next step will be to determine the time to burnout of the fuel within this compartment. The 
following items are assumed for this fire: 
• Heat of combustion: 30 MJ/kg (taken as the heat of combustion of acetone) – Table A.39, SFPE 
Handbook, 5th edition 
• Fuel load: 50 MJ/m2 (assuming the fuel is evenly distributed in half of the 990 ft2 room) 
• Fuel Consumption Rate: .36 kg/s – Fuel consumption rate calculated from Margaret Law Correlation: 
R(fuel burning rate) = 0.1*AO 
* HO
1/2 
• Fuel Mass: 76 kg – Provided quantity by Environmental Health and Safety Department for amount 
stored within specific room (5 x 20 L containers of acetone) 
• Time to Burnout = Mf / R = 76 kg / 0.36 kg/s = 3.5 minutes 
With the above assumptions and a heat transfer model used to estimate the structural 
temperature, the time to failure was estimated and is represented in the Figure 24 below at 
approximately 1.5 minutes. 
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Figure 24. Design Fire 1 scenario 
 
The protected features for this beam was determined to be 50 mm of insulation installed on the 
beam. This is the recommended amount of insulation to be used for protecting any exposed 
beams. This analysis did not account for any ceiling tiles that may be between the structural 
members and fire source, so the analysis may be considered conservative. 
The second design fire utilizes the time equivalency method. The second design fire will take 
place in a faculty office. The fire is assumed to be composed of a wooden desk and papers within 
the office space. The following parameters were used to calculate the time equivalency to the 
ASTM E119 standard fire curve and are shown in Table 26. 
Table 26. Time equivalency parameters for office fire. 
Hc 15 MJ/kg 
ef 500 MJ/m2 
HRRPUA 500 kW/ m2 
L 3.4 m 
W 3.4 m 
H 4 m 
Wo 1 m 
Ho 3 m 
Ao 3 m2 
At 74.52 m2 
Af 11.56 m2 
te 26.31 min 
T_E119 709.24 C 
Protected Unprotected Applied Load 
Su
p
p
o
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o
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p
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The geometric dimensions above were estimated from the construction documents for a typical 
office space within the building and is reproduced below in Figure 25.  
 
Figure 25. Typical office space within Warren J. Baker Center for Science and Mathematics.  
 
The thermal properties were estimated using typical properties for wood and paper products. 
The heat transfer for this design fire will be assumed to occur at the ASTM E119 temperature 
for the equivalent time, which is 26.3 minutes at a temperature of 710 °C. The protected and 
unprotected maximum allowable load are shown below in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Design fire 2 within an office space using the time equivalency method. 
 
The specified thickness of insulation for this member was 25 millimeters. Using this thickness of 
insulation, the material did not degrade past the applied load for these structural members. 
The final design fire is a travelling fire within one of the laboratory spaces that are typical of the 
building. This compartment is 51.5 feet in length and approximately 28 feet in width. The ceiling  
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height of this room is assumed to be 13 feet. The beams within this room are spaced at 
approximately 10.5-foot intervals, containing four support beams within this room. The framing 
plan and architectural floor plan for this room are shown below in Figure 27.  
 
(a) Architectural Floor Plan 
 
(b) Structural framing plan 
Figure 27. Architectural and structural framing plan for typical lab space within Warren J. 
Baker Center for Science and Mathematics.  
 
The temperatures of these beam have been calculated using the travelling fire methodology. The 
fire was allowed to grow until 10% of the length of the compartment with a heat release per unit 
area of 500 kW/m2. The beam at the edge of the compartment opposite of where the fire started 
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is used to analyze the required thickness of insulation for beams subjected to this type of fire. 
Shown below is a summary of the inputs into the travelling fire calculation, the temperature of 
the gas phase, and the material degradation time history of the beam. The model inputs and 
results are shown below in Table 27, Figure 28, and Figure 29.  
 
Table 27. Travelling fire methodology model inputs. 
Tamb 20 °C 
dt 1 s 
HRRPUA 500 kW/m2 
H 3 m 
L 15.5 M 
W 8.5 m 
Fuel Load 500 MJ/m2 
%Length of 
Fire 
0.2  
Floor Area 131.75 m2 
Burning Rate 0.0031 m/s 
Burning Area 26.35 m2 
tb 5000 s 
Q (const) 13175 kW 
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Figure 28. Gas phase temperature calculated using the travelling fire methodology 
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Figure 29. Moment capability of structural member within a lab. Note the thickness of insulation 
used was 15 millimeters. 
 
The two figures and table above show the analysis of the structural member performance when 
subjected to gas phase temperatures that were calculated during the travelling fire analysis. The 
unprotected beam failed at approximately 4,000 seconds, while the beams that were protected 
using a 15 mm thick insulation material were able to withstand the thermal degradation and 
support the required load for the beams. 
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After analyzing three different design fire scenarios, the recommended thickness of insulation 
used in the design of this structural member was determined to be at a minimum 15 millimeters 
in the labs where a travelling fire may subject the members to thermal loading, and at a 
maximum 50 millimeters when sustaining flashover in a small room within the building. The UL 
Design used for protecting the beams, UL Design X772 requires a 41.275 mm thick application 
of spray applied fire resistant material for W18x35 (beams present within the labs) and 44.45 
mm thick application for W10x22 beams (beams present within offices).  
Structural Fire Protection Conclusion 
This report analyzed the structural fire protection features in place at the Warren J. Baker Center 
for Science and Mathematics. Prescriptive requirements were analyzed, focusing on the 
requirements outlined in the latest version of the CBC, the 2016 edition. Prescriptive analysis 
included construction type, fire resistive construction, separation of occupancies, allowable 
geometry of the structure, and other relevant code-based features of the building. No issue was 
found in the design of the building with current code as the required features are in place. A 
performance-based analysis was also performed, evaluating three different design fires 
throughout the building. First, an analysis of a chemical storage room was performed, utilizing 
the time to burnout approach to properly design structural members. Secondly, an equivalent 
time to the ASTM E119 test was performed for a faculty office located within the building. 
Finally, the travelling fire methodology was enlisted to analyze a fire that spread across the entire 
compartment. Recommendations were made for the structural steel as to the thickness of 
insulation required. Overall, the structural fire protection in place at the Warren J. Baker Center 
for Science and Mathematics is adequate as shown in this report. The following section will 
analyze the building from a performance-based design stand point.  
 
Performance Based Design 
The following section of this report is intended to serve as the performance-based design 
analysis. Performance goals will be established to characterize a successful system. Once these 
goals are determined, multiple fire and evacuation models are used to determine the available 
safe egress time (ASET) and the required safe egress time (RSET) respectively. The fire model 
will be based on a design fire as described in this section. Once the computational models were 
completed, the performance criteria was evaluated to quantify the building as passing or failing 
the performance based analysis. Recommendations will follow as to how the building systems 
may be upgraded to meet the specified performance criteria.  
Performance Goals 
The performance-based design is intended to create realistic worst-case scenario design fires to 
challenge the life safety systems present within the building. This analysis is used to determine a 
realistic yet conservative egress time that is required for occupants to safely exit the building, as 
well as the ASET due to the evolution of a specified design fire. The analysis will use the smoke 
management system in place within the building to assist in saving occupants not intimate with 
the ignition source. The smoke control system present is a natural system using a total of four 
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Greenheck gravity ventilators that are activated by the fire alarm system. These vents are 
approximately 5’x 10’ giving an opening size of approximately 50 square feet.  
The tenability criteria that was selected for this analysis are based on recommendations from the 
5th Edition of the SFPE Handbook. Tenability criteria is based on the visibility that occupants are 
exposed to at different portions within the building as well as the recommended temperatures 
that occupants are able to still breath within.  
The visibility criteria were determined from Chapter 61 of the SFPE Handbook. This chapter 
discusses visibility and human behavior in fire smoke. Table 61.3 recommends allowable smoke 
densities and visibility that permits safe fire escape. There are two recommended values, one for 
occupants that are familiar with the inside geometry of the building, and another for occupants 
that are unfamiliar with the building. The two values for familiar and unfamiliar are 4 meters and 
13 meters of visibility respectively. As occupants within the project building are typically 
students or faculty members who are potentially unfamiliar with the building geometry as a 
whole, and only familiar with certain aspects of the building, the recommended visibility for 
unfamiliar occupants was selected for the performance goal of this analysis. This corresponds to 
a visibility of 13 meters at 6 feet above the walking surfaces throughout the building. All floors 
will be analyzed as tenability must be ensured for all occupants.  
The second performance goal determined was based on the temperature that occupants are 
exposed to during their evacuation. Again, the SFPE handbook as used to determine a 
recommended criterion based on research and engineering judgment. Based on the 
recommendations in Chapter 63 of SFPE Handbook, which discusses hazards to occupants from 
smoke, toxic gases, and heat, a temperature criterion of 60 °C was determined for the second 
performance goal. At this temperature humans have extreme difficulty to breath 100% water 
vapor saturated air. The water vapor is produced by the fire and transported throughout the 
environment by buoyancy. In most fire scenarios, the fire does not produce water vapor saturated 
air, but it is possible if the fire department arrives and applies large amounts of water to attempt 
extinguishment.  
Using the evacuation and fire models, which are discussed later, the tenability criteria may be 
used to determine if the fire protection systems within this building are adequate in providing a 
tenable environment for occupants within the building. This tenability criteria will be evaluated 
based on standard engineering evaluations, which requires maintaining a tenable environment for 
1.5 times the required safe egress time. The evacuation model will determine the RSET, while 
the fire model will determine the ASET. These two values can then be compared to show that the 
ASET is greater than RSET and occupants are able to safely evacuate based on the above 
discussed tenability criteria.  
Design Fires 
A total of four design fires will be discussed within this section. One of the design fires will be 
selected and discussed in more detail in the following section.  
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The first design fire is located within the atrium of the building, located in the center of the 
atrium on the second floor. This design fire will challenge the egress and fire alarm and detection 
systems within this building as smoke is capable of being transported form the fire floor (level 2) 
up to the top occupied floor (level 6). This type of smoke transport will make the evacuation of 
the occupants on the sixth floor difficult as the smoke will inhibit visibility for the occupants. 
This design fire will also challenge the smoke management system in place, which is a natural 
smoke evacuation system interconnected with the fire alarm system. The typical fuel loads for 
this fire will be assumed to be polyurethane, as this material is typical of upholstered furniture. 
The location of the first design fire is shown below in Figure 30.  
 
Figure 30. Design fire #1 location.  
 
The second design fire is located within the first floor of the building. Evacuation for this floor is 
independent from the remaining floors, thus a design fire that removes the main exit from this 
floor is discussed. The first floor houses several assembly occupancies such as large lecture halls 
that can be used for holding lectures with large amounts of occupants. This area is also used for 
conventions and meetings for different student organizations and other organizations affiliated 
with the university. The main exit from this floor is by three sets of double doors, while the two 
remaining exits are via the interior exit stairway and a corridor that is adjacent to the main 
building electrical and mechanical rooms. Occupants are typically only familiar with the main 
exit of this building; therefore, this design fire will be located to remove this exit from the means 
of egress. The ceiling of this portion of the building is high, approximately three stories in 
height, therefore the smoke layer that is developed from a fire will take a large amount of time to 
descend to the walking surface. The location of this design fire is shown below in Figure 31.  
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Figure 31. Design fire #2 location. 
 
The third design fire is located within the organic chemistry stock room. This design fire is used 
due to the high fire hazards of the chemicals being stored within this room. This room is 
typically separated from the remainder of the building by its room enclosure and a doorway. The 
room is located on the fourth floor of the building in the east wing, between a laboratory 
technician office and a student laboratory. Typically, this room is not occupied, and the doors are 
closed to this space. Therefore, a fire that could potentially have a large heat release rate or high 
temperatures developed is possible and would challenge the structural fire protection present 
within this building. There is also potential for this type of fire to flashover if the door is left 
open or the fire rated glazing within the door assembly of this space fails. Flashover would be the 
main means of hindering occupant evacuation for this design fire. The location of this design fire 
is shown below in Figure 32.  
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Figure 32. Design fire #3 location.  
 
The final design fire is one that is within a typical student laboratory located within this building. 
As a majority of the building use is for these laboratories, an analysis of these spaces should be 
performed. These spaces generally contain low hazard combustibles such as paper and student 
backpacks. There are multiple lab demonstrations that occur in these laboratory classrooms that 
could potential be an ignition source depending on instructor safety. Also, the open environment 
of these labs would make a fire behave as a travelling fire instead of a confined fire. Although 
this type of fire can be present within many different rooms of this building, a generic location is 
shown below in Figure 33.  
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Figure 33. Design fire #4 location.  
 
Fire Scenario Selection and Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) 
The first design fire scenario was selected to be modelled for completion of this report. This 
design fire was selected as it would evaluate the performance of the smoke management system 
within the building. The fire will be located on the second floor near the main entrance to keep 
occupants from using this exit. Also, in this location the fire will be capable of transporting 
smoke and products of combustion throughout the atrium, and will not be located as to activate a 
fire sprinkler, allowing the fire to grow to a determined size.  
There is a total of three different fire sizes modelled to develop the ASET from each scenario. 
The first two fire sizes were determined based on recommendations by John H. Klote and James 
A. Milke within the Principles of Smoke Management. In Chapter 2, the authors discuss different 
design fire methodologies, including the recommended fire size for buildings equipped with 
smoke management systems. The authors recommend two fire sizes based on the heat release per 
unit area of 225 kW/m2 and 500 kW/m2. The two fire sizes are based on fuel restricted spaces 
and spaces with combustible material respectively. The authors recommend a fire acting over 
100 ft2 for a peak heat release rate of 2100 and 4600 kW respectively. A third fire scenario was 
developed based on the requirements of California (CA) Technical Bulletin (TB) 133. This 
document regulates combustible materials within public spaces in the state of California and 
limits the peak heat release from any combustible material to 80 kW. As there are several pieces 
of upholstered furniture which the typical fuel within the atrium would be, a third design fire is 
poised. This design fire assumes that three of the pieces of upholstered furniture will be the fuel, 
for a peak heat release rate of approximately 240 kW.  Acting over 100 ft2 the heat release per 
unit area of this fire would be approximately 26 kW/m2. To summarize, three different fire sizes 
will be modelled to determine the tenability criteria within the building based on the heat release 
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rate per unit area: 26, 225, and 500 kW/m2. As the atrium space is required to be limited to low 
fire hazards within the space, only two simulations will be modelled, the recommended value for 
limited combustible spaces by Klote and Milke, as well as the 26 kW/m2 fire for the CA TB 133 
materials.  Both fires will assume a fuel of polyurethane for properties to determine the products 
of combustion throughout the life of the fire. Also, the growth rate for each of these fires will be 
based on a fast fire growth coefficient, which corresponds to 0.0469 kW/s2 for a typical alpha-t-
squared fire growth. This value is justified by the Figure 34 below which documents typical fuel 
characteristics and growth times.  
 
Figure 34. Typical fire growth curves for varying fuels.  
 
The three design fires will have a burning time that is equivalent to the RSET, which would 
expose the building environment to the worst-case fire scenario. The fuel properties of 
polyurethane were based on values published in the SFPE Handbook, Table A.39. Polyurethane 
GM37 was determined as a characteristic fuel, which has the following properties: 
• Carbon Dioxide Yield: 1.63 gCO2/g 
• Carbon Monoxide Yield: 0.024 gCO/g 
• Soot Yield: 0.113g soot/g 
• Chemical Heat of Combustion: 17.9 kJ/g 
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With these fire sizes and fuel properties, the fire model was then built. Geometry for the model 
was determined based on floor plans of the building and extruding 2-dimensional floor plans to 
the three-dimensional building. The smoke control system was set to be activated upon receipt of 
a fire alarm within the atrium. As the fire is located within the atrium space, the fire detector that 
would likely activate first is the beam smoke detectors. These detectors were modeled to 
determine a notification time for the occupants, as well as to begin operation of the smoke 
management system. A 10 second delay was built into the model based on requirements of 
NFPA 72 for actuation of devices within a fire alarm system. The model geometry is shown 
below in Figure 35.  
 
 
Figure 35. Modelling environment showing fire location, typical room arrangement, and a 3D 
rendering.  
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The detection time determined for the two models and are shown below in Table 28.  
Table 28. Summary of detection times for the two design fires.  
Detection Time (s) 
Obscuration 
Limit (%) 
Fire Scenario 
(HRRPUA) 
  26 kW/m2 225 kW/m2 
10% 60 sec 49 sec 
20% 78 sec 59 sec 
 
 
The above detection times are dependent on the obscuration set for the beam detectors and will 
be used to determine the premovement time of the occupants.  
The development of different conditions such as visibility and temperature will determine the 
ASET time for the different fire scenarios. ASET is the time until either of the tenability limits 
are reached. Most models did reach the visibility criteria before the temperature criteria, but the 
evaluation of these times will be discussed in comparison to the determined RSET in later 
sections of this report.  
A total of two different heat release rates were used to determine the transport of smoke and 
combustion products. These two rates were determined based on the information discussed 
above, which includes the following heat release per unit area acting over 100 ft2 (i.e. 9.3 m2): 26 
kW/m2 and 225 kW/m2. The corresponding peak heat release rates are approximately 240 kW 
and 2,100 kW. Each heat release curve was based on a fast growth period, to a constant portion 
for the remainder of the simulation. These heat release curves are shown in Figure 34. below.  
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(a) HRRPUA of 26 kW/m2 for a peak HRR of approximately 240 kW 
 
(b) HRRPUA of 225 kW/m2 for a peak HRR of approximately 2,100 kW 
Figure 34. Different heat release rate curves modelled in FDS.  
 
Egress Analysis and Model 
Pathfinder was utilized to establish a modelling environment for the evacuation model to 
determine the RSET for occupants within the building. Pathfinder is an agent-based evacuation 
model that allows for occupants to determine evacuation paths based on certain algorithms built 
into the model. These different algorithms are based on the agent weighing the different 
evacuation paths available based on travel times and queue times for both the global occupants 
as well as the occupants restricted to a specific room. Different occupant behaviors and 
characteristics can be programmed such as go to an exit or waypoint, the acceleration time, 
boundary layer of walls, and other factors.  
The geometry for the Pathfinder model was imported from the Pyrosim model used to establish 
geometry for the fire model. Once this geometry was imported, the different rooms throughout 
the building were separated. All rooms within the building were occupied at their determined 
occupant load from the occupant load factors discussed previously in this report. This would 
create a conservative RSET as the building will not likely be occupied to its full occupant load in 
typical scenarios. The default occupant characteristics was modelled using the SFPE 
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relationships for specific flow through different egress components, which is reproduced below 
in Figure 35.  
  
(a) Movement speed of occupants through 
different egress components 
(b) Specific flow of different egress 
components 
Figure 35. Pathfinder relationships between occupant density and (a) movement speed and (b) 
specific flow. 
 
RSET is based on different components of occupant evacuation which is depicted below in 
Figure 36.  
 
Figure 36. Depiction of different components of RSET as well as a comparison of RSET vs. 
ASET 
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Detection time was discussed in the previous section as it was calculated in the FDS model. 
Alarm time is assumed to be a maximum of 10 seconds which was already accounted for and 
discussed in the previous section of this report. Pathfinder will calculate the total movement time 
for occupants based on the previously discussed model parameters. Therefore, the final piece of 
information required to determine the total RSET is the premovement time. This time is defined 
as how long it takes the occupants from receiving notification of an emergency to starting their 
evacuation. This piece of RSET is highly dependent on the occupant characteristics such as age, 
hearing capabilities, decision making skills, and several other aspects. The total premovement 
time for this simulation was based on data within SFEP Handbook Chapter 64. This chapter has 
data from several experiments based on the occupancy for different buildings. Table 64.9 
contains data for different educational occupancies throughout the world. Although these 
experiments may not completely represent the occupants present within the project building 
based on age, culture, and demographics, the average of this data is assumed to accurately model 
the premovement time of occupants that are typical of this occupancy. The 25 different 
experiments have mean premovement times as shown in Table 29 below.  
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Table 29. Mean premovement time for educational occupancies and a calculation of the 
average of these sets with a 15% safety factor.  
Mean Pre-Evacuation Time for 
Educational Occupancies From 
Different Data Sets (sec) 
Trial 1 10 
Trial 2 17 
Trial 3 20 
Trial 4 20 
Trial 5 24 
Trial 6 25 
Trial 7 27 
Trial 8 29 
Trial 9 32 
Trial 10 38 
Trial 11 39 
Trial 12 39 
Trial 13 42 
Trial 14 43 
Trial 15 52 
Trial 16 52 
Trial 17 56 
Trial 18 56 
Trial 19 70 
Trial 20 71 
Trial 21 74 
Trial 22 77 
Trial 23 98 
Trial 24 102 
Trial 25 193.7 
Average w/ 15% 
Safety Factor 60 
 
 
Two different Pathfinder models have been simulated. One allows occupants to use all stairways 
available to them, including the stairway that is atmospherically connected to the atrium space. 
The second model uses only the enclosed and exterior stairways, and not the atrium stairway for 
occupant evacuation. The RSET calculated for these two models was 811 and 911 seconds 
respectively. It should be noted that this time is for a general evacuation scheme, and the time to 
evacuate the atrium space may be considerably less if a phased evacuation was in place.  
Performance Criteria Evaluation 
The performance criteria are evaluated based on the two models discussed in the previous 
sections and comparing the calculated ASET to RSET. Based on the RSET determined in the 
previous section, the visibility and temperature within the environment is shown to determine if 
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the tenability criteria are met at this time. In all scenarios, the tenability criteria were exceeded 
for visibility, and therefore the building failed this key performance criteria. The following 
figures will depict the visibility and temperature for the two Pathfinder models simulated to show 
that tenability criteria were not met for the design fires. It should be noted that the difference in 
times shown for the fire model and evacuation model are due to the evacuation model not 
accounting for detection time. Also, the first pathfinder model corresponds to the model that 
allowed occupants to use the atrium stairway for evacuation.   
 
Figure 36. Visibility for 225 kW/m2 fire at 168 seconds. This time corresponds to where the 
visibility criteria of 13 meters initially failed, which can be seen by the black outline shown.  
 
Figure 36 above shows when the recommended heat release rate from the Handbook of Smoke 
Control Engineering for sizing smoke control systems for atrium initial failure of the visibility 
tenability criteria. This occurred at approximately 168 seconds simulation time. Figure 37 below 
shows the egress model, where several occupants remained within the atrium space once the 
tenability criteria for visibility was met.  
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(a) 1st Pathfinder model at 168 seconds with several occupants awaiting to egress. This 
model allowed occupants to use the atrium stair for egress to determine the fastest 
possible egress time.  
 
(b) 2nd Pathfinder model at 168 seconds with several occupants awaiting to egress.  
Figure 37. Pathfinder models showing occupants remaining at initial tenability limits.  
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As shown in the figure above, several occupants were still queuing for egress when tenability 
limits were reached. The following figures (Figure 38 and Figure 39) will show the visibility 
occupants would be exposed to at approximately the time when the final occupant exited from 
the top most floor.  
 
Figure 38. Visibility within atrium at Level 6 at 319 seconds. Note that a majority of the 
atrium is exposed to a visibility of approximately 4 meters. This time corresponded to when 
the first Pathfinder model calculated occupant evacuation.  
 
As shown above, the visibility within the egress path on the sixth floor has completely failed for 
the 13-meter limit that was set. Shown above is several spaces within the egress path that 
occupants would be exposed to approximately 4 meters, or the tenability limit for occupants that 
are familiar with the space they are in. The time shown corresponds with the time at which the 
least conservative egress model found occupants had safely exited from the atrium space. It 
should be noted however, for the model that did not allow occupants to use the atrium stair for 
egress, there were still occupants queuing for egress at the Stair 3 door, which can be seen below 
in Figure 39.  
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(a) 1st Pathfinder model at 319 seconds with several occupants awaiting to egress.  
 
(b) 2nd Pathfinder model at 319 seconds with several occupants awaiting to egress.  
Figure 39. Pathfinder models showing occupants remaining at tenability limits.  
 
The previous figures served to show that the natural smoke control system present within the 
building does not meet the tenability criteria that was established for the recommended fire size 
from the Handbook of Smoke Control Engineering. Figure 40 shows the temperature profile 
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within the atrium space when the visibility tenability criteria was met and when the occupants 
successfully evacuated from the building.  
 
(a) Temperature profile within atrium when visibility tenability is reached at 168 seconds 
 
(b) Temperature profile within atrium when occupants complete egress. 
Figure 40. Variation of Temperature within Building. 
 
While the temperature profile did not exceed the tenability limit set, the visibility criteria was 
exceeded and can be seen below in Figure 41.  
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(a) Visibility profile within atrium when visibility tenability is reached at 168 seconds 
 
(b) Visibility profile within atrium when occupants complete egress. 
Figure 41. Variation of Temperature within Building. 
 
Overall, the first design fire did not successfully achieve the performance goals set. However, 
there are aspects of the fire safety management plan that would limit combustibles within the 
atrium space even further than that recommended by the Handbook of Smoke Control 
Engineering. Title 4 Division 3 of the California Code of Regulations Section 1126 required any 
furnishing within a public space be tested in accordance with California Technical Bulletin (CA 
TB) 133. This procedure limits the total heat release rate of furnished items to 80 kW. As such, a 
fire of the size that was previously discussed is not likely to be achieved with the fuel packages 
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present within the building. Therefore, a second fire model was simulated where three CA TB 
133 items was assumed to ignite simultaneously and acting over the same area as the previous 
design fire. Figure 42 shows when the tenability limit for visibility for this fire is initially 
exceeded.  
 
Figure 42. Visibility limit failure for second design fire, which occurred at approximately 200 
seconds. 
At this time, there were still occupants queuing in both egress models. This can be seen below in 
Figure 43.  
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(a) Occupants evacuating from the 6th floor at the time tenability is reached for the second 
design fire size for the first egress model that allows occupants to use the atrium stair. 
 
(b) Occupants evacuating from the 6th floor at the time tenability is reached for the second 
design fire size for the second egress model that does not allow occupants to use the 
atrium stair.  
Figure 43. Occupants evacuating the sixth floor at the time tenability limits are reached for the 
second design fire size.  
 
As shown above, the second design fire size also failed for the visibility tenability criteria before 
occupants were able to egress from certain areas. The conditions that the final exiting occupants 
were exposed to is shown below in Figure 44.  
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Figure 44. Visibility conditions final exiting occupants were exposed to for the second design 
fire size.  
 
For the second design fire, the tenability limits for visibility and temperature profiles is shown 
below in Figures 45 and 46 for the entire atrium. It can be seen that the occupants are exposed to 
conditions that are not acceptable in terms of visibility.  
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(a) Temperature profile for second design fire size at 200 seconds when the visibility limit 
was initially reached. 
 
(b) Temperature profile for second design fire size at 742 seconds when the final 
occupants have entered into the exit enclosures.  
Figure 45. Temperature profile for the second design fire size. 
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(a) Visibility profile at 200 seconds when the tenability criteria is initially reached.  
 
(b) Visibility profile at 742 seconds when the final occupants have entered the exit 
enclosures.  
Figure 46. Visibility profile for the second design fire size.  
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As shown in the figures above the building’s life safety systems were not able to maintain the 
tenability criteria set for the performance-based design for this report for the required egress 
time. There are some changes to the building’s fire safety management plan that would assist in 
maintaining tenability criteria with the life safety features present within Warren J. Baker Center 
for Science and Mathematics, which will be discussed in the following section.  
Recommendations 
As shown in the previous section, a general alarm configuration for the building causes queuing 
to occur at the exit enclosures for occupants attempting to egress from the atrium space, where 
hazardous conditions develop. One recommendation to the fire safety management plan for this 
building would be to provide a phased evacuation for the fire alarm system. The zoning of the 
fire alarm system would be such that there would be four zones within the building. The first 
zone would be the buildings first floor, which egress system is semi-independent from the 
remainder of the building. The two wings of the building would make up two other independent 
zones within the building, separating the remainder of the building from the atrium zone by 2-
hour fire-resistance barriers located along the atrium walls that are adjacent to the two wings of 
the building. The final zone is the atrium space. The way the building can be zoned is shown 
below in Figure 47, where Zone 1 is not shown but is the first floor of the building.  
 
Figure 47. Recommended fire alarm zoning to aid in phased evacuation.  
 
The phased evacuation would be dependent on the zone that the initial alarm is registered within. 
This section will focus on an alarm within the atrium space as that has been the focus of the 
performance-based design of this report. However, an analysis should be performed that this 
strategy would maintain the tenability criteria set for a fire within other zones as shown in the 
previous sections.  
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When an alarm is registered within the atrium space, an alarm would only sound in the atrium 
zone and the first floor zone, as these occupants would not adversely affect the queuing of 
occupants exiting from the atrium space. This would allow for the exit enclosures to avoid the 
queuing that was observed in the previous section for a general evacuation scheme. A Pathfinder 
model was set up to show this type of scheme, where the evacuation for the atrium zone is 
independent from the other zones. Once the atrium occupants have completed their egress, an 
alarm signal can be sent to the remaining zones to notify occupants of the hazard developing 
within the atrium. The voice alarm system should be used to notify occupants to not exit through 
the atrium space due to the hazardous conditions that could have developed from the fire. With 
Pathfinder, the phased evacuation was modelled in the following way: the atrium zone and first 
floor zone were fully loaded and allowed to egress before the occupants within the two wings of 
the building. Once these occupants have completed their evacuation, the two wings of the 
building are evacuated. It should be noted that the time to notification, 79 seconds for the smaller 
design fire with detectors set at 20% obscuration, is accounted for in the first phase of the 
evacuation. Pre-movement time is considered for both phases of the evacuation. The Pathfinder 
results are shown below in Figure 48. 
 
Figure 48. Final occupants exiting the atrium zone on the sixth level, which were the final 
occupants remaining in the zone at approximately 124 seconds of simulation time. Note that 
the pathfinder model does not account for the notification time. This is approximately 79 
seconds at a worst case, therefore the time to exit the atrium zone is approximately 203 
seconds.  
 
Shown above are the final occupants exiting from the atrium. For the larger design fire as 
recommended by the Principles of Smoke Management, the visibility criteria failed at 
approximately 168 seconds for the sixth floor near the south faculty offices. For the CA TB 133 
design fire, the sixth-floor tenability criteria failed at approximately 200 seconds. The occupants 
were able to completely evacuate from the building at approximately 645 seconds. At this point 
in time, the remaining occupants in the building wings would be notified to exit. It should be 
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noted that these occupants were not allowed to exit through the atrium, and the only exits 
available would be the remaining exit stairways. These occupants completed their evacuation at 
approximately 872 seconds after the first phase of occupants evacuated. The total evacuation 
time for a phased evacuation scheme was approximately 26 minutes.  
Due to the conservatism in place for both the fire and evacuation models, a phased evacuation 
can maintain tenability for the atrium occupants for both cases. These conservative assumptions 
are: using the longest time to notification for the egress model, keeping a steady burning phase 
for the fire for the extent of the evacuation time not modelling any decay, not allowing occupants 
to use Stair 3 (the enclosed atrium stair) as a means of egress in the phased evacuation model, 
loading every space at its maximum occupant load, and defining tenability criteria failure as any 
point on the level the occupants are located, not where the entire floor is exposed to untenable 
conditions. Accounting for these conservative assumptions, a phased evacuation scheme would 
enhance the life safety within the building.  
Furthermore, the fire safety management in place for this building would also aid in increasing 
the time that occupants would have tenable conditions. The fuel packages located throughout the 
atrium are separated where it would be difficult to have the three items in the second design fire 
to ignite, especially simultaneously. Also, the design fires placed the fire in the atrium space, 
such that an axisymmetric plume would develop throughout the levels served by the atrium. 
However, within the building, there is no fuel packages located where simulated, but underneath 
the slab above where this area is protected by an automatic sprinkler system. These sprinklers 
would control a fire and limit the amount of fuel packages that are able to burn. 
A phased evacuation would significantly aid in decreasing egress times for occupants within the 
atrium spaced, which would allow occupants to egress without being exposed to untenable 
conditions. Another system that would aid in safe evacuation would be a mechanical smoke 
control system. Although it is not feasible to install such a system since the building is already 
constructed, an analysis such as the performance-based analysis described within this report 
should have been used as reasoning to provide a mechanical smoke exhaust system. The 
mechanical smoke exhaust system would provide tenable conditions for a longer period than the 
natural smoke exhaust system due to the capability to provide a larger exhaust volume per unit 
time.  
Overall, the above recommendations would enhance the building’s life safety systems and aid in 
achieving the performance-based design goals set for the performance-based design.  
Performance Based Design Conclusion 
Although the recommended fire size in the Principles of Smoke Management was able to create 
untenable conditions before occupant evacuation finished, the building systems in place may still 
be adequate in providing a safe environment for occupants. This is through different fire safety 
management strategies which includes locating combustible in sprinkler protected areas. 
Through modelling, one can show that a balcony spill plume, which more accurately portrays the 
furniture arrangement within the building, would likely be a sprinkler-controlled fire, therefore 
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severely decreasing the peak heat release rate of any expected fire as well as the products of 
combustion. 
Recommendations were made to enhance the fire safety management within the building. These 
recommendations included both a phased evacuation scheme as well as a mechanical smoke 
evacuation system. The phased evacuation strategy was used to show that occupants are capable 
of exiting without being exposed to untenable conditions. These untenable conditions occurred 
within the atrium space due to the queuing at exit stairways during a general evacuation. 
Allowing the atrium occupants to exit first was able to resolve this deficiency. Furthermore, a 
mechanical smoke evacuation system would more adequately ventilate the space within the 
atrium and therefore allow for extended tenability limits as the smoke layer would descend 
slower.  
Conclusion 
This report analyzed the fire safety features in place within the Warren J. Baker Center for 
Science and Mathematics. This report analyzed the prescriptive based requirements for the 
building, as well as established a performance-based design.  
The prescriptive portion consisted of analyzing the different life safety features present within 
the building. The means of egress system was discussed which included enclosed interior exit 
stairways, exterior exit stairways, and horizontal exits. There were deficiencies found in the exit 
capacity on the fourth and fifth levels, where the egress width was not capable of supporting the 
occupant load factors. An automatic fire alarm system is present within this building, where 
occupant notification is through an emergency voice alarm communication system. The device 
location and activation were discussed above. Due to findings during the performance-based 
analysis, it is recommended to use a phased evacuation strategy in place of the general 
evacuation scheme that is being used. Other than this, no deficiencies were found with the fire 
alarm system present. The fire suppression system in place was also analyzed. This system is a 
wet sprinkler system that is served by a fire pump located on the first level. No deficiencies were 
found as part of this system. The final prescriptive analysis was based on the structural fire 
protection system in place. The features of protecting structural elements was discussed, as well 
as an analysis of different fire scenarios on the structural members present. No deficiencies were 
found with respect to these building features. Overall, the main deficiencies in the life safety 
systems was the means of egress systems, where deficient egress width is provided on certain 
levels. This deficiency may be from certain code provisions that allows for decreased exit 
capacity factors as discussed within the report.  
The performance-based design section established performance goals to define failure. These 
goals were tenability criteria associated with visibility and temperature. These limits were set at 
13 meters of visibility and 60° C at 6 feet above the walking service, based on recommendations 
within the fire safety engineering literature. Once the performance goals were determined, 
computational models were developed using Pyrosim and FDS for computational fluid dynamic 
models of smoke transport within the atrium and Pathfinder to develop agent-based evacuation 
models which would determine realistic evacuation times. There were two fire models 
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developed. The first was based on recommendations within the Principles of Smoke 
Management, which was to use a heat release per unit area of 225 kW/m2 over a 100 ft2 area for 
fuel-controlled spaces, which the atrium is. The second design fire was based on the 
requirements of California Technical Bulletin 133, which limits the peak heat release rate of a 
single fuel package to 80 kW. The second design fire assumed three fuel packages burning 
simultaneously over a 100 ft2 area. These design fires aided in determining the available safe 
egress time, based on the time it takes for the specified design fire to achieve the tenability limits 
previously described. The Pathfinder models aided in determining the required safe egress time 
for occupants. These models assumed that all spaces within the building were completely 
occupied to their determined occupant load in the prescriptive based egress analysis. Two 
evacuation models were developed for a general evacuation scheme. In both cases, the occupants 
were exposed to untenable conditions as determined by the fire models. A third evacuation 
model was developed, which modelled a phased evacuation strategy for the building. This 
evacuation model showed that the occupants were able to evacuate from the building before 
tenability limits were reached. Recommendations were made for changes to the fire safety 
management system, and these included implementing a phased evacuation strategy as well as 
the benefits from a mechanical smoke exhaust system.  
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Appendix B: Life Safety Floor Plans (Detailed)




  
Appendix C: Hand Calculations for Egress Analysis 
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ACPS-610(E)
Addressable Charger/Power Supply
Power Supplies
DN-60244:C3
General
The ACPS-610(E) is an auxiliary power supply with a battery
charging option and a host of special features. Selectable
charging options allow the ACPS-610(E) to provide 6 amps of
shared power to four outputs while charging batteries from
12 to 200 AH, or 10 amps of shared power when the unit is
configured for use with an external battery charger. Four indi-
vidually addressable outputs can be independently configured
for auxiliary power or Notification Appliance Circuits (NAC).
NAC outputs support notification appliance synchronization for
devices manufactured by System Sensor®, Wheelock, and
Gentex. An option to disable battery charging allows the sys-
tem designer to use the four built-in circuits to distribute
10 amps of power for general purposes, excluding NAC appli-
cations. 
The ACPS-610(E) is compatible with NOTIFIER intelligent fire
alarm control panels using CLIP and FlashScan® protocol.
Features
• Certified for seismic applications when used with the appro-
priate seismic mounting kit. 
• Approved for Marine applications when used with listed
compatible equipment (see DN-60688).
• Provides 6.0 A of NAC power or 10 A of general purpose
power.
• Four Class B (Style Y) or four Class A (Style Z) outputs,
individually addressable by the FACP.
• When built-in outputs are configured for NAC operation,
each circuit supports strobe synchronization with the follow-
ing manufacturers' audio/visual devices: System Sensor®
(SpectrAlert® and SpectrAlert Advance Series) or Whee-
lock or Gentex.
• Each circuit can be software-selected for use as: a Notifica-
tion Appliance Circuit, general purpose 24 VDC power, four-
wire detector power, or door holder.
• Steady, March Time (120 PPM), Two Stage, Temporal, or
UZC Zone-Coded and Non-Coded devices - software-
selectable by circuit.
• Universal Zone Coder (UZC-256) option supports for pro-
grammable coded outputs. Up to 256 different codes.
• Auxiliary Outputs: 24V @ 0.5A and 5V @ 0.15A.
• Charges 12 to 200 AH batteries with full supervision. The
charger on the ACPS may be disabled via software. When
disabled, a separate, external charger is required, for exam-
ple a CHG-120.
• May be used to provide battery backup for multiple ACPS
supplies.
• AC loss detection, brownout detection, and AC loss delay
reporting.
• Power-limited outputs.
• Isolated Signaling Line Circuit (SLC) interface.
• Selectable ground fault detection.
• Canadian two stage operation.
Specifications 
• Primary (AC) power: 
– ACPS-610: 120 VAC, 50/60 Hz input, 5.0 A maximum.
– ACPS-610E: 220/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz input, 2.5 A maxi-
mum.
• Output voltage: 24 VDC electrically regulated and power
limited (under primary AC mains). Under secondary power,
20.4 to 26.4 VDC.
• Output circuits - TB3, TB4, TB5, TB6 on Main Board: 1.5 A
maximum for any NAC output circuit. 2.5 A maximum for
any Power output with battery charger disabled.
• Secondary power (battery) charging circuit - lead-acid bat-
tery charger which will charge 12 to 200 AH batteries. Max-
imum charger current - 5.0 A.
• Secondary power auxiliary outputs - TB2 on CPS-24 Board:
– 24V @ 0.5A, power limited.
– 5V @ 0.15A, power limited.
• Wiring: utilizes wire sizes 12 to 18 AWG (3.1 to 0.78 mm²).
• SLC specifications: Average SLC current is 1.287 mA. SLC
data is transmitted between 24.0 VDC, 5 VDC, and 0 VDC
at approximately 3.33 Kbaud.
• Battery fuse (F2): 15A, Fast-acting.
• Weight: 4.5 lb.
ACPS Programming 
The ACPS-610(E) is programmable via the simple-to-use
PK-PPS programming utility, which requires a Windows® PC
with a USB port and cable. Programming may be performed
during an on-line session with the ACPS-610(E), or previously
saved programs may be downloaded to individual ACPS-
610(E) units. The ACPS-610(E) requires the use of a minimum
of 5 SLC address points, and will use up to 14 SLC address
points to fulfill requirements for Canadian supervision and two
stage operation.
NOTE: PK-PPS is available for download from www.magni-
fire.com. 
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Made in the U.S. A.
Listings and Approvals
These listings and approvals apply to the modules specified in
this document. In some cases, certain modules or applications
may not be listed by certain approval agencies, or listing may
be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL Listed: S635.
• ULC Listed: S635.
• FM Approved.
• CSFM: 7315-0028:0248, 7165-0028:0224, 7165-
0028:0243. 
• MEA #30-08-E. 
• FDNY: COA #6085, #6098. 
When used with the MARINE-EQ, appropriate seismic
bracket, and marine approved devices, the ACPS-610(E) is
approved by the following agencies:
• US Coast Guard: 161.002/50/0 (Standard 46 CFR).
• Lloyd's Register: 11/600013 (ENV 3 category). 
• American Bureau of Shipping (ABS). 
Product Line Information 
ACPS-610: Addressable charger power supply, with selectable
built-in synchronization, and four built-in control modules. Sev-
eral mounting options available (see below). 
ACPS-610E: Same as ACPS-610, but configured for 220/240
VAC operation.
CAB-PS1: The CAB-PS1 can house one ACPS-610(E) and
two 12 AH batteries. Dimensions: 15.218" (38.654 cm) high x
14.5" (36.83 cm) wide x 3.562" (9.048 cm) deep with door.
SEISKIT-PS/2/4: Seismic kit for mounting ACPS-610 in a
CAB-PS1. Includes bracket for two 12 AH batteries. 
DR-PS1: When installing an ACPS-610(E) into an older ver-
sion of the CAB-PS1 used for an ACPS-2406(E), the new
wider door must be ordered for use with the older version
cabinet. 
BB-25: The BB-25 can house one ACPS-610(E) and two 12
volt, 26 AH batteries.
BB-100: The BB-100 can house one ACPS-610(E) and two 12
volt, 55 AH or 100 AH AH batteries.
BB-200: The BB-200 can house one ACPS-610(E) and four
12 volt, 100 AH batteries.
CAB-4 Series: The ACPS-610(E) can mount in any of the
CAB-4 Series cabinets with CHS-PS or CHS-BH. See DN-
6857.
EQ Cabinet Series: The ACPS-610(E) can mount in any of
the EQ Cabinet Series cabinets using CHS-6. See DN-60229.
MARINE-EQ System: Protects equipment in shipboard and
waterfront applications. For a full list of required and optional
equipment, see DN-60688. 
CHS-PS/CHS-6: Chassis used to mount the ACPS-610(E) in
row 1, 2, or 3 of the CAB-4 or EQ series enclosure.
CHS-BH: Battery mounting chassis that holds up to two 12AH
batteries on a CHS-PS. 
Batteries: ACPS-610(E) battery charging circuit range is 12 -
200 AH. See DN-6933.
 
Example of Programming
for the ACPS-610 Using 6 Addresses
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DAA2 Series
Digital Audio Amplifiers
Voice Control Systems
DN-60556:C
General
The DAA2 Series amplifiers are multi-featured amplifiers with
digital audio functionality. Each DAA2 is capable of accessing
and processing one of up to eight audio channels on the DVC
audio loop, amplifying the signal, and distributing it via four
Class B or two Class A outputs. A DAA2-50 or DAA2-75
series amplifier is capable of mounting an optional BDA Digi-
tal amplifier, which can be used to provide one-to-one ampli-
fier backup, or to support two-channel operation, or
increased output wattage to 100W (100W option applies to
DAA2-50 series only, other rules apply).
The DAA2 has two wire digital audio ports to connect to wire
DAL (digital audio loop) segments. Either or both ports may
be converted to fiber using fiber option modules.
Up to 32 devices, such as DAA2 amplifiers, can be con-
nected to the DAL on one DVC Digital Voice Command unit.
DAA2 amplifiers may be mixed with DAX and DAA series
amplifiers on the same DAL. 
An optional Firefighter telephone riser on the DAA2 supports
local and network FFT communications. A DAA2 also sup-
ports use of an RM-1 remote microphone.
DAA2 amplifiers can store backup alarm and trouble mes-
sages, and provide an adjustable background music input.
Features
• Listed to UL Standard 864, 9th edition.
• 50 W total output power at 25 VRMS (all DAA2-5025 mod-
els) or 70 VRMS (all DAA2-5070 models).
• 75 W total output power at 25 VRMS (all DAA2-7525 mod-
els).
• Supports two Class A high-level audio outputs; or four
Class B outputs.
• Optional BDA amplifiers support alternative configura-
tions.
• Backup amplifier - supports one-to-one backup (all
DAA2 models).
• Primary amplifier - supports two-channel operation (all
DAA2 models).
• Primary amplifier - increase power up to 100W, one- or
two-channel operation. (DAA2-50 series only, configura-
tion rules apply.)
• Supports one-to-many amplifier backup applications using
the same model DAA2.
• Firefighter telephone riser supports 7 active firefighter
telephones. System Release 3.0 and higher supports
optional configurations: direct connection for up to 7 fire-
fighter telephones, or connection to multiple FTM-1 mod-
ules.
• Remote microphone paging option with RM-1.
• Audio output activation via network control-by-event equa-
tions resident within the DVC.
• Two wire digital audio ports that can be converted to fiber
using fiber option modules. Support Style 4 or 7 configura-
tions.
• Auxiliary input for 1 VRMS, to be used for background
music input, an interface with a telephone paging source,
or other compatible audio sources. Audio levels can be
adjusted by end user. Optional supervision through pro-
gramming.
• Isolated alarm bus input, to be used for backup activation
of alarm messages when normal digital communication is
lost.
• Programmable through VeriFire® Tools.
• Up to 106 seconds of backup digital message storage for
use in the event of communication loss (from the Veri-
Fire® Tools message library, or created by the installer).
• Battery charger disable provides battery sharing option for
up to four DAA2s.
• Disconnect of deeply-discharged battery (low battery dis-
connect).
Installation
The DAA2 arrives from the factory already installed on its
chassis. The DAA2 mounts in one row of any EQ or CAB-4
Series cabinet: The CAB-4 row can be covered using a DP-
1B dress panel, ordered separately.
One or two fiber option modules will plug directly onto a
DAA2 for simple installation. A BDA backup amplifier mounts
directly onto a DAA2.
Batteries for the DAA2 may be installed in any of the following
configurations:
• In a CHS-BH1 optional battery chassis. The CHS-BH1
battery chassis will hold two 12.0 AH batteries, and
mounts on the left side of the DAA2 chassis, so that the
DAA2 and batteries are contained in a single cabinet tier.
• In the battery row (bottom) of the CAB-4 Series cabinet, or
in the bottom row of an EQ Series cabinet.
• In a cabinet adjacent to the cabinet that holds the DAA2,
with connections in conduit. External battery charging is
supported.
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Specifications
CPS-24 POWER SUPPLY BOARD
AC power (TB1) 
• Models using 120 VAC, 60 Hz input:
– DAA2-5025 - 4.68A max.
– DAA2-5070 - 4.69A max.
– DAA2-7525 - 4.68A max.
• “E” version models using 220-240 VAC 60 Hz input: 
– DAA2-5025E - 2.68A max.
– DAA2-5070E - 2.68A max.
– DAA2-7525E - 2.68A max.
Recommended wiring: 12 to 14 AWG (1.6 mm O.D.) with
600 VAC insulation.
Shipping Weight: 13 lb (5.9 kg).
Secondary Power 5V and 24V AUX Outputs (TB2):
24 V AUX: Power-limited, 24V @ 0.5A, utilizes wire sizes 12-
18 AWG (3.31 mm2 - 2.08 mm2.
5 V: Future Use.
Battery Connections: Supplied cable connections to batter-
ies.
Battery Charger: Current-limited sealed lead acid battery
charger which charges two 12 volt batteries in series, up to
200 AH.
Table 1: Battery Charging Capabilities
DAA2 BOARDS
Digital Audio Ports, wire media, A and B (TB2, TB3): Max-
imum distance per segment is 1900 feet (579.12 m) on
Belden 5320UJ (18AWG, TP) FPL cable: 18 AWG (0.821
mm2) twisted-pair, unshielded, power-limited. For approved
cable types, see wiring documentation, P/N 52916ADD: C
Approved Wire Cables for Digital Audio Loops. 
Digital Audio Ports, fiber media, fiber option modules:
Digital audio loop connectors support single- and multi-mode
fiber with the use of fiber option modules. Refer to the Fiber
Option Module datasheet for fiber specifications.
Alarm Bus: Power-limited, supervised by source. Recom-
mended wiring: 14-18 AWG twisted-pair. Requires 16VDC
minimum @ 20mA across the terminals to activate. Nominal
24VDC.
Remote Microphone Interface: RMI power: +24VDC,
power-limited @ 100mA. Supervised. Recommended wiring:
14-18 AWG twisted-pair, Max. 14 AWG. Nominal AC signal
strength 2.5VRMS, 3VRMS Max. Maximum distance between
remote microphone and DAA2: 100 ft (304.8 m).
FFT Riser: Power-limited output, supervised. Class A or
Class B operation. Class B 2-wire connections require a 3.9k
ohm 1/2 watt resistor (P/N R-3.9K). Max. wiring resistance
(including individual telephone zone to last handset) permit-
ted is 50 ohms, 10,000 ft (3048 m) max. wiring distance at 14
AWG to last handset.
Auxiliary Input: Signal strength from low-level analog audio
input (such as background music or telephone paging): 1Vp-p
max. Optional supervision through programming. Recom-
mended wiring: 14-18 AWG, twisted-pair. Auxiliary input
source must be within 25 ft. (7.6 m) of the DAA2, and within
the same room.
Speaker circuits: Power-limited outputs (exception: a DAA2-
5070 speaker circuit used with any Canadian Room Isolator
module is non-power limited. Speaker circuit 1 (TB10) can
not be used.). Supervision determined by programming.
DAA2-5025/70, Each circuit rated up to 50 watts*. DAA2-
7525, each circuit rated up to 75 watts*. Recommended wir-
ing: 12-18 AWG twisted-pair (shielded recommended). Class
B or Class A: Class B requires 20k end-of-line resistors
(included, P/N ELR-20K). Class A requires 10k end-of-line
resistors (included, P/N R-10K) on the return. 
*total wattage may vary per configuration.
Backup: High-level audio input: 25VRMS (DAA2-5025 and
DAA2-7525). 70 VRMS (DAA2-5070). Recommended wiring:
14-18 AWG. Not supervised when inactive. Supervised by
backup source when active. Must be in same room or enclo-
sure.
Standards and Codes
The DAA2 Series Digital Audio Amplifiers comply with the fol-
lowing standards:
• NFPA 72 2007 National Fire Alarm Code
• Underwriter Laboratories Standard UL 864
• Underwriter Laboratories of Canada (ULC) ULC-S527-11
Standard of Control Units for Fire Alarm Systems.
• Part 15 Class A conducted and radiated emissions as
required by the FCC.
• IBC 2012, IBC 2009, IBC 2006, IBC 2003, IBC 2000
(Seismic).
• CBC 2007 (Seismic)
Listings and Approvals
These listings and approvals apply to the basic DAA2 Series
Digital Audio Amplifiers. In some cases, certain modules may
not be listed by certain agencies, or listing may be in process.
Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL Listed: S635.
• ULC Listed: S635.
• CSFM: 7165-0028:0243 (NFS2-640/NFS-320), 7165-
0028:0224 (NFS2-3030).
• Fire Dept. of New York: COA#6212 (NFS2-640/NFS-320),
COA#6211 (NFS2-3030).
• FM approved.
Product Line Information
50 WATT DAA2 AMPLIFIERS
Shipped mounted to the chassis. 
DAA2-5025: 120 VAC Digital Audio Amplifier (50 W, 25
VRMS).
DAA2-5070: 120 VAC Digital Audio Amplifier (50 W, 70
VRMS).
Charge 
7 AH to 
26 AH 
Batteries 
Charge 
26 AH to 
< 50 AH 
Batteries
Charge 
50 AH to 
200 AH 
Batteries
DAA2-5025
DAA2-5070 Yes Yes Yes
DAA2-7525 Yes Yes No
DAA2-5025 or 
DAA-5070 w/BDA 
in Group 2 of 
VeriFire® Tools
No No No
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DAA2-5025E: 220-240 VAC Digital Audio Amplifier (50 W,
25 VRMS).
DAA2-5070E: 220-240 VAC Digital Audio Amplifier (50 W,
70 VRMS).
75 WATT DAA2 AMPLIFIERS
Shipped mounted to the chassis. 
DAA2-7525: 120 VAC Digital Audio Amplifier (75 W, 25
VRMS).
DAA2-7525E: 220-240 VAC Digital Audio Amplifier (75 W,
25 VRMS).
BDA BACKUP DIGITAL AMPLIFIERS
BDA-25V: Backup Digital Amplifier (25 VRMS), switch set-
tings for 75, 50, and 35 W operation. Provides a second
audio channel when programmed as a primary amplifier.
BDA-70V: Backup Digital Amplifier (70 VRMS), switch set-
tings for 50 and 35 W operation. Provides a second audio
channel when programmed as a primary amplifier.
FIBER OPTION MODULES
DS-FM: Fiber option module for multi-mode fiber. Converts a
wire DAP (digital audio port) to a multi-mode fiber port.
DS-SFM: Fiber option module for single-mode fiber. Con-
verts a wire DAP (digital audio port) to a single-mode fiber
port.
DS-RFM: Fiber option module for multi-mode fiber. Used
exclusively for compatibility with multi-mode fiber DVC or
DAA.
ACCESSORIES
CHS-BH1: Battery chassis. Holds two 12.0 AH batteries.
Mounts on the left side of the DAA2 chassis.
DP-1B: Dress panel: covers one tier of CAB-4 Series cabi-
net.
ACT-25, ACT-70: Audio-coupling transformers. Used with
AA-30 or DAA2-series amplifiers to drive thousands of ampli-
fiers in large system applications. 
SEISKIT-DAA: Seismic kit for DAA, DAA2, and DAX series
amplifiers. Required when using CHS-BH1 chassis. Includes
battery bracket for two 12AH Power Sonic batteries. See doc-
ument 53851. 
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NFS2-640(E)
Intelligent Addressable
Fire Alarm System
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General
The NFS2-640 intelligent Fire Alarm Control Panel is part of the
ONYX® Series of Fire Alarm Controls from NOTIFIER.
In stand-alone or network configurations, ONYX Series products
meet virtually every application requirement.
The NFS2-640’s modular design makes system planning easier.
The panel can be configured with just a few devices for small build-
ing applications, or networked with many devices to protect a large
campus or a high-rise office block. Simply add additional periph-
eral equipment to suit the application.
A host of other options are available, including single- or multi-
channel voice; firefighter’s telephone; LED, LCD, or PC-based
graphic annunciators; networking; advanced detection products for
challenging environments; wireless fire protection; and many addi-
tional options.
NOTE: Unless called out with a version-specific “E” at the end of
the part number, “NFS2-640” refers to models NFS2-640 and
NFS2-640E; similarly, “CPU2-640” refers to models CPU2-640
and CPU2-640E. 
Features
• Certified for seismic applications when used with the appropri-
ate seismic mounting kit. 
• Approved for Marine applications when used with listed com-
patible equipment. See DN-60688. 
• One, expandable to two, isolated intelligent Signaling Line Cir-
cuit (SLC) Style 4, 6 or 7.
• Wireless fire protection using SWIFT Smart Wireless Integrated
Fire Technology. See DN-60820.
• Up to 159 detectors and 159 modules per SLC; 318 devices per
loop/636 per FACP or network node. 
– Detectors can be any mix of ion, photo, thermal, or multi-sen-
sor; wireless detectors are available for use with the FWSG. 
– Modules include addressable pull stations, normally open
contact devices, two-wire smoke detectors, notification, or
relay; wireless modules are available for use with the FWSG. 
• Standard 80-character display, 640-character large display
(NCA-2), or display-less (a node on a network).
• Network options:
– High-speed network for up to 200 nodes (NFS2-3030, NFS2-
640, NFS-320(C), NFS-320SYS, NCA-2, DVC-EM, ONYX-
Works, NFS-3030, NFS-640, and NCA).
– Standard network for up to 103 nodes (NFS2-3030, NFS2-
640, NFS-320(C), NFS-320SYS, NCA-2, DVC-EM, ONYX-
Works, NCS, NFS-3030, NFS-640, NCA, AFP-200, AFP-300/
400, AFP-1010, and AM2020). Up to 54 nodes when DVC-
EM is used in network paging.
• 6.0 A switch mode power supply with four Class A/B built-in
Notification Appliance Circuits (NAC). Selectable System Sen-
sor, Wheelock, or Gentex strobe synchronization.
• Built-in Alarm, Trouble, Security, and Supervisory relays.
• VeriFire® Tools online or offline programming utility. Upload/
Download, save, store, check, compare, and simulate panel
databases. Upgrade panel firmware.
• Autoprogramming and Walk Test reports.
• Multiple central station communication options:
– Standard UDACT
– Internet
– Internet/GSM
• 80-character remote annunciators (up to 32).
• EIA-485 annunciators, including custom graphics.
• Printer interface (80-column and 40-column printers).
• History file with 800-event capacity in nonvolatile memory, plus
separate 200-event alarm-only file.
• Alarm Verification selection per point, with automatic counter.
• Presignal/Positive Alarm Sequence (PAS).
• Silence inhibit and Auto Silence timer options.
• March time/temporal/California two-stage coding/strobe syn-
chronization.
• Field-programmable on panel or on PC, with VeriFire Tools pro-
gram check, compare, simulate.
• Full QWERTY keypad.
• Battery charger supports 18 – 200 AH batteries. 
• Non-alarm points for lower priority functions.
• Remote ACK/Signal Silence/System Reset/Drill via monitor
modules.
• Automatic time control functions, with holiday exceptions.
• Surface Mount Technology (SMT) electronics.
• Extensive, built-in transient protection.
• Powerful Boolean logic equations.
• Support for SCS Series smoke control system in HVAC mode.
NCA-2 AS PRIMARY DISPLAY 
• Backlit, 640-character display.
• Supports SCS Series smoke control system in FSCS mode
when SCS is connected to the NCA-2 used as primary display.
• Supports DVC digital audio loop.
• Printer and CRT EIA-232 ports.
• EIA-485 annunciator and terminal mode ports.
• Alarm, Trouble, Supervisory, and Security relays.
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FLASHSCAN® INTELLIGENT FEATURES
• Polls up to 318 devices in less than two seconds.
• Activates up to 159 outputs in less than five seconds.
• Multicolor LEDs blink device address during Walk Test.
• Fully digital, high-precision protocol (U.S. Patent 5,539,389).
• Manual sensitivity adjustment — up to nine levels.
• Pre-alarm ONYX intelligent sensing — up to nine levels.
• Day/Night automatic sensitivity adjustment.
• Sensitivity windows:
– Ion – 0.5 to 2.5%/foot obscuration.
– Photo – 0.5 to 2.35%/foot obscuration. 
– Laser (VIEW®) – 0.02 to 2.0%/foot obscuration.
– Acclimate Plus™ – 0.5 to 4.0%/foot obscuration.
– IntelliQuad™ – 1.0 to 4.0%/foot obscuration.
– IntelliQuad™ PLUS – 1.0 to 4.0%/foot obscuration
• Drift compensation (U.S. Patent 5,764,142).
• Degraded mode — in the unlikely event that the CPU2-640
microprocessor fails, FlashScan detectors revert to degraded
operation and can activate the CPU2-640 NAC circuits and
alarm relay. Each of the four built-in panel circuits includes a
Disable/Enable switch for this feature.
• Multi-detector algorithm involves nearby detectors in alarm
decision (U.S. Patent 5,627,515).
• Automatic detector sensitivity testing (NFPA-72 compliant).
• Maintenance alert (two levels).
• Self-optimizing pre-alarm.
FSL-751 (VERY INTELLIGENT EARLY WARNING)
SMOKE DETECTION TECHNOLOGY 
• Advanced ONYX intelligent sensing algorithms differentiate
between smoke and non-smoke signals (U.S. Patent
5,831,524).
• Addressable operation pinpoints the fire location.
• Early warning performance comparable to the best aspiration
systems at a fraction of the lifetime cost.
FAPT-851 ACCLIMATE PLUS 
LOW-PROFILE INTELLIGENT MULTI-SENSOR
• Detector automatically adjusts sensitivity levels without opera-
tor intervention or programming. Sensitivity increases with heat.
• Microprocessor-based technology; combination photo and ther-
mal technology.
• Low-temperature warning signal at 40°F ± 5°F (4.44°C ±
2.77°C).
FSC-851 INTELLIQUAD 
ADVANCED MULTI-CRITERIA DETECTOR
• Detects all four major elements of a fire (smoke, heat, CO, and
flame).
• Automatic drift compensation of smoke sensor and CO cell.
• High nuisance-alarm immunity.
INTELLIGENT FAAST® DETECTORS FSA-5000, FSA-8000,  FSA-
20000 AND FSA-20000P
• Connects directly to the SLC loop of compatible ONYX series
panels.
• Provides five event thresholds that can be individually pro-
grammed with descriptive labels for control-by-event program-
ming; uses five detector addresses.
• Uses patented particle separator and field-replaceable filter to
remove contaminants.
• Advanced algorithms reject common nuisance conditions
• FSA-5000 covers 5,000 square feet through one pipe.
• FSA-8000 covers 8,000 square feet through one pipe.
• FSA-20000 covers 28,800 square feet through one to four
pipes.
Sample
System
Options
7111blok-2014.wmf
SLC Intelligent Loop 1
DEVICES
FSC-851 IntelliQuad 
FAPT-851 Acclimate PLUS  
 FSL-751 FlashScan VIEW
 FSP-851 Photo
FSI-851 Ion
FST-851 Thermal
FSA-8000
...etc.
NBG-12LX
FMM-1
IDC
FDU-80
LCD2-80
Up to 32 remote displays
EIA-485
EIA-485
EIA-232
2048 annunciator/control points
Optional 636-point UDACT
Dual phone 
lines to 
Central 
Station
ACM/AEM-24AT 
LED Annunciator
LDM-32 
Custom Graphics
ACM-8R 
Relay Control 
FCM-1 
NAC 
FRM-1 
Relay Contact
SLC Intelligent Loop 2
KDM-R2 display 
OR
NCA-2
OR
with no display
PRN Series Printer
NFS2-640
“C” cabinet size shown
FWSG 
XP6/10 I/O Modules
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• FSA-20000P covers 28,800 square feet through one to four
pipes. Supports addressable pipes to pinpoint location of alarm
events
FCO-851 INTELLIQUAD™ PLUS 
ADVANCED MULTI-CRITERIA FIRE/CO DETECTOR
• Detects all four major elements of a fire.
• Separate signal for life-safety CO detection.
• Optional addressable sounder base for Temp-3 (fire) or Temp-4
(CO) tone.
• Automatic drift compensation of smoke sensor and CO cell.
• High nuisance-alarm immunity.
SWIFT WIRELESS
• Self-healing mesh wireless protocol.
• Each SWIFT Gateway supports up to 50 devices: 1 wireless
gateway and up to 49 SWIFT devices. 
• Up to 4 wireless gateways can be installed with overlapping
network coverage. 
RELEASING FEATURES
• Ten independent hazards.
• Sophisticated cross-zone (three options).
• Delay timer and Discharge timers (adjustable).
• Abort (four options).
• Low-pressure CO2 listed.
DIGITAL VOICE AND TELEPHONE FEATURES
• Up to eight channels of digital audio.
• 35, 50, 75, and 100/125 watt digital amplifiers (DAA2/DAX
series and DS series; NCA-2 required as primary display).
• Solid-state digital message generation.
• Firefighter telephone option.
• 30- to 120-watt high-efficiency amplifiers (AA Series).
• Backup tone generator and amplifier option.
• NFS2-640 can also integrate with the FirstCommand Emer-
gency Communications System. See DN-60772.
HIGH-EFFICIENCY OFFLINE SWITCHING 
3.0 A POWER SUPPLY (6.0 A IN ALARM)
• 120 VAC (NFS2-640); 240 VAC (NFS2-640E).
• Displays battery current/voltage on panel (with display).
FlashScan, Exclusive 
World-Leading Detector Protocol
At the heart of the NFS2-640 is a set of detection devices and
device protocol — FlashScan (U.S. Patent 5,539,389). FlashScan
is an all-digital protocol that gives superior precision and high
noise immunity.
In addition to providing quick identification of an active input
device, this protocol can also activate many output devices in a
fraction of the time required by competitive protocols. This high
speed also allows the NFS2-640 to have the largest device per
loop capacity in the industry — 318 points — yet every input and
output device is sampled in less than two seconds. The micropro-
cessor-based FlashScan detectors have bicolor LEDs that can be
coded to provide diagnostic information, such as device address
during Walk Test.
ONYX Intelligent Sensing
Intelligent sensing is a set of software algorithms that provides the
NFS2-640 with industry-leading smoke detection capability. These
complex algorithms require many calculations on each reading of
each detector, and are made possible by the high-speed micro-
computer used by the NFS2-640.
Drift Compensation and Smoothing: Drift compensation allows
the detector to retain its original ability to detect actual smoke, and
resist false alarms, even as dirt accumulates. It reduces mainte-
nance requirements by allowing the system to automatically per-
form the periodic sensitivity measurements required by NFPA 72.
Smoothing filters are also provided by software to remove tran-
sient noise signals, such as those caused by electrical interfer-
ence.
Maintenance Warnings: When the drift compensation performed
for a detector reaches a certain level, the performance of the
detector may be compromised, and special warnings are given.
There are three warning levels: (1) Low Chamber value; (2) Main-
tenance Alert, indicative of dust accumulation that is near but
below the allowed limit; (3) Maintenance Urgent, indicative of dust
accumulation above the allowed limit.
Sensitivity Adjust: Nine sensitivity levels are provided for alarm
detection. These levels can be set manually, or can change auto-
matically between day and night. Nine levels of pre-alarm sensitiv-
ity can also be selected, based on predetermined levels of alarm.
Pre-alarm operation can be latching or self-restoring, and can be
used to activate special control functions.
Self-Optimizing Pre-Alarm: Each detector may be set for “Self-
Optimizing” pre-alarm. In this special mode, the detector “learns”
its normal environment, measuring the peak analog readings over
a long period of time, and setting the pre-alarm level just above
these normal peaks.
Cooperating Multi-Detector Sensing: A patented feature of
ONYX intelligent sensing is the ability of a smoke sensor to con-
sider readings from nearby sensors in making alarm or pre-alarm
decisions. Without statistical sacrifice in the ability to resist false
alarms, it allows a sensor to increase its sensitivity to actual smoke
by a factor of almost two to one.
Field Programming Options
Autoprogram is a timesaving feature. The FACP “learns” what
devices are physically connected and automatically loads them in
the program with default values for all parameters. Requiring less
than one minute to run, this routine allows the user to have almost
immediate fire protection in a new installation, even if only a por-
tion of the detectors are installed.
Keypad Program Edit (with KDM-R2) The NFS2-640, like all
NOTIFIER intelligent panels, has the exclusive feature of program
creation and editing capability from the front panel keypad, while
continuing to provide fire protection. The architecture of the NFS2-
640 software is such that each point entry carries its own program,
including control-by-event links to other points. This allows the pro-
gram to be entered with independent per-point segments, while
the NFS2-640 simultaneously monitors other (already installed)
points for alarm conditions.
VeriFire® Tools is an offline programming and test utility that can
greatly reduce installation programming time, and increase confi-
dence in the site-specific software. It is Windows®-based and pro-
vides technologically advanced capabilities to aid the installer. The
installer may create the entire program for the NFS2-640 in the
comfort of the office, test it, store a backup file, then bring it to the
site and download from a laptop into the panel.
Placement of Equipment 
in Chassis and Cabinet
The following guidelines outline the NFS2-640’s flexible system
design.
Rows: The first row of equipment in the cabinet mounts in the
chassis shipped with the FACP. Mount the second, third, or fourth
rows of equipment in a CHS-4 series chassis or, for Digital Voice
Command products, in CA-1 or CA-2. (For DVC-EM and DAA2/
DAX components see DVC Manual; for DS series components see
DS-AMP Manual; for DVC-AO applications, see AA Series Installa-
tion Manual). Other options are available; see your panel’s installa-
tion manual. 
Wiring: When designing the cabinet layout, consider separation of
power-limited and non-power-limited wiring as discussed in the
NFS2-640 Installation Manual.
Positions: A chassis offers four basic side-by-side positions for
components; the number of modules that can be mounted in each
position depends on the chassis model and the size of the individ-
ual module. There are a variety of standoffs and hardware items
available for different combinations and configurations of compo-
nents.
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It is critical that all mounting holes of the NFS2-640 are secured
with a screw or standoff to ensure continuity of Earth Ground.
Layers: The control panel’s chassis accepts four layers of equip-
ment, including the control panel. The CPU2-640 fills three posi-
tions (left to right) in the first-installed layer (the back of the
chassis); its integral power supply occupies the center two posi-
tions in the next two layers; the optional display occupies (the left)
two positions at the front, flush with the door. Some equipment,
such as the NCA-2, may be mounted in the dress panel directly in
front of the control panel. The NCA-2 can be used as a primary
display for the NFS2-640 (use NCA/640-2-KIT) by directly con-
necting their network ports (required in Canadian stand-alone
applications); see NCA-2 data sheet for mounting options (DN-
7047).
Expansion: Installing an LEM-320 Loop Expander Module adds a
second SLC loop to the control panel. The LEM-320 is mounted
onto the CPU2-640, occupying the middle-right, second (back) slot
on the chassis. 
Networking: If networking two or more control panels, each unit
requires a Network Communication Module or High-Speed Net-
work Communication Module. (HS-NCM can support two nodes;
see “Networking Options” on page 4). These modules can be
installed in any option board position (see manual), and additional
option boards can be mounted in front of the network communica-
tion modules.
KDM-R2 Controls and Indicators
Program Keypad: QWERTY type (keyboard layout, see figure).
12 LED indicators: Power; Fire Alarm; Pre-Alarm; Security;
Supervisory; System Trouble; Signals Silenced; Points Disabled;
Control Active; Abort; Pre-Discharge; Discharge.
Keypad Switch Controls: Acknowledge/Scroll Display; Signal
Silence; Drill; System Reset; Lamp Test.
LCD Display: 80 characters (2 x 40) with long-life LED backlight.
Product Line Information
• “Configuration Guidelines” on page 4
• “Networking Options” on page 4
• “Auxiliary Power Supplies and Batteries” on page 4
• “Audio Options” on page 5
• “Compatible Devices, EIA-232 Ports” on page 5
• “Compatible Devices, EIA-485 Ports” on page 5
• “Compatible Intelligent Devices” on page 5
• “Enclosures, Chassis, and Dress Plates” on page 6
• “Other Options” on page 7
CONFIGURATION GUIDELINES
Stand-alone and network systems require a main display. On sys-
tems with one FACP (one CPU2-640/-640E), display options are
the KDM-R2 or the NCA-2. On network systems (two or more net-
worked fire panel nodes), at least one NCA-2, NCS, or ONYX-
Works annunciation device is required. Other options listed as
follows; 
KDM-R2: 80-character backlit LCD display with QWERTY pro-
gramming and control keypad. Order two BMP-1 blank modules
and DP-DISP2 mounting plate separately. Requires top row of a
cabinet. Required for each stand-alone 80-character display sys-
tem. The KDM-R2 may mount in network nodes to display “local”
node information as long as at least one NCA-2 or NCS/ONYX-
Works network display is on the system to display network infor-
mation. (Non-English versions also available: KDM-R2C for ULC
application, KDM-R2-FR, KDM-R2-PO, KDM-R2-SP.)
NCA-2: Network Control Annunciator, 640 characters. On single
CPU2-640/-640E systems, the optional NCA-2 can be used as the
Primary Display for the panel and connects directly to the CPU2-
640/-640E. On network systems (two or more networked fire panel
nodes), one network display (either NCA-2 or NCS/ONYXWorks)
is required for every system. On network systems, the NCA-2 con-
nects to (and requires) a standard Network Communication Mod-
ule or High-Speed Network Communication Module. Mounts in a
row of FACP node or in two annunciator positions. Mounting
options include the DP-DISP2, ADP-4B, or in an annunciator box,
such as the ABS-2D. In CAB-4 top-row applications, a DP-DISP2
and two BMP-1 blank modules are required for mounting.
Required for NFS2-640 applications employing the DVC-EM with
DAL devices. Non-English versions are available. NCA-2 are avail-
able for ULC applications. For marine applications, order NCA-2-
M; for non-English Marine applications, order NCA-2-M and the
appropriate KP-KIT-XX. See DN-7047.
CPU2-640: Central processing unit (CPU) with integral 3.0 A (6.0
A in alarm) power supply for an NFS2-640 system. Includes con-
trol panel factory-mounted on a chassis; one Signaling Line Circuit
expandable to two; documentation kit. Order one per system or as
necessary (up to 103 network nodes) on a network system. (Non-
English versions also available: CPU2-640-FR, CPU2-640-PO,
CPU2-640-SP.) 
CPU2-640E: Same as CPU2-640 but requires 240 VAC, 1.5 A,
(3.0 A in alarm). (Non-English versions also available: CPU2-
640E-PO, CPU2-640E-SP.) 
NCA/640-2-KIT: Bracket installation kit required to mount NCA-2
to the CPU2-640/-640E’s standard chassis.
DP-DISP2: Dress panel for top row in cabinet with CPU2-640/
640E installed.
ADP2-640: Dress panel for middle rows with CPU2-640/640E.
BMP-1: Blank module for unused module positions.
BP2-4: Battery plate, required.
LEM-320: Loop Expander Module. Expands each NFS2-640 to
two Signaling Line Circuits. See DN-6881.  
NETWORKING OPTIONS
NCM-W, NCM-F: Standard Network Communications Modules.
Wire and multi-mode fiber versions available. See DN-6861. 
HS-NCM-W/MF/SF/WMF/WSF/MFSF: High-speed Network Com-
munications Modules that can connect to two nodes. Wire, single-
mode fiber, multi-mode fiber, and media conversion models are
available. See DN-60454.
RPT-W, RPT-F, RPT-WF: Standard-network repeater board with
wire connection (RPT-W), multi-mode fiber connection (RPT-F), or
allowing a change in media type between wire and fiber (RPT-WF).
Not used with high-speed networks. See DN-6971. 
ONYXWorks: UL-listed graphics PC workstation, software, and
computer hardware. See DN-7048 for specific part numbers.
NFN-GW-EM-3: NFN Gateway, embedded. (Replaces NFN-GW-
EM.) See DN-60499.  
NWS-3: NOTI•FIRE•NET™ Web Server. See DN-6928.
CAP-GW: Common Alerting Protocol Gateway. See DN-60756. 
VESDA-HLI-GW: VESDAnet high-level interface gateway. See
DN-60753. 
LEDSIGN-GW: UL-listed sign gateway. Interfaces with classic and
high-speed NOTI•FIRE•NET networks through the NFN Gateway.
See DN-60679. 
OAX2-24V: UL-listed LED sign, used with LEDSIGN-GW. See
DN-60679. 
AUXILIARY POWER SUPPLIES AND BATTERIES
ACPS-610: 6.0 A or 10.0 A addressable charging power supply.
See DN-60244.
APS2-6R: Auxiliary Power Supply. Provides up to 6.0 amperes of
power for peripheral devices. Includes battery input and transfer
relay, and overcurrent protection. Mounts on two of four positions
on a CHS-4L or CHS-4 chassis. See DN-5952.  
FCPS-24S6/S8: Remote 6 A and 8 A power supplies with battery
charger. See DN-6927. 
BAT Series: Batteries. NFS2-640 uses two 12 volt, 18 to 200 AH
batteries. See DN-6933. 
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AUDIO OPTIONS 
NOTE: For mounting hardware, see “Enclosures, Chassis, and
Dress Plates” on page 6 and peripheral data sheets. 
DVC-EM: Digital Voice Command, digital audio processor with
message storage for up to 32 minutes of standard quality (4 min-
utes at high quality) digital audio. Capable of playing up to eight
simultaneous messages when used with Digital Audio Loop (DAL)
devices. See DN-7045.
DVC-RPU: Digital Voice Command Remote Paging Unit for use
with DVC-EM. Includes the keypad/display. See DN-60726. 
DS-DB: Digital Series Distribution Board, provides bulk amplifica-
tion capabilities to the DVC-EM while retaining digital audio dis-
tribuition capabilities. Can be configured with up to four DS-AMPs,
supplying high-level risers spread throughout an installation. See
DN-60565.
DVC-KD: DVC-EM keypad for local annunciation and controls; sta-
tus LEDs and 24 user-programmable buttons. See DN-7045.
DS-AMP/E: 125W, 25 VRMS, or 100W, 70VRMS. 70VRMS
requires DS-XF70V step-up transformer. Digital Series Amplifier,
part of the DS-DB system. See DN-60663.
DS-RFM, DS-FM, DS-SFM: Fiber conversion modules for DVC-
EM, DS-DB distribution board, and DAX and DAA2 Series amplifi-
ers. See DN-60633.
DVC-AO: DVC Analog Output board provides four analog output
circuits for use with AA Series amplifiers. Four-channel operation
supported. See DN-7045.
DAA2-5025(E): 50W, 25 Vrms Digital Audio Amplifier assembly
with power supply; includes chassis. See DN-60556.
DAA2-5070(E): 50W, 70.7 Vrms Digital Audio Amplifier assembly
with power supply; includes chassis. See DN-60556. 
DAA2-7525(E): 75W, 25 Vrms digital audio amplifier assembly
with power supply; includes chassis. See DN-60556. 
DAX-3525(E): 35W, 25 Vrms Digital Audio Amplifier assembly with
power supply, includes chassis. See DN-60561. 
DAX-3570(E): 35W, 70.7 Vrms Digital Audio Amplifier assembly
with power supply, includes chassis. See DN-60561. 
DAX-5025(E): 50W, 25 Vrms Digital Audio Amplifier assembly with
power supply, includes chassis. See DN-60561. 
DAX-5070(E): 50W, 70.7 Vrms Digital Audio Amplifier assembly
with power supply, includes chassis. See DN-60561. 
TELH-1: Firefighter’s Telephone Handset for use with the DVC-EM
when mounted in the CA-2 chassis. See DN-7045.
CMIC-1: Optional microphone and microphone well assembly
used with the CA-1 chassis.
RM-1/RM-1SA: Remote microphone assemblies, mount on ADP-4
(RM-1) dress panel or CAB-RM/-RMR (RM-1SA) stand-alone cab-
inets. See DN-6728. 
AA-30: Audio Amplifier, 30 watts, 25 Vrms. Includes amplifier and
audio input supervision, backup input, and automatic switchover,
power supply, cables. See DN-3224.
AA-120/AA-100: Audio Amplifier provides up to 120 watts of 25
VRMS audio power for the NFS-640. The amplifier contains an inte-
gral chassis for mounting to a CAB-B4, -C4, or -D4 backbox (con-
sumes one row). Switch-mode power. Includes audio input and
amplified output supervision, backup input, and automatic switcho-
ver to backup tone. Order the AA-100 for 70.7 VRMS systems and
100 watts of power. See DN-3224.
DAA Series Digital Audio Amplifiers: Legacy DAA Series ampli-
fiers are compatible with DVC-EM systems running SR4.0. For
specific information on DAA-50 series amplifiers, refer to DN-7046.
For information on DAA-7525 Series, refer to DN-60257.
NFC-25/50: 25 watt, 25 VRMS, emergency Voice Evacuation Con-
trol Panel (VECP) with integral commercial microphone, digital
message generator, and single-/dual-channel Class A or Class B
speaker circuits. See DN-60772.
COMPATIBLE DEVICES, EIA-232 PORTS 
PRN-7: 80-column printer. See DN-60897. 
VS4095/5: Printer, 40-column, 24V. Mounted in external backbox.
See DN-3260. 
DPI-232: Direct Panel Interface, specialized modem for extending
serial data links to remotely located FACPs and/or peripherals.
See DN-6870.  
COMPATIBLE DEVICES, EIA-485 PORTS
ACM-24AT: ONYX Series ACS annunciator – up to 96 points of
annunciation with Alarm or Active LED, Trouble LED, and switch
per circuit. Active/Alarm LEDs can be programmed (by powered-
up switch selection) by point to be red, green, or yellow; the Trou-
ble LED is always yellow. See DN-6862.
AEM-24AT: Same LED and switch capabilities as ACM-24AT,
expands the ACM-24AT to 48, 72, or 96 points. See DN-6862.
ACM-48A: ONYX Series ACS annunciator – up to 96 points of
annunciation with Alarm or Active LED per circuit. Active/Alarm
LEDs can be programmed (by powered-up switch selection) in
groups of 24 to be red, green, or yellow. Expandable to 96 points
with one AEM-48A. See DN-6862.
AEM-48A: Same LED capabilities as ACM-48A, expands the
ACM-48A to 96 points. See DN-6862.
ACM-8R: Remote Relay Module with eight Form-C contacts. Can
be located up to 6,000 ft. (1828.8 m) from panel on four wires. See
DN-3558. 
FDU-80: Terminal mode. 80-character, backlit LCD display.
Mounts up to 6,000 ft. (1828.8 m) from panel. Up to 32 per FACP.
See DN-6820. 
LCD2-80: Terminal and ACS mode. 80-character, backlit LCD dis-
play. Mounts up to 6,000 ft. (1828.8 m) from panel. Up to 32 per
FACP. See DN-60548.
LDM: Lamp Driver Modules LDM-32, LDM-E32, and LDM-R32;
remote custom graphic driver modules. See DN-0551.
SCS: Smoke control stations SCS-8, SCE-8, with lamp drivers
SCS-8L, SCE-8L; eight (expandable to 16) circuits (HVAC only).
See DN-4818.
TM-4: Transmitter Module. Includes three reverse-polarity circuits
and one municipal box circuit. Mounts in panel module position
(single-address-style) or in CHS2-M2 position. See DN-6860. 
UDACT-2: Universal Digital Alarm Communicator Transmitter, 636
channel. See DN-60686. 
UZC-256: Programmable Universal Zone Coder provides positive
non-interfering successive zone coding. Microprocessor-con-
trolled, field-programmable from IBM®-compatible PCs (requires
optional programming kit). Up to 256 programmable codes.
Mounts in BB-UZC or other compatible chassis (purchased sepa-
rately). See DN-3404.
COMPATIBLE INTELLIGENT DEVICES
NOTE: “A” suffix indicates ULC-Listed model.
FWSG Wireless SWIFT Gateway: Addressable gateway supports
wireless SLC devices. Not appropriate for ULC applications. See
DN-60820.  
FSA-5000: Intelligent FAAST® XS Fire Alarm Aspiration Sensing
Technology. Intelligent aspirating smoke detector for applications
up to 5,000 sq.ft. For Canadian applications, order FSA-5000A.
FSA-8000: Intelligent FAAST® XM Fire Alarm Aspiration Sensing
Technology. Intelligent aspirating smoke detector for applications
up to 8,000 sq.ft. For Canadian applications, order FSA-8000A.
See DN-60792.  
FSA-20000: Intelligent FAAST® XT Fire Alarm Aspiration Sensing
Technology. Intelligent aspirating smoke detector for applications
up to 28,800 sq.ft. For Canadian applications, order FSA-20000A.
See DN-60849. 
FSA-20000P FAAST® XT PRO Intelligent Aspiration Detector For
applications up to 28,800 sq. ft. (2601 sq. m.) through one to four
addressable pipes. See DN-60792 
FSB-200(A): Intelligent beam smoke detector. See DN-6985.
FSB-200S(A): Intelligent beam smoke detector with integral sensi-
tivity test. See DN-6985.
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FSC-851(A): FlashScan IntelliQuad Advanced Multi-Criteria
Detector. See DN-60412. 
FCO-851(A): FlashScan IntelliQuad PLUS Advanced Multi-Crite-
ria Fire/CO Detector. See DN-60689. 
FSI-851(A): Low-profile FlashScan ionization detector. See DN-
6934. 
FSP-851(A): Low-profile FlashScan photoelectric detector. See
DN-6935.
FSP-851T(A): FSP-851 plus dual electronic thermistors that add
135°F (57°C) fixed-temperature thermal sensing. See DN-6935.
FSP-851R(A): FSP-851, remote-test capable. For use with
DNR(W). See DN-6935.
FST-851(A): FlashScan thermal detector 135°F (57°C). See DN-
6936.
FST-851R(A): FlashScan thermal detector 135°F (57°C) with rate-
of-rise. See DN-6936.
FST-851H(A): FlashScan 190°F (88°C) high-temperature thermal
detector. See DN-6936. 
FAPT-851(A): FlashScan Acclimate Plus low-profile multi-sensor
detector. See DN-6937.
FSL-751(A): FlashScan VIEW laser photo detector. See DN-
6886.
DNR(A): InnovairFlex low-flow non-relay duct-detector housing
(order FSP-851R  separately). Replaces FSD-751PL/FSD-
751RPL. See DN-60429. 
DNRW(A): Same as above with NEMA-4 rating, watertight. See
DN-60429. 
B224RB: Low-profile relay base. See DN-60054. 
B224BI: Isolator base for low-profile detectors. See DN-60054. 
B210LP: Low-profile base. Standard U.S. style. Replaces
B710LP. See DN-60054. 
B501(A): European-style, 4" (10.16 cm) base. See DN-60054. 
B200S: Intelligent programmable sounder base, capable of pro-
ducing a variety of tone patterns including ANSI Temporal 3. Com-
patible with sychronization protocol. See DN-60054. 
B200S-LF: Low-frequency version of B200S. See DN-60054. 
B200SCOA: Based on B200SA, with added CO detector markings
in English/French. For Canadian applications only. 
B200SR: Sounder base, Temporal 3 or Continuous tone. See DN-
60054. 
B200SR-LF: Low-frequency version of B200SR. See DN-60054. 
FMM-1(A): FlashScan monitor module. See DN-6720.
FDM-1(A): FlashScan dual monitor module. See DN-6720.
FZM-1(A): FlashScan two-wire detector monitor module. See DN-
6720.
FMM-101(A): FlashScan miniature monitor module. See DN-
6720.
FTM-1(A): Firephone Telephone Module connects a remote fire-
fighter telephone to a centralized telephone console. Reports sta-
tus to panel. Wiring to jacks and handsets is supervised. See DN-
6989.  
FCM-1(A): FlashScan control module. See DN-6720.
FCM-1-REL(A): FlashScan releasing control module. See DN-
60390.
FRM-1(A): FlashScan relay module. See DN-6720.
FDRM-1(A): FlashScan dual monitor/dual relay module. See DN-
60709. 
NBG-12LX: Manual pull station, addressable. See DN-6726.
ISO-X: Isolator module. See DN-2243.
ISO-6: Six Fault isolator module. For Canadian applications order
ISO-6A. See DN-60844. 
XP6-C(A): FlashScan six-circuit supervised control module. See
DN-6924.  
XP6-MA(A): FlashScan six-zone interface module; connects intel-
ligent alarm system to two-wire conventional detection zone. See
DN-6925. 
XP6-R(A): FlashScan six-relay (Form-C) control module. See DN-
6926. 
XP10-M(A): FlashScan ten-input monitor module. See DN-6923. 
SLC-IM: SLC integration module, for VESDAnet detectors. See
DN-60755. 
ENCLOSURES, CHASSIS, AND DRESS PLATES 
CAB-4 Series Enclosure: NFS2-640 mounts in a standard CAB-4
Series enclosure (available in four sizes, “A” through “D”). Backbox
and door ordered seperately; requires BP2-4 battery plate. A trim
ring option is available for semi-flush mounting. See DN-6857.
EQ Series Cabinets: EQ series cabinets will house amplifiers,
power supplies, battery chargers and control modules. EQ cabi-
nets are available in three sizes, “B” through “D”. See DN-60229. .  
CAB-BM Marine System: Protects equipment in shipboard and
waterfront applications. Also order BB-MB for systems using
100 AH batteries. For a full list of required and optional equipment,
see DN-60688. 
CHS-4: Chassis for mounting up to four APS-6Rs.
CHS-4L: Low-profile four-position Chassis. Mounts two AA-30
amplifiers or one AMG-E and one AA-30.
DP-1B: Blank dress panel. Provides dead-front panel for unused
tiers; covers DAA2/DAX series or AA-series amplifier. 
NFS-LBB: Battery Box (required for batteries larger than 26 AH).
NFS-LBBR: Same as above but red.
CHS-BH1: Battery chassis; holds two 12.0 AH batteries. Mounts
one the left side of DAA2 chassis. See DN-7046.
CA-1: Chassis, occupies one tier of a CAB-4 Series enclosure.
The left side accommodates one DVC-EM and a DVC-KD
(optional); and the right side houses a CMIC-1 microphone and its
well (optional). See DN-7045.
CA-2: Chassis assembly, occupies two tiers of a CAB-4 Series
enclosure. The left side accommodates one DVC-EM mounted on
a half-chassis and one NCA-2 mounted on a half-chassis. The
right side houses a microphone/handset well. The CA-2 assembly
includes CMIC-1 microphone. ADDR Series doors with two-tier
visibility are available for use with the CA-2 configuration: ADDR-
B4, ADDR-C4, ADDR-D4 (below).
CFFT-1: Chassis to mount firefighter’s telephone and one ACS
annunciator in a CAB-4 row. Includes TELH-1 firefighter’s handset
for the DVC-EM, chassis, phone well and mounting hardware.
Order DP-CFFT dress panel separately. 
DP-CFFT: CFFT-1 dress panel. Requires BMP-1 if no ACS annun-
ciator is installed. 
ADDR-B4*: Two-tier-sized door designed for use with the CA-2
chassis configuration. ADDR Series doors are similar to CAB-4
Series “DR” doors, but a clear window space exposes the top two
tiers of the CAB-4 enclosure. Use an SBB-B4 backbox with the
ADDR-B4. See DN-7045, DN-6857. 
ADDR-C4*: Three-tier-sized door, designed for use with the CA-2
chassis configuration. ADDR Series doors are similar to CAB-4
Series “DR” doors, but a clear window space exposes the top two
tiers of the CAB-4 enclosure. Use an SBB-C4 backbox with the
ADDR-C4. See DN-7045, DN-6857. 
ADDR-D4*: Four-tier-sized door designed for use with the CA-2
chassis configuration. ADDR Series doors are similar to CAB-4
Series “DR” doors, but a clear window space exposes the top two
tiers of the CAB-4 enclosure. Use an SBB-D4 backbox with the
ADDR-D4. See DN-7045, DN-6857. 
*Use ADDR-B4/C4/D4 when CA-2 chassis is installed in top two
rows with NCA-2 or BP-CA2. Use standard door when CA-2 is not
installed in top two rows. For additional configuration information,
see the DVC application guide on http://esd.notifier.com. 
DPA-1: Dress panel, used with the CA-1 chassis when configured
with a DVC-EM, DVC-KD, and CMIC-1. See DN-7045. 
DPA-2B: Dress panel used with CA-2 chassis assembly.
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VP-2B: Dress panel, required when CA-2 chassis is installed in
the top two cabinet rows.
DPA-1A4: Dress panel, used with the CA-1 chassis when the
CMIC-1 is not used. Provides mounting options on right two bays
for two ACS annunciators, or for blank plates. See DN-7045. 
BP-CA2: Blank plate for CA-2 chassis.
SEISKIT-CAB: Seismic mounting kit. Required for seismic-certi-
fied applications with NFS2-640 and other equipment mounted in
CAB-4 Series Enclosures. Includes battery bracket for two 26 AH
batteries.
SEISKIT-LBB: Seismic kit for the NFS-LBB. Includes battery
bracket for two 55 AH batteries. 
BACKBOXES
NOTE: “C” suffix indicates ULC-Listed model.
ABF-1B(C) Annunciator Flush Box. 
ABF-1DB(C) Annunciator Flush Box with Door. 
ABF-2B Annunciator Flush Box
ABF-2DB/C Annunciator Flush Box with Door
ABF-4B Annunciator Flush Box
ABS-1TB(C) Annunciator Surface Box
ABS-1B(C) Annunciator Surface Box
ABS-2B Annunciator Surface Box
ABS-2D(C) Annunciator Surface Box
ABS-4D(C) Annunciator Surface Box
BB-UZC: Backbox for housing the UZC-256 in applications where
the UZC-256 will not fit in panel enclosure. Black; for red, order
BB-UZC-R.
OTHER OPTIONS
411: Slave digital alarm communicator. See DN-6619.
411UDAC: Digital alarm communicator. See DN-6746. 
IPDACT-2/2UD, IPDACT Internet Monitoring Module: Connects
to primary and secondary DACT telephone output ports for inter-
net communications over customer-provided Ethernet connection.
Requires compatible Teldat VisorALARM Central Station Receiver.
Can use DHCP or static IP. See DN-60408.
IPCHSKIT: IP Communicator Chassis Mounting Kit. For mounting
an IPDACT-2/2UD onto the panel chassis or CHS-4 series chas-
sis. Use IPENC for external mounting applications.
IPSPLT: Y-adapter option allow connection of both panel dialer
outputs to one IPDACT-2/2UD cable input.
IPENC: External enclosure for IPDACT, includes IPBRKT mount-
ing bracket; Red. For Black order IPENC-B.
IPGSM-4G: Internet and Digital Cellular Fire Alarm Communica-
tor. Provides selectable configurable paths: cellular only, IP only, or
IP primary with cellular backup. Connects to the primary and sec-
ondary ports of a DACT. For Canadian applications order IPGSM-
4GC. See DH-60769. 
NOTE: For other options including compatibility with retrofit equip-
ment, refer to the panel's installation manual, the SLC manual, and
the Device Compatibility Document. 
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System Specifications
SYSTEM CAPACITY
• Intelligent Signaling Line Circuits ..................1 expandable to 2
• Intelligent detectors ............................................... 159 per loop
• Addressable monitor/control modules .................... 159 per loop
• Programmable software zones............................................... 99
• Special programming zones................................................... 14
• LCD annunciators per CPU2-640/-640E
and NCA-2 (observe power)................................................... 32
• ACS annunciators per 
CPU2-640/-640E................................ 32 addresses x 64 points
• ACS annunciators per 
NCA-2 ....................................... 32 addresses x 64 or 96 points
NOTE: The NCA-2 supports up to 96 annunciator address points
per ACM-24AT/-48A.
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
• Primary input power: 
– CPU2-640 board: 120 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 5.0 A. 
– CPU2-640E board: 220/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 2.5 A.
• Current draw (standby/alarm):
– CPU2-640(E) board: 0.250 A. Add 0.035 A for each NAC in
use. 
– KDM-R2: 0.100 A.
– LEM-320: 0.100 A.
• Total output 24 V power: 6.0 A in alarm.
NOTE: The power supply has a total of 6.0 A. of available power.
This is shared by all internal circuits. See Installation Manual for a
complete current draw calculation sheet.
• Standard notification circuits (4): 1.5 A each.
• Resettable regulated 24V power: 1.25 A.
• Two non-resettable regulated 24V power outputs: 
– 1.25 A. 
– 0.50 A.
• Non-resettable 5V power: 0.15 A.
• Battery charger range: 18 AH – 200 AH. Use separate cabinet
for batteries over 26 AH.
• Float rate: 27.6 V.
CABINET SPECIFICATIONS
• Systems can be installed in CAB-4 Series cabinets (four sizes
with various door options, see DN-6857). Requires BP2-4 Bat-
tery Plate.
SHIPPING WEIGHT
• CPU2-640/-640: 14.3 lb (6.49 kg).
• CPU2-640/-640E: 14.55 lb (6.60 kg).
TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY RANGES
This system meets NFPA requirements for operation at 0 – 49°C/
32 – 120°F and at a relative humidity 93% ± 2% RH (noncondens-
ing) at 32°C ± 2°C (90°F ± 3°F).  However, the useful life of the
system's standby batteries and the electronic components may be
adversely affected by extreme temperature ranges and humidity.
Therefore, it is recommended that this system and its peripherals
be installed in an environment with a normal room temperature of
15 – 27°C/60 – 80°F. 
AGENCY LISTINGS AND APPROVALS
The listings and approvals below apply to the basic NFS2-640
control panel. In some cases, certain modules may not be listed by
certain approval agencies, or listing may be in process. Consult
factory for latest listing status.
• UL/ULC Listed: S635. 
• ULC Listed: S527-11
• FM Approved. 
• MEA: 128-07-E.
• Fire Dept. of New York: #6212. 
• CSFM: 7165-0028:0243.
• City of Chicago.
• City and County of Denver.
• CCCF listed. 
Marine Applications: Marine approved systems must be config-
ured using components itemized in this document. (See Main Sys-
tem Components, in “Product Line Information.) Specific
connections and requirements for those components are
described in the installation document, PN 54756. When these
requirements are followed, systems are approved by the following
agencies:
• US Coast Guard 161.002/50/0, 161.002/55/0 (Standard 46
CFR and 161.002).
• Lloyd's Register 11/600013 (ENV 3 category).
• American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) Type Approval. 
NOTE: For information on marine applications, see DN-60688. 
STANDARDS
The NFS2-640 complies with the following UL Standards and
NFPA 72, International Building Code (IBC), and California Build-
ing Code (CBC) Fire Alarm Systems requirements:
• UL 864, 9th Edition (Fire).
• UL 1076 (Burglary).
• UL 2572 (Mass Notification Systems). (NFS2-640 version 20 or
higher.)
• ULC-S527-11 Standard for the Installation of Fire Alarm Sys-
tems.
• LOCAL (Automatic, Manual, Waterflow and Sprinkler Supervi-
sory).
• AUXILIARY (Automatic, Manual and Waterflow) (requires TM-
4).
• REMOTE STATION (Automatic, Manual, Waterflow and Sprin-
kler Supervisory) (requires TM-4).
• PROPRIETARY (Automatic, Manual and Waterflow).
Not applicable for FM.
• EMERGENCY VOICE/ALARM.
• OT, PSDN (Other Technologies, Packet-switched Data Net-
work). 
• IBC 2012, IBC 2009, IBC 2006, IBC 2003, IBC 2000 (Seismic).
• CBC 2007 (Seismic).
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FDRM-1(A)
FlashScan® Dual Relay/Monitor 
Module
Intelligent/Addressable Devices
DN-60709:A 
General
The FDRM-1(A) multi output-input module is designed for use 
with Notifier Onyx and CLIP series Fire Alarm Control Panels 
(FACPs).  
The addressable module is intended for use in intelligent, two-
wire loops. It includes two individual relay control modules and 
two Class B monitor modules. Each relay output is intended for 
Form C switching applications which do not require wiring 
supervision for the load circuit. Each monitor input provides an 
interface between a fire alarm control panel and one or more 
normally open contact-type devices. Each relay output has its 
own green LED. Each monitored input has its own bi-color 
LED, which can be controlled by the control panel.
Features
• Powered by SLC loop directly, no external power required.
• Mounts in standard junction boxes (4.0"/10.16 cm square, 
2.125"/5.398 cm deep).
• Integral LEDs flash green during normal operation (a pro-
grammable option) and latch on steady red to indicate alarm.
• Compatible with all Notifier Onyx and CLIP series Fire 
Alarm Control Panels (FACPs). 
• Addressable-analog communication.
• Sleek, low-profile design.
• Two-wire SLC connection.
• Rotary, decimal addressing (1-99 on CLIP systems, 1-159 
on FlashScan systems).
• Addresses can be viewed and changed without electronic 
programmers.
Specifications
Operating Temperature: 32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C).
Relative Humidity: 10% – 93% non-condensing.
Size: 4.675" H x 4.275" W x 1.4" D. (Mounts to a 4" square by 
2-1/8" deep box.)
Shipping Weight: 6.3 oz. (178.6 grams). 
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Normal Operating Voltage: 15 to 32 VDC.
Maximum Current Draw: 24 mA (4 LEDs on).
Average Operating Current: 1300 A. 
Relay Contact Ratings:
CURRENT 
RATING 
MAXIMUM 
VOLTAGE 
LOAD 
DESCRIPTION APPLICATION
2 A 25 VAC PF = 0.35 Non-coded
3 A 30 VDC Resistive Non-coded
2 A 30 VDC Resistive Coded
0.46 A 30 VDC (L/R = 20ms) Non-coded
0.7 A 70.7 VAC PF = 0.35 Non-coded
0.9 A 125 VDC Resistive Non-coded
0.5 A 125 VAC PF = 0.75 Non-coded
0.3 A 125 VAC PF = 0.35 Non-coded
Installation and Programming
See installation instructions shipped with the module, and the 
SLC Wiring Manual for complete details. To ensure proper 
operation, these modules shall be connected to listed compat-
ible system control panels only. 
• Mount on a standard junction box (4.0"/10.16 cm square) 
which is at least 2.125"/5.398 cm deep.
• Terminal screws are provided for “in and out” wiring.
• Installation instructions are provided with each module.
• Surface-mount box is available as an option.
• Addressing: 
FDRM-1(A)
2i
n
2o
u
t-c
o
v.
jpg
– Module base address=Relay Output #1
– Module base address +1=Monitor Input #1
– Module base address +2=Relay Output #2
– Module base address +3=Monitor Input #2
Each module can use up to four (4) addresses. The base 
address selected with the rotary address switches will be 
assigned to relay output #1 from 00 to 156. The module will 
automatically assign the next three addresses as appropriate 
to monitored input #1, relay output #2, and monitored input #2. 
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DIP switch settings can disable relay output #2 or monitored 
input #2 and free up those addresses. (NOTE: This will affect 
addressing; see installation manual for details.)
NOTE: The inputs and outputs on FDRM-1(A) provide Style B 
(Class B) circuits ONLY. Style D (Class A) circuits are NOT sup-
ported in any application.
Agency Listings and Approvals
These listings and approvals apply to the modules specified in 
this document. In some cases, certain modules or applications 
may not be listed by certain approval agencies, or listing may 
be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL/ULC Listed: S635 
• CSFM: 7300-0028:0219 
Product Line Information
NOTE: “A” suffix indicates ULC Listed model.
FDRM-1: FlashScan® Dual Relay/Monitor Module.
FDRM-1A: Same as above but with ULC Listing.
SMB500: Surface-mount electrical box.
DNR(A)/DNRW: Duct detector housing.
EA-CB: Control module barrier.
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FTM-1(A)
Firephone Control Module 
FlashScan® Mode Only
Intelligent/Addressable Devices
DN-6989:B1 • H-250
General
The FTM-1 Addressable Firephone Control Module
(FlashScan® only) gives NOTIFIER's NFS-640, NFS2-640,
NFS-3030, NFS2-3030 control panels the capability to monitor
and control a circuit of up to two firefighter phones. The FTM-1
has the ability to differentiate between normal, off-hook, and
trouble conditions. This module is used to connect a remote
firefighter telephone to a centralized telephone console. A
ringing sound is provided at each off-hook handset until it is
connected to the console. The user can then connect that off-
hook phone to the main riser for the voice evac system.
Wiring to individual telephone jacks and handsets is super-
vised, and status is reported to the panel as NORMAL, TROU-
BLE, or OFF HOOK. This module has two pairs of output
termination points available for fault-tolerant wiring (Style Z),
and includes a panel-controlled LED indicator.
FlashScan® (U.S. Patent 5,539,389) is a communication pro-
tocol that greatly increases the speed of communication
between analog intelligent devices. Intelligent devices commu-
nicate in a grouped fashion. If one of the devices within the
group has new information, the panel CPU stops the group poll
and concentrates on single points. The net effect is response
speed greater than five times that of other protocols.
Features
• Supports two firefighter telephones in either NFPA Style Y
or Style Z (Fault Tolerant) telephone circuits.
• Direct-dial entry of address 01– 159 for FlashScan®.
• Built-in type identification automatically identifies itself to
the control panel.
• Internal circuitry and relay powered directly by two-wire
SLC loop. 
• Integral LED “blinks” green each time a communication is
received from the control panel. 
• LED blink may be deselected globally (affects all devices).
• High noise immunity (EMF/RFI).
• Wide viewing angle of LED.
• SEMS screws with clamping plates for wiring ease.
Construction
• The face plate is made of off-white Noryl®.
• Controls include two rotary switches for direct-dial entry of
address (01-159).
• The FTM-1 is configured for either a single Class B (Style
Y) or Class A (Style Z) telephone circuit.
Agency Listings and Approvals  
These listings and approvals apply to the modules specified in
this document. In some cases, certain modules or applications
may not be listed by certain approval agencies, or listing may
be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL Listed: S635 
• ULC Listed: S635 (FTM-1A) 
• FM Approved
• CSFM: 7300-1653:0182, 7165-0028:0224, 7165-
0028:0243
• FDNY: COA #6065, #6067
Operation
The FTM-1 uses one of 159 possible module addresses on a
SLC loop. It responds to regular polls from the control panel
and reports its type and status, including NORMAL, TROU-
BLE, or OFF HOOK status of its telephone circuits. The LED
blinks with each poll received. 
Upon code command from the panel, the FTM-1 will discon-
nect the supervision and connect the telephone riser to its
telephone circuit. The telephone riser is always relay isolated
from the communication loop so that a trouble condition on the
riser will never interfere with the rest of the system.
Rotary switches set a unique address for each module. The
address may be set before or after mounting. The built-in
TYPE CODE (not settable) will identify the module to the con-
trol panel.
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Specifications 
Normal operating voltage: 15 to 32 VDC.
Maximum current draw: 7.5 mA (LED on).
Average operating current: 7.5 mA group poll (FlashScan®
mode) with LED flashing.
External supply voltage (between Terminals T3 and T4):
maximum 28 VDC.
EOL resistance: 3.9K ohms.
Temperature range: 32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C).
Humidity range: 10% to 93% non-condensing.
Dimensions: 4.5" (11.43 cm) high x 4" (10.16 cm) wide x
1.25" (3.175 cm) deep. Mounts to a 4" (10.16 cm) square x
2.125" (5.398 cm) deep box.
Weight: 6.3 oz.
SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY
• NFS-640 - As of Version 3.1.3
• NFS2-640 - As of version 10.0
• NFS-3030 - As of Version 2.2.9
• NFS2-3030 - As of version 10.0
• LCM - As of Version 2.3.7
Product Line Information
FTM-1: Intelligent Addressable Firephone Control Module,
3.9K ohm End-of-Line Resistor included.
FTM-1A: Same as FTM-1 with ULC listing.
SMB500: Optional Surface-Mount Electrical Backbox.
CB500: Control Module Barrier — required by UL for separat-
ing power-limited and non-power-limited wiring in the same
junction box as FTM-1.
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FCM-1(A) & FRM-1(A) 
Series
Control and Relay Modules
Intelligent / Addressable Devices
DN-6724:B3
General
FCM-1(A) Control Module:  The FCM-1(A) Addressable Con-
trol Module provides Notifier intelligent fire alarm control pan-
els a circuit for Notification Appliances (horns, strobes,
speakers, etc.). Addressability allows the FCM-1(A) to be acti-
vated, either manually or through panel programming, on a
select (zone or area of coverage) basis.
FRM-1(A) Relay Module:  The FRM-1(A) Addressable Relay
Module provides the system with a dry-contact output for acti-
vating a variety of auxiliary devices, such as fans, dampers,
control equipment, etc. Addressability allows the dry contact to
be activated, either manually or through panel programming,
on a select basis.
FlashScan® (U.S. Patent 5,539,389) is a communication pro-
tocol developed by NOTIFIER Engineering that greatly
enhances the speed of communication between analog intelli-
gent devices. Intelligent devices communicate in a grouped
fashion. If one of the devices within the group has new infor-
mation, the panel CPU stops the group poll and concentrates
on single points. The net effect is response speed greater than
five times that of other designs.
Features
• Built-in type identification automatically identifies these
devices to the control panel.
• Internal circuitry and relay powered directly by two-wire
SLC loop. The FCM-1(A) module requires power (for horns,
strobes, etc.), or audio (for speakers). 
• Integral LED “blinks” green each time a communication is
received from the control panel and turns on in steady red
when activated.
• LED blink may be deselected globally (affects all devices).
• High noise immunity (EMF/RFI).
• The FCM-1(A) may be used to switch 24-volt NAC power,
audio (up to 70.7 Vrms).
• Wide viewing angle of LED.
• SEMS screws with clamping plates for wiring ease.
• Direct-dial entry of address 01– 159 for FlashScan loops,
01 – 99 for CLIP mode loops.
• Speaker, and audible/visual applications may be wired for
Class B or A (Style Y or Z).
Applications
The FCM-1(A) is used to switch 24 VDC audible/visual power,
high-level audio (speakers). The FRM-1(A)  may be pro-
grammed to operate dry contacts for applications such as door
holders or Air Handling Unit shutdown, and to reset four-wire
smoke detector power.
NOTE: Refer to the SLC Manual (PN 51253) for details regarding
releasing applications with the FCM-1(A). Refer to the FCM-1-REL
datasheet (DN-60390) for new FlashScan® releasing applications. 
Construction
• The face plate is made of off-white heat-resistant plastic.
• Controls include two rotary switches for direct-dial entry of
address (01-159).
• The FCM-1(A) is configured for a single Class B (Style Y) or
Class A (Style Z) Notification Appliance Circuit.
• The FRM-1(A) provides two Form-C dry contacts that
switch together.
Operation
Each FCM-1(A) or FRM-1(A) uses one of 159 possible module
addresses on a SLC loop (99 on CLIP loops). It responds to
regular polls from the control panel and reports its type and
status, including the open/normal/short status of its Notifica-
tion Appliance Circuit (NAC). The LED blinks with each poll
received. On command, it activates its internal relay. The
FCM-1(A) supervises Class B (Style Y) or Class A (Style Z)
notification or control circuits.
Upon code command from the panel, the FCM-1(A) will dis-
connect the supervision and connect the external power sup-
ply in the proper polarity across the load device. The
disconnection of the supervision provides a positive indication
to the panel that the control relay actually turned ON. The
external power supply is always relay isolated from the com-
munication loop so that a trouble condition on the external
power supply will never interfere with the rest of the system.
Rotary switches set a unique address for each module. The
address may be set before or after mounting. The built-in
TYPE CODE (not settable) will identify the module to the con-
trol panel, so as to differentiate between a module and a sen-
sor address.
Specifications for FCM-1(A)
Normal operating voltage:  15 to 32 VDC.
Maximum current draw:  6.5 mA (LED on).
Average operating current:  350 A direct poll, 375 A group
poll with LED flashing, 485 A Max. (LED flashing, NAC
shorted.)
FCM-1(A)
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Notifier® and  FlashScan® are registered trademarks of Honeywell
International Inc.  
©2011 by Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use
of this document is strictly prohibited.
This document is not intended to be used for installation purposes.
 We try to keep our product information up-to-date and accurate. 
We cannot cover all specific applications or anticipate all requirements. 
All specifications are subject to change without notice.
For more information, contact Notifier. Phone: (203) 484-7161, FAX: (203) 484-7118.
www.notifier.com
Made in the U.S. A.
Maximum NAC Line Loss:  4 VDC.
External supply voltage (between Terminals T10 and 
T11):  Maximum (NAC): Regulated 24 VDC; Maximum
(Speakers): 70.7 V RMS, 50W.
Drain on external supply:  1.7 mA maximum using 24 VDC
supply; 2.2 mA Maximum using 80 VRMS supply. 
Max NAC Current Ratings: For class B wiring system, the
current rating is 3A; For class A wiring system, the current rat-
ing is 2A.
Temperature range:  32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C).
Humidity range:  10% to 93% non-condensing.
Dimensions:  4.5" (114.3 mm) high x 4" (101.6 mm) wide x
1.25" (31.75 mm) deep. Mounts to a 4" (101.6 mm) square x
2.125" (53.975 mm) deep box.
Accessories:  SMB500 Electrical Box; CB500 Barrier
Specifications for FRM-1(A)
Normal operating voltage:  15 to 32 VDC.
Maximum current draw:  6.5 mA (LED on).
Average operating current:  230 A direct poll; 255 A group
poll.
EOL resistance:  not used.
Temperature range:  32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C).
Humidity range:  10% to 93% non-condensing.
Dimensions:  4.5" (114.3 mm) high x 4" (101.6 mm) wide x
1.25" (31.75 mm) deep. Mounts to a 4" (101.6 mm) square x
2.125" (53.975 mm) deep box.
Accessories:  SMB500 Electrical Box; CB500 Barrier
Agency Listings and Approvals
In some cases, certain modules may not be listed by certain
approval agencies, or listing may be in process. Consult fac-
tory for latest listing status.
• UL: S635
• ULC: S3705 (A version only) 
• FM Approved
• CSFM: 7300-0028:0219  
• MEA: 14-00-E 
• FDNY: COA #6067, #6065   
Contact Ratings for FRM-1(A) 
NOTE: Maximum (Speakers): 70.7 V RMS, 50 W
Product Line Information
NOTE: “A” suffix indicates ULC Listed model.
FCM-1(A):  Intelligent Addressable Control Module.
FRM-1(A):  Intelligent Addressable Relay Module.
A2143-20:  Capacitor, required for Class A (Style Z) operation
of speakers.
SMB500:  Optional Surface-Mount Backbox.
CB500:  Control Module Barrier — required by UL for separat-
ing power-limited and non-power limited wiring in the same
junction box as FCM-1(A). 
NOTE: For installation instructions, see the following documents:
• FCM-1(A) Installation document I56-1169.
• FRM-1(A) Installation document I56-3502.
• Notifier SLC Wiring Manual, document 51253.
Current 
Rating
Maximum 
Voltage
Load 
Description Application
3 A 30 VDC Resistive Non-Coded
2 A 30 VDC Resistive Coded
.9 A 110 VDC Resistive Non-Coded
.9 A 125 VDC Resistive Non-Coded
.5 A 30 VDC Inductive(L/R=5ms) Coded
1 A 30 VDC Inductive(L/R=2ms) Coded
.3 A 125 VAC Inductive(PF=0.35) Non-Coded
1.5 A 25 VAC
Inductive
(PF=0.35) Non-Coded
.7 A 70.7 VAC
Inductive
(PF=0.35) Non-Coded
2 A 25 VAC
Inductive
(PF=0.35) Non-Coded
Agency Listings
Features
• Plug-in design with minimal intrusion into the back box
• Tamper-resistant construction
•  Automatic selection of 12- or 24-volt operation at  
15 and 15/75 candela
•  Field-selectable candela settings on wall units: 15, 15/75,  
30, 75, 95, 110, 115, 135, 150, 177, and 185
• Horn rated at 88+ dBA at 16 volts
• Rotary switch for horn tone and three volume selections
• Universal mounting plate for wall units
•  Mounting plate shorting spring checks wiring continuity before 
device installation
• Electrically Compatible with legacy SpectrAlert devices
• Compatible with MDL3 sync module
• Listed for ceiling or wall mounting
The SpectrAlert Advance series offers the most versatile and 
easy-to-use line of horns, strobes, and horn strobes in the industry. 
With white and red plastic housings, wall and ceiling mounting 
options, and plain and FIRE-printed devices, SpectrAlert Advance 
can meet virtually any application requirement.
Like the entire SpectrAlert Advance product line, wall-mount horns, 
strobes, and horn strobes include a variety of features that increase 
their application versatility while simplifying installation. All devices 
feature plug-in designs with minimal intrusion into the back box, 
making installations fast and foolproof while virtually eliminating 
costly and time-consuming ground faults. 
To further simplify installation and protect devices from construction 
damage, SpectrAlert Advance utilizes a universal mounting plate 
with an onboard shorting spring, so installers can test wiring 
continuity before the device is installed.
Installers can also easily adapt devices to a suit a wide range of 
application requirements using field-selectable candela settings, 
automatic selection of 12- or 24-volt operation, and a rotary switch 
for horn tones with three volume selections.
Indoor Selectable-
Output Horns, 
Strobes, and
Horn Strobes for
Wall Applications
SpectrAlert® Advance audible visible notification products 
are rich with features guaranteed to cut installation times 
and maximize profits.
MEA452-05-E3023572
7125-1653:186 (indoor strobes)
7125-1653:188  (horn strobes, 
chime strobes)
7135-1653:189 (horns, chimes)
S4011 (chimes, horn strobes, horns)
S5512 (strobes)
SpectrAlert Advance Specifications
Architect/Engineer Specifications
General
SpectrAlert Advance horns, strobes, and horn strobes shall mount to a standard 4 × 4 × 1½-inch back box, 4-inch octagon back box, or 
double-gang back box. Two-wire products shall also mount to a single-gang 2 × 4 × 17⁄8-inch back box. A universal mounting plate shall 
be used for mounting ceiling and wall products. The notification appliance circuit wiring shall terminate at the universal mounting plate. 
Also, SpectrAlert Advance products, when used with the Sync•Circuit™ Module accessory, shall be powered from a non-coded notification 
appliance circuit output and shall operate on a nominal 12 or 24 volts. When used with the Sync•Circuit Module, 12-volt-rated notification 
appliance circuit outputs shall operate between 8.5 and 17.5 volts; 24-volt-rated notification appliance circuit outputs shall operate between 
16.5 and 33 volts. Indoor SpectrAlert Advance products shall operate between 32 and 120 degrees Fahrenheit from a regulated DC or full-
wave rectified unfiltered power supply. Strobes and horn strobes shall have field-selectable candela settings including 15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 
110, 115, 135, 150, 177, and 185.
Strobe
The strobe shall be a System Sensor SpectrAlert Advance Model _______ listed to UL 1971 and shall be approved for fire protective service. 
The strobe shall be wired as a primary-signaling notification appliance and comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act requirements for 
visible signaling appliances, flashing at 1 Hz over the strobe’s entire operating voltage range. The strobe light shall consist of a xenon flash 
tube and associated lens/reflector system.
Horn Strobe Combination
The horn strobe shall be a System Sensor SpectrAlert Advance Model _______ listed to UL 1971 and UL 464 and shall be approved for 
fire protective service. The horn strobe shall be wired as a primary-signaling notification appliance and comply with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act requirements for visible signaling appliances, flashing at 1 Hz over the strobe’s entire operating voltage range. The strobe light 
shall consist of a xenon flash tube and associated lens/reflector system. The horn shall have three audibility options and an option to switch 
between a temporal three pattern and a non-temporal (continuous) pattern. These options are set by a multiple position switch. On four-wire 
products, the strobe shall be powered independently of the sounder. The horn on horn strobe models shall operate on a coded or non-coded 
power supply.
Synchronization Module
The module shall be a System Sensor Sync•Circuit model MDL3 listed to UL 464 and shall be approved for fire protective service. The module 
shall synchronize SpectrAlert strobes at 1 Hz and horns at temporal three. Also, while operating the strobes, the module shall silence the horns 
on horn strobe models over a single pair of wires. The module shall mount to a 411⁄16 × 411⁄16 × 21⁄8-inch back box. The module shall also 
control two Style Y (class B) circuits or one Style Z (class A) circuit. The module shall synchronize multiple zones. Daisy chaining two or more 
synchronization modules together will synchronize all the zones they control. The module shall not operate on a coded power supply.
Physical/Electrical Specifications
Standard Operating Temperature 32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C)
Humidity Range 10 to 93% non-condensing
Strobe Flash Rate 1 flash per second
Nominal Voltage Regulated 12 DC/FWR or regulated 24 DC/FWR1
Operating Voltage Range2 8 to 17.5 V (12 V nominal) or 16 to 33 V (24 V nominal)
Operating Voltage Range MDL3 Sync Module 8.5 to 17.5 V (12 V nominal) or 16.5 to 33 V (24 V nominal)
Input Terminal Wire Gauge 12 to 18 AWG
Wall-Mount Dimensions (including lens) 5.6˝ L × 4.7˝ W × 2.5˝ D (142 mm L × 119 mm W × 64 mm D)
Horn Dimensions 5.6˝ L × 4.7˝ W × 1.3˝ D (142 mm L × 119 mm W × 33 mm D)
Wall-Mount Trim Ring Dimensions (sold as a 5 pack) (TR-HS) 5.7˝ L × 4.8˝ W × 0.35˝ D (145 mm L × 122 mm W × 9 mm D)
Notes:
1.  Full Wave Rectified (FWR) voltage is a non-regulated, time-varying power source that is used on some power supply and panel outputs.
2. P, S, PC, and SC products will operate at 12 V nominal only for 15 and 15/75 cd.
Horn and Horn Strobe Output (dBA)
Switch 
Position Sound Pattern dB
8–17.5 
Volts
16–33
Volts
24-Volt Nominal
Reverberant Anechoic
DC FWR DC FWR DC FWR DC FWR
1 Temporal High 78 78 84 84 88 88 99 98
2 Temporal Medium 75 75 80 80 86 86 96 96
3 Temporal Low 71 71 76 76 83 80 94 89
4 Non-Temporal High 82 82 88 88 93 92 100 100
5 Non-Temporal Medium 78 78 85 85 90 90 98 98
6 Non-Temporal Low 73 74 81 81 88 84 96 92
7† Coded High 82 82 88 88 93 92 101 101
8† Coded Medium 78 78 85 85 90 90 97 98
9† Coded Low 74 75 81 81 88 85 96 92 
†Settings 7, 8, and 9 are not available on 2-wire horn strobes.
UL Max. Strobe Current Draw (mA RMS)
Candela
8–17.5 Volts 16–33 Volts
DC FWR DC FWR
Standard 
Candela 
Range
15 123 128 66 71
15/75 142 148 77 81
30 NA NA 94 96
75 NA NA 158 153
95 NA NA 181 176
110 NA NA 202 195
115 NA NA 210 205
High
Candela 
Range
135 NA NA 228 207
150 NA NA 246 220
177 NA NA 281 251
185 NA NA 286 258
UL Max. Current Draw (mA RMS), 2-Wire Horn Strobe, Standard Candela Range (15–115 cd)
DC Input
8–17.5 Volts 16–33 Volts
15 15/75 15 15/75 30 75 95 110 115
Temporal High 137 147 79 90 107 176 194 212 218
Temporal Medium 132 144 69 80 97 157 182 201 210
Temporal Low 132 143 66 77 93 154 179 198 207
Non-Temporal High 141 152 91 100 116 176 201 221 229
Non-Temporal Medium 133 145 75 85 102 163 187 207 216
Non-Temporal Low 131 144 68 79 96 156 182 201 210
FWR Input
Temporal High 136 155 88 97 112 168 190 210 218
Temporal Medium 129 152 78 88 103 160 184 202 206
Temporal Low 129 151 76 86 101 160 184 194 201
Non-Temporal High 142 161 103 112 126 181 203 221 229
Non-Temporal Medium 134 155 85 95 110 166 189 208 216
Non-Temporal Low 132 154 80 90 105 161 184 202 211
UL Max. Current Draw (mA RMS), 2-Wire Horn Strobe, High Candela Range (135–185 cd)
DC Input
16–33 Volts
FWR Input
16–33 Volts
135 150 177 185 135 150 177 185
Temporal High 245 259 290 297 Temporal High 215 231 258 265
Temporal Medium 235 253 288 297 Temporal Medium 209 224 250 258
Temporal Low 232 251 282 292 Temporal Low 207 221 248 256
Non-Temporal High 255 270 303 309 Non-Temporal High 233 248 275 281
Non-Temporal Medium 242 259 293 299 Non-Temporal Medium 219 232 262 267
Non-Temporal Low 238 254 291 295 Non-Temporal Low 214 229 256 262
UL Max. Horn Current Draw (mA RMS)
Sound Pattern dB
8–17.5 Volts 16–33 Volts
DC FWR DC FWR
Temporal High 57 55 69 75
Temporal Medium 44 49 58 69
Temporal Low 38 44 44 48
Non-temporal High 57 56 69 75
Non-temporal Medium 42 50 60 69
Non-temporal Low 41 44 50 50
Coded High 57 55 69 75
Coded Medium 44 51 56 69
Coded Low 40 46 52 50
UL Current Draw Data
Horn Tones and Sound Output Data
3825 Ohio Avenue • St. Charles, IL 60174 
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SpectrAlert Advance Dimensions
Model Description
Wall Horn Strobes
P2R 2-Wire Horn Strobe, Standard cd, Red
P2R-P 2-Wire Horn Strobe, Standard cd, Red, Plain
P2R-SP 2-Wire Horn Strobe, Standard cd, Red, “FUEGO”
P2RH 2-Wire Horn Strobe, High cd, Red
P2RH-P 2-Wire Horn Strobe, High cd, Red, Plain
P2W 2-Wire Horn Strobe, Standard cd, White
P2W-P 2-Wire Horn Strobe, Standard cd, White, Plain
P2WH 2-Wire Horn Strobe, High cd, White
P2WH-P 2-Wire Horn Strobe, High cd, White, Plain
P4R 4-Wire Horn Strobe, Standard cd, Red
P4R-P 4-Wire Horn Strobe, Standard cd, Red, Plain
P4RH 4-Wire Horn Strobe, High cd, Red
P4W 4-Wire Horn Strobe, Standard cd, White
Wall Strobes
SR Strobe, Standard cd, Red
SR-P Strobe, Standard cd, Red, Plain
SR-SP Strobe, Standard cd, Red, “FUEGO”
SpectrAlert Advance Ordering Information
Notes:
All -P models have a plain housing (no “FIRE” marking on cover)
All -SP models have “FUEGO” marking on cover
“Standard cd” refers to strobes that include 15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, and 115 candela settings. 
“High cd” refers to strobes that include 135, 150, 177, and 185 candela settings.
4.7˝
5.6˝
6.8˝
Dia.
2.5˝
2.5˝
Wall-mount horn strobes
Model Description
Wall Strobes (cont.)
SRH Strobe, High cd, Red
SRH-P Strobe, High cd, Red, Plain
SRH-SP Strobe, High cd, Red, “FUEGO”
SW Strobe, Standard cd, White
SW-P Strobe, Standard cd, White, Plain
SWH Strobe, High cd, White
SWH-P Strobe, High cd, White, Plain
Horns
HR Horn, Red
HW Horn, White
Accessories
TR-HS Trim Ring, Wall, Red
SBBR Indoor Surface Mount Back Box, Red
SBBW Indoor Surface Mount Back Box, White
Agency Listings
Indoor Selectable- 
Output Speaker 
Strobes and Dual 
Voltage Evacuation 
Speakers for Wall
Applications
The SpectrAlert® Advance selectable output speaker 
strobes and dual-voltage evacuation speakers can reduce 
ground faults and enable faster installation.
Features
• Plug-in design and protective cover reduce ground faults
•  Universal mounting plate with an onboard shorting spring tests 
wiring continuity before installation
• No extension ring required
•  Field selectable candela settings: 
Standard: 15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, 115 
High: 135, 150, 177, 185
•  Automatic selection of 12- or 24-volt operation at 15  
and 15/75 candela
•  Rotary switch simplifies field selection of speaker voltage  
(25 and 70.7 Vrms) and power settings (¼, ½, 1 and 2 watts)
• SP speakers offer high fidelity sound output
• SPV speakers offer high volume sound output
• Compatible with System Sensor synchronization protocol
• Electrical compatibility with existing SpectrAlert products
• Tamper-resistant construction
• Listed for ceiling or wall mounting
The SpectrAlert Advance Series of speakers and speaker 
strobes reduce costly ground faults using a plug-in design and 
universal mounting plate that allow the installer to pre-wire mounting 
plates, dress the wires, and confirm wiring continuity before plugging 
in the speakers. In addition, a protective plastic cover  prevents 
nicked wires by covering exposed speaker components. 
These devices also enable faster installations by providing instant 
feedback to ensure that wiring is properly connected, rotary switches 
to select voltage and power settings, and 11 field-selectable candela 
settings for both wall and ceiling speaker strobes.
The low total harmonic distortion of the SP speaker offers high fidelity 
sound output while the SPV speaker offers high volume sound output 
for use in high ambient noise applications.
SpectrAlert Advance makes installation easy
•  Attach a universal mounting plate to a 4 × 4 × 21⁄8 inch back box . 
Flush-mount applications do not require an extension ring.
•  Connect the notification appliance circuit or speaker wiring to the 
terminals on the mounting plate.
•  Attach the speaker or speaker strobe to the mounting plate by 
inserting the product tabs into the mounting plate grooves. Hinge 
the device into position to lock the product pins into the mounting 
plate terminals. The device will temporarily hold in place with a 
catch until it is secured with a captured mounting screw.
10-08-E7320-1653:201S4048
SpectrAlert Advance Speaker and Speaker Strobe Specifications
Architectural/Engineering Specifications
General
SpectrAlert Advance speaker and speaker strobes shall mount to a 4 × 4 × 21⁄8-inch back box. A universal mounting plate shall be used for 
mounting ceiling and wall products. The notification appliance circuit and amplifier wiring shall terminate at the universal mounting plate. Also, 
SpectrAlert Advance speaker strobes, when used with the Sync•Circuit™ Module accessory, shall be powered from a non-coded notification 
appliance circuit output and shall operate on a nominal 12 or 24 volts. When used with the Sync•Circuit Module, 12-volt rated notification 
appliance circuit outputs shall operate between 8.5 and 17.5 volts; 24-volt rated notification appliance circuit outputs shall operate between 
16.5 and 33 volts. Indoor SpectrAlert Advance products shall operate between 32°F and 120°F from a regulated DC, or full-wave rectified, 
unfiltered power supply. Speaker strobes shall have field-selectable candela settings including 15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, 115, 135, 150,
177, 185.
Speaker
The speaker shall be a System Sensor SpectrAlert Advance model _______ dual-voltage transformer speaker capable of operating at 25.0 or 
70.7 nominal Vrms. It should be listed to UL 1480 and shall be approved for fire protective service. The speaker shall have a frequency range 
of 400 to 4,000 Hz and shall have an operating temperature between 32°F and 120°F. The speaker shall have power taps and voltage that are 
selected by rotary switches.
Speaker Strobe combination
The speaker strobe shall be a System Sensor SpectrAlert Advance model __________ listed to UL1480 and UL 1971 and be approved for fire 
protective signaling systems. The speaker shall be capable of operating at 25.0 or 70.7 nominal Vrms selected via rotary switch, and shall 
have a frequency range of 400 to 4,000 Hz. The speaker shall have power taps that are selected by rotary switch. The strobe shall comply with 
the NFPA 72 requirements for visible signaling appliances, flashing at 1 Hz over the strobe’s entire operating voltage range. The strobe light 
shall consist of a xenon flash tube and associated lens/reflector system.
Synchronization Module
The module shall be a System Sensor Sync•Circuit model MDL3 listed to UL 464 and shall be approved for fire protective service. The module 
shall synchronize SpectrAlert strobes at 1 Hz. The module shall mount to a 411⁄16 × 411⁄16 × 21⁄8-inch back box. The module shall also 
control two Style Y (class B) circuits or one Style Z (class A) circuit. The module shall synchronize multiple zones. Daisy chaining two or more 
synchronization modules together will synchronize all the zones they control. The module shall not operate on a coded power supply.
Physical Specifications
Operating Temperature 32°F to 120°F (0°C to 
49°C)
Humidity Range 10 to 93% non-
condensing
Dimensions, Wall-Mount Length Width Depth
SP Speaker 6 in, 152 mm 5 in, 127 mm 2.8 in, 71 mm
SPV Speaker 6 in, 152 mm 5 in, 127 mm 2.9 in, 74 mm
With Surface Mount Back Box 6 in, 152 mm 5.1 in, 130 mm 3.4 in, 86 mm
SPS Speaker/Strobe  
(including lens and speaker)
6 in, 152 mm 5.1 in, 127 mm 4.7 in, 119 mm
With Surface Mount Back Box 6 in, 152 mm 5.1 in, 130 mm 5.325 in, 135 mm
Electrical/Operating Specifications
Nominal Voltage (speakers) 25 Volts or 70.7 Volts 
(nominal)
Maximum Supervisory Voltage (speakers) 50 VDC
Strobe Flash Rate 1 flash per second
Nominal Voltage (strobes) Regulated 12 VDC/
FWR or regulated 24 
DC/FWR
Operating Voltage Range (includes fire 
alarm panels with built in sync)
8 to 17.5 V (12 V 
nominal) or 16 to 33V 
(24 V nominal)
Operating Voltage with MDL3 Sync Module 8.5 to 17.5 V (12 V 
nominal) or 16.5 to 
33V (24 V nominal)
Frequency Range 400 to 4000 Hz
Power ¼, ½, 1, 2 watts
UL Current Draw Data
UL Max. Strobe Current Draw (mA RMS)
Candela
8 to 17.5 Volts 16 to 33 Volts
DC FWR DC FWR
Standard
Candela Range
15 123 128 66 71
15/75 142 148 77 81
30 NA  NA 94 96
75 NA NA 158 153
95 NA NA 181 176
110 NA NA 202 195
115 NA NA 210 205
High
Candela Range
135 NA NA 228 207
150 NA NA 246 220
177 NA NA 281 251
185 NA NA 286 258
Sound Output
UL Reverberant (dBA @ 10 ft.) 2W 1W ½ W ¼ W
Wall-Mount SP Series 86 83 80 77
Wall-Mount SPV Series 90 87 84 81
Wall-Mount SPS Series 85 82 79 76
Wall-Mount SPSV Series 89 86 83 80
Dimensions
5.00˝
.97˝ 1.84˝
5.98˝
5.00˝ 2.83˝
1.84˝1.60˝
5.97˝
Wall-Mount SP Speaker Wall-Mount SPS Speaker Strobe
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Ordering Information for SpectrAlert® Advance Speakers and Speaker Strobes
Wall Mount
White Red Description
SPW SPR Speaker only
SPWV SPRV Speaker only, High dB
SPSW SPSR Speaker Strobe, Standard cd
SPSW-P SPSR-P Plain Speaker Strobe, Standard cd
SPSW-ALERT — Speaker Strobe, Standard cd, Amber Lens
SPSW-CLR-ALERT — Speaker Strobe, Standard cd, Clear Lens
SPSWH SPSRH Speaker Strobe, High cd
SPSWH-P — Plain Speaker Strobe, High cd
SPSWV SPSRV Speaker Strobe, Standard cd, High dB
SPSWV-P SPSRV-P Plain Speaker Strobe, Standard cd, High dB
Accessories
White Red Description
RFPW RFP 7 in × 9.5 in Retrofit Plate
SBBSPW SBBSPR Surface Mount Back Box for Speakers and Speaker Strobes
TRW TR Wall Mount Trim Ring
Notes:
All -P models have a plain housing (no “FIRE” marking on the cover)
“Standard cd” refers to strobes that include 15, 15/75, 30, 75, 95, 110, and 115 candela settings. 
“High cd” refers to strobes that include 135, 150, 177, and 185 candela settings.
Surface Mounting
Wall-Mount Speaker Strobe with SBBSPR Surface Mount Back
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FDM-1 Dual Monitor Module
INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
Before Installing
This information is included as a quick reference installation 
guide. Refer to the control panel installation manual for detailed 
system information. If the modules will be installed in an existing 
operational system, inform the operator and local authority that 
the system will be temporarily out of service. Disconnect power to 
the control panel before installing the modules.
NOTICE: This manual should be left with the owner/user of this 
equipment.
General Description
The Dual Monitor Module is intended for use in intelligent, two 
wire systems. It provides two independent 2-wire initiating device 
circuits (IDC), at two separate, consecutive addresses. It is capable 
of monitoring normally open contact fire alarm and supervisory 
devices, or either normally open or normally closed security de-
vices. The module has a single panel controlled red LED.
Compatibility Requirements
To ensure proper operation, this module shall be connected to a 
compatible Notifier system control panel (list available from Noti-
fier).
Mounting
Mounts directly to 4” square electrical boxes (see Figure 2A). The 
box must have a minimum depth of 21/8”. Surface mounted elec-
trical boxes (SMB500) are available from Notifier.
Wiring
NOTE:   All wiring must conform to applicable local codes, or-
dinances, and regulations. This module is intended for 
power limited wiring only.
1. Install module wiring in accordance with the job drawings and 
appropriate wiring diagrams.
2. Set the address on the module per job drawings.
          Note: Some panels support extended addressing. In order 
     to set the module above address 99 on compatible systems, 
     carefully remove the stop on the upper rotary switch with  
     thumb in the direction shown in Figure 1.
      Note: Monitor module L (using terminals 6 and 7) re-
sponds at the address set on the code switches. Monitor 
module H (using terminals 8 and 9) will automatically re-
spond at the next higher address. For example, if the code 
switches are set to 76, module L will respond at address 76 
and module H will respond at address 77. Use caution to 
Figure 2A. Module mounting:
Figure 2B: 
Specifications
Normal Operating Voltage:                   15 to 32 VDC
Maximum Current Draw:                     5.7 mA (LED on)
Average Operating Current:                  750µA (LED flashing)
EOL Resistance:                                   47K Ohms
Maximum IDC wiring resistance:          1,500 Ohms
Temperature Range:                             32˚F to 120˚F (0˚C to 49˚C)
Humidity:                                           10% to 93% Noncondensing
Dimensions:                                        41/2″ H x 4″ W x 11/4″ D (Mounts to a 4″ square by 21/8″ deep box.)
Accessories:                                        SMB500 Electrical Box
12 Clintonville Rd
  Northford, CT 06472-1653
(203) 484-7161
Figure 1. Removing
Rotary Switch Stop:
A78-2611-19
A78-2610-14
A78-2318-13
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avoid duplicate addressing of modules on the system.
3.    Secure module to electrical box (supplied by installer), as 
shown in Figure 2A.
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Figure 3. Typical 2-wire initiating circuit configuration, NFPA Style B:
A78-2280-39
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Fire Alarm System Limitations
While a fire alarm system may lower insurance rates, it is not a 
substitute for fire insurance!
An automatic fire alarm system—typically made up 
of smoke detectors, heat detectors, manual pull sta-
tions, audible warning devices, and a fire alarm control 
panel with remote notification capability—can provide 
early warning of a developing fire.  Such a system, 
however, does not assure protection against property 
damage or loss of life resulting from a fire.  
The Manufacturer recommends that smoke and/or 
heat detectors be located throughout a protected 
premise following the recommendations of the current 
edition of the National Fire Protection Association 
Standard 72 (NFPA 72), manufacturer's recommenda-
tions, State and local codes, and the recommendations 
contained in the Guide for Proper Use of System 
Smoke Detectors, which is made available at no 
charge to all installing dealers.  A study by the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (an agency of the 
United States government) indicated that smoke 
detectors may not go off in as many as 35% of all fires.  
While fire alarm systems are designed to provide early 
warning against fire, they do not guarantee warning or 
protection against fire.  A fire alarm system may not 
provide timely or adequate warning, or simply may not 
function, for a variety of reasons: 
Smoke detectors may not sense fire where smoke 
cannot reach the detectors such as in chimneys, in or 
behind walls, on roofs, or on the other side of closed 
doors.  Smoke detectors also may not sense a fire on 
another level or floor of a building.  A second-floor 
detector, for example, may not sense a first-floor or 
basement fire.  
Particles of combustion or “smoke” from a develop-
ing fire may not reach the sensing chambers of smoke 
detectors because:
• Barriers such as closed or partially closed doors, 
walls, or chimneys may inhibit particle or smoke 
flow.  
• Smoke particles may become “cold,” stratify, and 
not reach the ceiling or upper walls where detec-
tors are located.  
• Smoke particles may be blown away from detec-
tors by air outlets.  
• Smoke particles may be drawn into air returns 
before reaching the detector.  
The amount of “smoke” present may be insufficient to 
alarm smoke detectors.  Smoke detectors are 
designed to alarm at various levels of smoke density.  
If such density levels are not created by a developing 
fire at the location of detectors, the detectors will not 
go into alarm.  
Smoke detectors, even when working properly, have 
sensing limitations.  Detectors that have photoelec-
tronic sensing chambers tend to detect smoldering 
fires better than flaming fires, which have little visible 
smoke.  Detectors that have ionizing-type sensing 
chambers tend to detect fast-flaming fires better than 
smoldering fires.  Because fires develop in different 
ways and are often unpredictable in their growth, nei-
ther type of detector is necessarily best and a given 
type of detector may not provide adequate warning of 
a fire.  
Smoke detectors cannot be expected to provide ade-
quate warning of fires caused by arson, children play-
ing with matches (especially in bedrooms), smoking in 
bed, and violent explosions (caused by escaping gas, 
improper storage of flammable materials, etc.).  
Heat detectors do not sense particles of combustion 
and alarm only when heat on their sensors increases 
at a predetermined rate or reaches a predetermined 
level.  Rate-of-rise heat detectors may be subject to 
reduced sensitivity over time.  For this reason, the 
rate-of-rise feature of each detector should be tested 
at least once per year by a qualified fire protection spe-
cialist.  Heat detectors are designed to protect prop-
erty, not life.  
IMPORTANT!  Smoke detectors must be installed in 
the same room as the control panel and in rooms used 
by the system for the connection of alarm transmission 
wiring, communications, signaling, and/or power.  If 
detectors are not so located, a developing fire may 
damage the alarm system, crippling its ability to report 
a fire.  
Audible warning devices such as bells may not alert 
people if these devices are located on the other side of 
closed or partly open doors or are located on another 
floor of a building.  Any warning device may fail to alert 
people with a disability or those who have recently 
consumed drugs, alcohol or medication.  Please note 
that:
• Strobes can, under certain circumstances, cause 
seizures in people with conditions such as epi-
lepsy.  
• Studies have shown that certain people, even 
when they hear a fire alarm signal, do not respond 
or comprehend the meaning of the signal.  It is the 
property owner's responsibility to conduct fire 
drills and other training exercise to make people 
aware of fire alarm signals and instruct them on 
the proper reaction to alarm signals.  
• In rare instances, the sounding of a warning 
device can cause temporary or permanent hear-
ing loss.  
A fire alarm system will not operate without any elec-
trical power.  If AC power fails, the system will operate 
from standby batteries only for a specified time and 
only if the batteries have been properly maintained and 
replaced regularly.  
Equipment used in the system may not be techni-
cally compatible with the control panel.  It is essential 
to use only equipment listed for service with your con-
trol panel.  
Telephone lines needed to transmit alarm signals 
from a premise to a central monitoring station may be 
out of service or temporarily disabled. For added pro-
tection against telephone line failure, backup radio 
transmission systems are recommended.  
The most common cause of fire alarm malfunction is 
inadequate maintenance.  To keep the entire fire alarm 
system in excellent working order, ongoing mainte-
nance is required per the manufacturer's recommen-
dations, and UL and NFPA standards.  At a minimum, 
the requirements of NFPA 72 shall be followed.  Envi-
ronments with large amounts of dust, dirt or high air 
velocity require more frequent maintenance.  A main-
tenance agreement should be arranged through the 
local manufacturer's representative.  Maintenance 
should be scheduled monthly or as required by 
National and/or local fire codes and should be per-
formed by authorized professional fire alarm installers 
only.  Adequate written records of all inspections 
should be kept.  
     Limit-C-9-2005
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Installation Precautions
Adherence to the following will aid in problem-free installation with 
long-term reliability:
WARNING - Several different sources of power can 
be connected to the fire alarm control panel.  Dis-
connect all sources of power before servicing.  Control 
unit and associated equipment may be damaged by 
removing and/or inserting cards, modules, or intercon-
necting cables while the unit is energized.  Do not 
attempt to install, service, or operate this unit until man-
uals are read and understood. 
CAUTION - System Re-acceptance Test after Soft-
ware Changes: To ensure proper system operation, 
this product must be tested in accordance with NFPA 
72 after any programming operation or change in site-
specific software.  Re-acceptance testing is required 
after any change, addition or deletion of system com-
ponents, or after any modification, repair or adjustment 
to system hardware or wiring. All components, circuits, 
system operations, or software functions known to be 
affected by a change must be 100% tested.  In addi-
tion, to ensure that other operations are not inadvert-
ently affected, at least 10% of initiating devices that are 
not directly affected by the change, up to a maximum of 
50 devices, must also be tested and proper system 
operation verified.  
This system meets NFPA requirements for operation 
at 0-49º C/32-120º F  and at a relative humidity  93% ± 
2% RH (noncondensing) at 32°C ± 2°C (90°F ± 3°F).   
However, the useful life of the system's standby batter-
ies and the electronic components may be adversely 
affected by extreme temperature ranges and humidity.  
Therefore, it is recommended that this system and its 
peripherals be installed in an environment with a nor-
mal room temperature of 15-27º C/60-80º F. 
Verify that wire sizes are adequate for all initiating 
and indicating device loops.  Most devices cannot tol-
erate more than a 10% I.R. drop from the specified 
device voltage. 
Like all solid state electronic devices, this system 
may operate erratically or can be damaged when sub-
jected to lightning induced transients.  Although no sys-
tem is completely immune from lightning transients and 
interference, proper grounding will reduce susceptibil-
ity. Overhead or outside aerial wiring is not recom-
mended, due to an increased susceptibility to nearby 
lightning strikes.  Consult with the Technical Services 
Department if any problems are anticipated or encoun-
tered. 
Disconnect AC power and batteries prior to remov-
ing or inserting circuit boards.  Failure to do so can 
damage circuits. 
Remove all electronic assemblies prior to any drill-
ing, filing, reaming, or punching of the enclosure. When 
possible, make all cable entries from the sides or rear.  
Before making modifications, verify that they will not 
interfere with battery, transformer, or printed circuit 
board location. 
Do not tighten screw terminals more than 9 in-lbs.  
Over-tightening may damage threads, resulting in 
reduced terminal contact pressure and difficulty with 
screw terminal removal. 
This system contains static-sensitive compo-
nents.  Always ground yourself with a proper wrist 
strap before handling any circuits so that static charges 
are removed from the body.  Use static suppressive 
packaging to protect electronic assemblies removed 
from the unit.
Follow the instructions in the installation, operating, 
and programming manuals. These instructions must be 
followed to avoid damage to the control panel and 
associated equipment. FACP operation and reliability 
depend upon proper installation.
Precau-D1-9-2005
FCC Warning
WARNING: This equipment generates, uses, 
and can radiate radio frequency energy and if not 
installed and used in accordance with the instruction 
manual may cause interference to radio communica-
tions. It has been tested and found to comply with the 
limits for class A computing devices pursuant to Sub-
part B of Part 15 of FCC Rules, which is designed to 
provide reasonable protection against such interfer-
ence when devices are operated in a commercial 
environment. Operation of this equipment in a resi-
dential area is likely to cause interference, in which 
case the user will be required to correct the interfer-
ence at his or her own expense.
Canadian Requirements
This digital apparatus does not exceed the Class A 
limits for radiation noise emissions from digital appa-
ratus set out in the Radio Interference Regulations of 
the Canadian Department of Communications.  
Le present appareil numerique n'emet pas de bruits 
radioelectriques depassant les limites applicables 
aux appareils numeriques de la classe A prescrites 
dans le Reglement sur le brouillage radioelectrique 
edicte par le ministere des Communications du Can-
ada.  
Acclimate Plus™, HARSH™, NIS™, Notifier Integrated Systems™, NOTI•FIRE•NET™, and
ONYXWorks™ are all trademarks; and FlashScan®, NION®, NOTIFIER®, ONYX®, UniNet®,
VeriFire®, and VIEW® are all registered trademarks of Honeywell International Inc. Echelon® is a registered
trademark and LonWorks™ is a trademark of Echelon Corporation. ARCNET® is a registered trademark of
Datapoint Corporation. Microsoft® and Windows® are registered trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation.
LEXAN® is a registered trademark of GE Plastics, a subsidiary of General Electric Company.
©2007 by Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use of this
document is strictly prohibited.
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Documentation Feedback
Your feedback helps us keep our documentation up-to-date and accurate. If you have any 
comments or suggestions about our online Help or printed manuals, you can email us.
Please include the following information:
• Product name and version number (if applicable)
• Printed manual or online Help
• Topic Title (for online Help)
• Page number (for printed manual)
• Brief description of content you think should be improved or corrected
• Your suggestion for how to correct/improve documentation
Send email messages to:
FireSystems.TechPubs@honeywell.com
Please note this email address is for documentation feedback only. If you have any 
technical issues, please contact Technical Services.
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Section 1: Overview
1.1  Introduction
This document contains information for installing, programming, and 
operating the FDU-80 Remote Fire Annunciator.
1.2  UL 864 Compliance
1.2.1  Products Subject to AHJ Approval
This product has been certified to comply with the requirements in the 
Standard for Control Units and Accessories for Fire Alarm Systems, UL 
864 9th Edition.
The following products have not received UL 864 9th Edition certification 
and may only be used in retrofit applications.  Operation of the FDU-80 
with products not tested for UL 864 9th Edition has not been evaluated 
and may not comply with NFPA 72 and/or the latest edition of UL 864.  
These applications will require the approval of the local Authority Having 
Jurisdiction (AHJ).
• FireWarden NFW-100
• AFP-300/400
• NFS-640
1.2.2  Programming Features Subject to AHJ Approval
This product incorporates field-programmable software.  The features 
and/or options listed below must be approved by the local AHJ.   
This product incorporates field-programmable software.  In order for the product to 
comply with the requirements in the Standard for Control Units and Accessories 
for Fire Alarm Systems, UL 864, certain programming features or options must be 
limited to specific values or not used at all as indicated below.
Program feature or 
option
Permitted 
in UL 864 
(Y/N)
Possible settings Settings permittedin UL 864
Piezo Enable/Disable Y SW1-2 ON = 
Piezo Enabled
SW1-2 OFF =
Piezo Disabled
SW1-2 ON =
Piezo Enabled
Related Documentation Overview
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1.3  Related Documentation 
Table 1.1 provides a list of document sources (manuals) containing 
additional information regarding the fire alarm control panels and 
components that ACS annunciators can be connected to. The NOTIFIER 
document (DOC-NOT) chart provides the current document revision.
Document Name P/N
Notifier Device Compatibility Document 15378
NFS2-640 Fire Alarm Control Panel 52741, 52742, 52743
NFS-320 Fire Alarm Control Panel 52745, 52746, 52747
FireWarden NFW-100-2 Instruction Manual 52778
FCPS-24S6/8 Instruction Manual 51977
VeriFire™ Tools CD help file VERIFIRE-TCD
NFS-640 Fire Alarm Control Panel  (UL 8th) 51332, 51333, 51334
AFP-300/AFP-400 Installation Manual  (UL 8th) 50253
FireWarden NFW-100 Instruction Manual (UL 8th) 52299
Table 1.1  Related Documentation
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Section 2: The FDU-80 Annunciator  
The FDU-80 Annunciator is a compact, 80-character, backlit LCD fire 
annunciator designed for use with compatible FACPs (Fire Alarm Control 
Panels).  It should be noted that the FDU-80 Annunciator display will 
mimic the FACP display.
The FDU-80 is capable of displaying English-language text of system 
point status including device type, independent point alarm, trouble or 
supervisory, zone and custom alpha labels programmed into the control 
panel. The FDU-80 also provides system status LEDs to display Power, 
Alarm, Trouble, Supervisory and Alarm Silenced conditions. The FDU-80 
is capable of performing system acknowledge, silence, drill and reset 
remotely.
Communication between the FACP and the FDU-80 is accomplished over 
a two-wire serial interface employing the EIA-485 communication 
standard. Up to 32 annunciators may be connected to the two-wire 
EIA-485 circuit. The annunciators may be powered from the host FACP or 
remote UL listed, filtered, power supplies.
2.1  Compatible Panels
• NFS2-640
• NFS-320
• NFW2-100
• NFS-640
• NFW-100
• AFP-300/400
2.2  Features of the FDU-80
• 80-character LCD display (20 characters x 4 lines) is backlit under 
normal and alarm conditions
• System Status LEDs for AC Power (green), Alarm (red), Trouble 
(yellow), Supervisory (yellow) and Alarm Silenced (yellow)
• No programming necessary — duplicates messages at control panel 
display.  
Ack/Step Silence ResetDrillHold 2 sec.
FIRE ALARM ANNUNCIATOR
Alm. SilencedSupervisoryTroubleAlarmAC Power
LC
D
-8
0F
.c
dr
NOTE:The FACP may require programming to function with the FDU-
80.  Refer to the specific FACP manual for programming information.
Features of the FDU-80 The FDU-80 Annunciator
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• Local piezo sounder with alarm and trouble resound
• Device type identifiers from the control panel
• Device & zone custom alpha labels from the control panel
• Time/date and device address from the control panel
• EIA-485 connects to control panel terminal port
• Plug-in terminal blocks for ease of installation and service
• DIP switches control piezo enable/disable, transmit/receive mode, 
FACP selection, function switches and key-switch enable/disable.
• Up to 32 FDU-80 Annunciators per FACP
• Mounting options:
– Surface mounting in SBB-3 (2.75" depth) or three electrical boxes 
ganged together
– Semi-flush mounting in three-gang electrical box (P/N 10103) 
with a minimum depth of 2.187" or three electrical boxes ganged 
together
– Can be located up to 6,000 feet (1,829 m) from the panel
• Backlight turns off during AC loss to conserve battery power but will 
turn back on if an alarm condition occurs.
• Enable/Disable key-switch
• Function switches for:
– Acknowledge/Step
– Alarm Silence
– Drill
– System Reset/Lamp Test
The FDU-80 Annunciator Components
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2.3  Components
Figure 2.1  Components of the FDU-80
2.4  SW1 DIP Switch Settings
Refer to “DIP Switch Settings Example” on page 12, for an explanation of 
DIP switch positions.  SW1 switch settings follow:
1 -ON = Key-switch disabled, OFF = Key-switch enabled.
Switch 1 set to the OFF position enables key-switch operation. The key-
switch may now be used to enable the FDU-80 membrane switches, 
allowing remote switch functions, or lockout the switches, preventing 
remote switch functions.
Switch 1 set to the ON position disables the key-switch operation. Refer to 
“Switch Functions” on page 14, for key-switch function description.
Future use
ON = Piezo Enable
OFF = Key-switch Enabled
OFF =  Receive only
Top view
Note: See “DIP 
Switch Settings 
Example” on 
page 12.
The FDU-80 sounder, if enabled, will be 
activated when any new alarm or 
trouble is received from the panel. It is 
silenced by an Acknowledge switch. 
Piezo must not be disabled without 
approval of the LAHJ (Local Authority 
Having Jurisdiction).
Piezo Sounder
Membrane Connector
Cable connection to membrane 
switches for Acknowledge, Silence, 
Drill and Reset.
FD
U
80
br
d.
cd
r
Panel Configuration
SW1 DIP Switch Settings The FDU-80 Annunciator
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2 -ON = Piezo sounder enabled, OFF = Piezo sounder disabled.
3 -ON = Supervision Receive/Transmit, OFF = Supervision Receive Only.
• One Annunciator - if a single FDU-80 is the only annunciator 
connected to the EIA-485 loop, Switch 3 must be set to the ON position 
to allow the FACP to supervise the annunciator.
• Multiple Annunciators - if multiple FDU-80 annunciators are 
connected to the EIA-485 loop, the annunciator physically connected as 
the last device on the loop (farthest from the ‘OUT’ terminals on the 
FACP) must have Switch 3 set to the ON position in order to supervise 
all annunciators on the loop.  All remaining annunciators must have 
Switch 3 set to the OFF position for proper supervision and operation.
It is important to note that the function switches on all FDU-80 
annunciators will operate regardless of the setting of Switch 3.
A break (open circuit) in the power or EIA-485 connections creates an 
FDU-80 Annunciator fault at the control panel. All annunciators before 
the break will continue to display information (but the function switches 
on these FDU-80s will no longer operate).
4 through 6 = Configuration for use with a particular FACP.  
Switches 4, 5 and 6 are used to select the FACP (Fire Alarm Control 
Panel) which is being connected to the FDU-80.  Refer to the following 
table for the appropriate switch settings.     
! CAUTION:The Piezo sounder must not be disabled without prior approval of the 
local Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ).
Fire Alarm Control Panel SW1-4 SW1-5 SW1-6
Use This Setting for:
NFS2-640, NFS-320,  NFS-640 (all releases)
AFP-300/400 (with FACP
       software Version 3.62 or higher)
FireWarden2-100/FireWarden-100 (all releases)
OFF OFF OFF
Future Use OFF OFF ON
Future Use OFF ON OFF
Future Use OFF ON ON
Future Use ON ON OFF
Future Use ON OFF ON
Future Use ON ON OFF
Future Use ON ON ON
Table 2.1  Dip Switch Settings
The FDU-80 Annunciator SW1 DIP Switch Settings
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7 and 8 = Future use.
     
Figure 2.2  DIP Switch Settings Example
SW1 DIP switch settings as illustrated in Figure 2.2 are as follows:
DIP switch 1: ON = Key-switch disabled (membrane function 
switches are always enabled with key-switch having no effect on their 
function).
DIP switch 2: OFF = piezo sounder disabled (requires approval of 
AHJ)
DIP switch 3: OFF = Receive Only. This setting is used for all 
annunciators except the last or only FDU-80 Annunciator on the 
EIA-485 line
DIP switches 4 through 6: OFF = Configured  correctly for operation 
with the available FACP
DIP switches 7 and 8: OFF (these switches are not used)
NOTE:Depending on the FACP which is connected to the FDU-80, it 
may be necessary to enable communication with the annunciator in the 
FACP programming.  Refer to the appropriate FACP manual for 
programming information.
switch 1 shown
in ON position
switches 2 through 8 
shown in Off position
di
ps
w
fd
u.
cd
r
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Section 3: Operation
3.1  Display Patterns
The FDU-80 Annunciator directly displays (mimics) the information on 
the FACP display with the following exceptions:
Upon Power-up, the FDU-80 may display the following message until 
a valid message is received from the FACP: 
If an FDU-80 Annunciator fails to receive communications from the 
panel for a period of over 30 seconds, it will activate its local sounder 
(if so programmed) and display the following message: 
A Communication Fault may be due to one of the following conditions:
• FACP has not been programmed to communicate with the FDU-80.  
Refer to the appropriate FACP manual programming section.
• EIA-485 wiring between the FDU-80 and FACP has an open.
• Polarity of the EIA-485 wiring between the FDU-80 and FACP has been 
reversed.  EIA-485 (-) on the FDU-80 must be connected to EIA-485 (-) 
on the FACP and EIA-485 (+) on the FDU-80 must be connected to 
EIA-485 (+) on the FACP.
INITIALIZING...
PLEASE WAIT
COMMUNICATION FAULT!
Operation Switch Functions
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3.2  Switch Functions
3.2.1  Key-switch
The key-switch is used to enable 
and disable the operation of the 
function switches if switch 1 on 
DIP switch SW1 has been placed 
in the OFF position.
To enable the Acknowledge, 
Silence, Drill and Reset function 
switches, insert key into key-
switch located at the top right 
corner of the FDU-80.  Make 
certain the key is inserted 
completely before attempting to 
turn it.  Turn the key clockwise 
until it stops. Leave the key 
inserted while pressing the 
function switches. When finished with the function switches, turn key-
switch counterclockwise to disable function switches.
Note that the key-switch should normally be in the disabled position (fully 
counterclockwise), with the key removed and access to the key restricted 
to authorized personnel only.  Do not leave the key unattended in the 
FDU-80.
3.2.2  Acknowledge/Step
When the Acknowledge/Step switch is pressed and released, the FDU-80 
sends an Acknowledge command to the control panel. Pressing the 
Acknowledge switch silences the local piezo sounder, the sounders 
located in all other system annunciators and the sounder located on the 
Fire Alarm Control Panel's main circuit board. Only one press is necessary 
regardless of the number of new alarms, troubles or supervisory signals.
An acknowledge message is also sent to the printer and the history files in 
the FACP.  Multiple active events (alarms, troubles, supervisories) are 
scrolled on the display at a one second rate, but may be held for sequential 
display by pressing and holding the Acknowledge switch.
When more than one event exists, the first press of the Acknowledge 
switch silences system piezo sounders.  The second press of the switch 
stops the scrolling and holds the event on the display for one minute.  
Subsequent pressing of the switch 'steps' through each active event.
3.2.3  Silence
When the Silence switch is pressed and released, the FDU-80 sends an 
alarm silence command to the control panel. The Silence switch performs 
the same functions as the Acknowledge switch. In addition, if an alarm 
exists, it turns off all silenceable NACs and causes the FACP Alarm 
Silenced LED to turn on while the FDU-80 will display a 'silenced' 
ATOR
Alm. Silenced
Key-switch (shown in Off position)
LED Indicators Operation
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message. It also sends an 'Alarm Silenced' message to the printer and the 
history file within the FACP.  A subsequent new alarm will resound the 
appropriate NACs (Notification Appliance Circuits) and local sounders.
3.2.4  Drill: Hold 2 Sec.
When the Drill switch is pressed and held for at least two seconds (time 
required to prevent accidental activations), the FDU-80 will transmit a 
drill command to the control panel. This command causes the FACP to 
turn on all NAC outputs and all silenceable circuits (all control 
modules/NACs that are programmed silenceable). In the event that the 
system was previously silenced, the drill command will also turn off the 
Alarm Silenced LED. The 'Manual Evacuate' message is shown on the 
FDU-80 display. The same message is sent to the FACP display, printer 
and history files. The Silence switch operates on silenceable NAC outputs 
only.
3.2.5  Reset
When the System Reset switch is pressed and released, the FDU-80 sends 
a Reset command to the control panel. This will turn off all control 
modules and Notification Appliance Circuits, temporarily turns off 
resettable power to 4-wire detectors, causes a 'System All Normal' 
message to be displayed on the FDU-80 and sends a 'System Reset' 
message to the FACP display, printer and FACP history files. It also turns 
on all system LEDs, piezo sounders and LCD display segments as long as 
the Reset switch is held (lamp test). Any alarm or trouble that exists after a 
Reset will resound the system.
3.3  LED Indicators
3.3.1  AC Power
This is a green LED which illuminates if AC power is applied to the host 
FACP.  The green LED will turn off if AC power to the host FACP is lost.
3.3.2  Alarm
This is a red LED that turns on steady when one or more fire alarms occur.  
The Alarm LED turns off when the Reset switch is pressed.
3.3.3  Supervisory
This is a yellow LED that turns on steady when one or more supervisory 
conditions occur, such as a sprinkler valve tamper condition.  It turns off 
when the Reset switch is pressed.
3.3.4  Trouble
This is a yellow LED that turns on steady when one or more trouble 
conditions occur. The LED turns off when all trouble conditions are 
cleared. This LED will also illuminate if the microprocessor watchdog 
circuit within the FDU-80 is activated.
Operation LED Indicators
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3.3.5  Alarm Silenced
This is a yellow LED that turns on when the Silence switch is pressed to 
turn off the Notification Appliance Circuits.  The LED turns off when the 
NACs turn back on or when the alarm condition is cleared and the FACP 
is reset back to a normal condition.
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Section 4: Mounting
4.1  Annunciator Preparation
The FDU-80 Annunciator can be surface mounted in a three-gang 
electrical box such as the P/N SBB-3 (2.75" depth) or semi-flush mounted 
in a three-gang electrical box, P/N 10103 or equivalent, with a minimum 
depth of 2 3/16".  The FDU-80 Annunciator can also be mounted in three 
gangable electrical switch boxes connected together.  Select and remove 
the appropriate knockout(s), pull the necessary wires through the 
knockouts and mount the box in or on the wall depending on the type of 
installation desired.  Be certain that power is not applied to the wiring 
during the installation procedure.
To mount the FDU-80 Annunciator in an electrical box, the trim ring must 
first be removed. The trim ring is held in place by two screws inserted 
through the top and bottom edge as illustrated in Figure 3-1. Removal of 
the trim ring will expose a metal flange with mounting holes. Refer to 
“Hardware and Backboxes” on page 18. 
Figure 4.1  Trim Ring Removal
NOTE:To ensure static protection, all enclosures, including the FDU-80 
electrical box, must be connected to earth ground!  Never use the shield 
for grounding purposes.
Ack/Step Silence ResetDrillHold 2 sec.
FIRE ALARM ANNUNCIATOR
Alm. SilencedSupervisoryTroubleAlarmAC Power
Screw
Screw
LC
D
-8
0F
.c
dr
Mounting Annunciator Preparation
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Figure 4.2  Hardware and Backboxes
Ack/Step Silence ResetDrill
Hold 2 sec.
FIRE ALARM ANNUNCIATOR
Alm. SilencedSupervisoryTroubleAlarmAC Power
FDU-80 flangeFDU-80 Trim Ring
(replacement P/N 23165)
3-Gang Electrical Box P/N 
10103
(semi-flush mount)
3-Gang Electrical Box P/N 
SBB-3
(surface mount)
LC
D
80
flg
.c
dr
LC
D
2X
20
tr.
cd
r
10
10
3b
ox
.c
dr
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b-
3.
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Three Ganged Electrical Boxes 
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Semi-flush Mount Backbox Mounting
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4.2  Semi-flush Mount Backbox
Mounting in SBB-3 Three Gang Electrical Box
Remove the plug-in terminal blocks from the FDU-80 circuit board.  
Connect the EIA-485 and power wiring into the terminal block positions 
illustrated in Figure 5.1 on page 22 through Figure 5.5 on page 24.  Plug 
the terminal blocks back into the P2 and P1 connectors on the back of the 
annunciator.  Set DIP switch SW1 for the desired options. Refer to 
Figure 2.2 on page 12.
Carefully insert the FDU-80 into the three-gang electrical box P/N: 10103 
or three electrical boxes ganged together and attach it using the four 
mounting holes on the FDU-80 flange and the four screws provided for 
this purpose. Replace the trim ring and secure with the two screws which 
were previously loosened. Adjust the plastic trim ring to the surface of the 
wall before tightening the screws. Do not overtighten.
Figure 4.3  Mounting in SBB-3 Box
Ack/Step Silence ResetDrill
Hold 2 sec.
FIRE ALARM ANNUNCIATOR
Alm. S ilencedSupervisoryTroubleAlarmAC Power
FDU-80 flange
3-gang electrical box P/N 10103
Three-gang electrical box P/N 10103
flange
EIA-485 and power wiring
LC
D
80
flg
.c
dr
10
10
3b
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.c
dr
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d4
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.c
dr
The FDU-80 can be semi-flush mounted in a 
three-gang electrical box, P/N 10103 or 
equivalent, with a minimum depth of 2 3/16". 
The FDU-80 can also be mounted in three 
gangable electrical switch boxes connected 
together as illustrated in Figure 4.4 on 
page 20.
mounting holes (4)
Important!  When installing conduit in a 3-
gang electrical box, use knockouts on the 
top or bottom.  Installing conduit on the 
sides or back of some boxes may interfere 
with mounting of the FDU-80 in the box. 
FDU-80
Mounting Semi-flush Mount Backbox
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Mounting in Three Electrical Boxes Ganged Together
Remove the plug-in terminal blocks from the FDU-80 circuit board.  
Connect the EIA-485 and power wiring into the terminal block positions 
illustrated in Figure 5.1 on page 22 through Figure 5.5 on page 24.  Plug 
the terminal blocks back into the P2 and P1 connectors on the back of the 
annunciator.  Set DIP switch SW1 for the desired options. Refer to 
Figure 2.2 on page 12.
Carefully insert the FDU-80 into the three electrical boxes ganged 
together and attach it using the four mounting holes on the FDU-80 flange 
and the four screws provided for this purpose. Replace the trim ring and 
secure with the two screws which were previously loosened. Adjust the 
plastic trim ring to the surface of the wall before tightening the screws. Do 
not overtighten.
Figure 4.4  Mounting in 3 Ganged Electrical Boxes
Ack/Step Silence ResetDrill
Hold 2 sec.
FIRE ALARM ANNUNCIATOR
Alm. SilencedSupervisoryTroubleAlarmAC Power
FDU-80 flange
Three electrical boxes ganged together
flange
EIA-485 and 
power wiring
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mounting holes (4)
The FDU-80 can be surface mounted 
in three gangable electrical switch 
boxes connected together.
Important!  When installing conduit in 
three ganged electrical boxes, use 
knockouts on the top or bottom.  
Installing conduit on the sides or back 
of some boxes may interfere with 
mounting of the FDU-80in the box. 
FDU-80
Surface Mount Backbox Mounting
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4.3  Surface Mount Backbox
Remove the plug-in terminal blocks from the FDU-80 circuit board.  
Connect the EIA-485 and power wiring into the terminal block positions 
illustrated in Figure 5.1 on page 22 through Figure 5.5 on page 24.  Plug 
the terminal blocks back into the P2 and P1 connectors on the back of the 
annunciator circuit board.  Set DIP switch SW1 for the desired options.  
Refer to Figure 2.2 on page 12.
Carefully insert the FDU-80 into the three-gang electrical box and attach it 
using the four mounting holes on the FDU-80 flange and the four screws 
provided for this purpose. Replace the trim ring and secure with the two 
screws which were previously loosened. Do not overtighten.
Figure 4.5  Surface Mounting
Ack/Step Silence ResetDrill
Hold 2 sec.
FIRE ALARM ANNUNCIATOR
Alm. SilencedSupervisoryTroubleAlarmAC Power
FDU-80 flange
Mounting holes (4)
The FDU-80 can be surface mounted 
in a three-gang electrical box, P/N 
SBB-3 or equivalent, with a minimum 
depth of 2.75". 
FDU-80 Three-gang surface box P/N SBB-3
flange
EIA-485 and power wiring
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Section 5:  Electrical Connections
5.1  Power Connections
The FDU-80 Annunciator can be powered by the FACP (refer to the 
specific technical manual for the proper connection of the FDU-80) or 
from a remote UL listed, filtered power supply such as the FCPS-24S6/8. 
The power run to the annunciator must be power-limited but need not 
contain a power supervision relay since loss of power is inherently 
supervised through loss of communication with the annunciator.  
Maximum FDU-80 current draw from the power supply (under normal 
and alarm conditions) is 64.3 mA.  Maximum current draw from the 
control panel's secondary power source (batteries) under loss of AC power 
is 25 mA, since the LCD backlight is turned off during AC loss.  
Backlighting is turned back on during AC loss only for alarm conditions 
in the system.  12 - 18 AWG (0.75 - 3.25 mm2) wire for 24 VDC circuit is 
acceptable.  Power wire distance limitation is set by 1.2 volt maximum 
line drop from source to end of circuit.
Specifications for the FDU-80
• Operating Voltage Range: 18 VDC to 28 VDC
• Current Consumption @ 24 VDC nominal (filtered and nonresettable):
• Normal/Standby (no activity): 64.3 mA
• Trouble Condition: 64.3 mA
• Alarm: 64.3 mA
• AC Fail (not backlit): 25 mA
Refer to the illustrations on the following pages for FDU-80 connections 
to the FireWarden NFW2-100, NFS2-640, NFS-320, and FCPS-24S6/8.
 
Figure 5.1  Power Wiring to the NFW2-100
NOTE:These connections must be power-limited and the +24 VDC 
nominal power input must be filtered and nonresettable.
P2FDU-80
no connection
+24 VDC OUT
-24 VDC OUT
Earth Ground Option
-             +
NFW2-100
EIA-485 Connections Electrical Connections
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Figure 5.2  Power Wiring to the NFS2-640/NFS-320
Figure 5.3  Power Wiring to the FCPS-24S6/8
5.2  EIA-485 Connections
EIA-485 connections are made to P1 on the FDU-80.  All connections 
must be power-limited and supervised.  Enable FACP communication 
with the FDU-80 in the FACP programming if appropriate (refer to FACP 
manual).  A maximum of 32 FDU-80 annunciators may be connected to 
this circuit.  A maximum distance of 6,000 feet (1,829 m) @ 18 AWG 
(0.75 mm2) is allowed between the FACP and first FDU-80, between each 
FDU-80 and return to the FACP from last FDU-80.  Use overall 
foil/braided-shielded twisted pair cable suitable for EIA-485 applications 
(refer to “EIA-485 Shield Termination” on page 25, for shield termination 
information).  Six conductor overall shielded wire may be used for the 
four EIA-485 wires and the two power wires.  It is, however, strongly 
recommended that the power and communication wires be separate 
P2FDU-80
no connection
+24 VDC OUT
-24 VDC OUT
Earth Ground Option
+         -
NFS2-640/NFS-320
P2FDU-80
no connection
+24 VDC OUT
-24 VDC OUT
Earth Ground Option
-        +
TB4FCPS-24S6/8
Electrical Connections EIA-485 Connections
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whenever possible.  A Ferrite Core P/N FBD-1 is required to meet FCC 
Part 15 requirements if the EIA-485 wiring is not in conduit.  The EIA-
485 circuit is rated at 5.5 VDC maximum and 60 mA maximum.  The 
FDU-80 annunciator has resistors built into the circuit board at the In 
(Terminals 2 & 4) and the Out (Terminals 1 & 3) for impedance matching.  
There is no need for the installer to add impedance matching resistors. 
Refer to the illustrations on the following pages for FDU-80 connections 
to the FireWarden NFW2-100, NFS2-640, and NFS-320. 
 
Figure 5.4  EIA-485 Wiring to the NFW2-100
Figure 5.5  EIA-485 Wiring to the NFS2-640/NFS-320
FDU-80
NFW2-100
+ EIA-485 Out to Next Device
 - EIA-485 Out to Next Device 
   (or back to FACP)
EIA-485
+           -
-    -   +   +
+ EIA-485 Out to Next Device
- EIA-485 Out to Next Device 
   (or back to FACP)
+      -
-    -   +   +
FDU-80
P1
NFS2-640/NFS-320
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Section 6: EIA-485 Shield Termination
The EIA-485 circuit must be wired using a twisted, shielded pair cable 
with a characteristic impedance of 120 ohms (+/- 20%).  Do not run cable 
adjacent to or in the same conduit as 120 VAC service, noisy electrical 
circuits that are powering mechanical bells or horns, audio circuits above 
25 VRMS, motor control circuits or SCR power circuits.
6.1  Shield Not in Conduit
The EIA-485 line allows the FACP to communicate with the FDU-80 
Annunciator.  The shield for the EIA-485 line must be connected to earth 
ground at the FACP but must be left floating (no connection) at the 
annunciator if it is the first or only device on the EIA-485 line.  If a second 
annunciator is connected, the shield leaving the first annunciator must be 
left floating.  The shield entering the second annunciator must be 
connected to the three-gang box or Earth Ground terminal (P2-7) on the 
second annunciator.  If additional annunciators are connected, the shield 
leaving each enclosure must be left floating and the shield entering each 
must be connected to the three-gang box or the Earth Ground terminal 
(P2-7) on the annunciator. 
NOTE:To ensure static (ESD - electrostatic discharge) protection, all 
enclosures, including the FDU-80 electrical box, must be connected to 
earth ground!  Never use the EIA-485 shield for this purpose.  The 
EIA-485 shield is for radiated noise emission protection (RFI, EMI). 
Refer to the following figures for details on EIA-485 shield termination.
EIA-485 Shield Termination Shield in Full Conduit
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Figure 6.1  EIA-485 Without Conduit
6.2  Shield in Full Conduit
The EIA-485 line allows the FACP to communicate with the FDU-80 
Annunciator.  The shield for the EIA-485 line must be connected to earth 
ground at the FACP (both exiting and entering the FACP) but must be left 
floating (no connection) at the annunciator if it is the first or only device 
on the EIA-485 line.  If a second annunciator is connected, the shield 
leaving the first annunciator must be floating.  The shield entering the 
second annunciator must be connected to the Earth Ground terminal (P2-
7) on the second annunciator.  If additional annunciators are connected, 
the shield leaving each annunciator must be left floating and the shield 
entering the following unit must be connected to the Earth Ground 
terminal (P2-7) on the annunciator.
E IA -4 85  Lo op
n o t in  co nd u it
S h ie ld
Connect the drain wire to the outside of the 
FACP cabinet via a BX-type connector.
Shield Drain Wire
FACP Backbox
(+) EIA-485
(-) EIA-485
FACP
LC
D
80
Fs
hl
.c
dr
FACP
annunciator annunciator annunciator
! CAUTION:Do not allow the floating shield end (no connection) to contact the 
conduit.  The floating end should be insulated from earth ground.
Shield in Full Conduit EIA-485 Shield Termination
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Figure 6.2  EIA-485 in Conduit
Notes:
1. Power-limited 24 VDC power may be run in the same conduit as the 
EIA-485 wiring
2. Twisted, shielded wire is recommended for the EIA-485 
communications loop
3. Each electrical backbox is connected to earth ground via the conduit
4. Shield is connected to the FACP cabinet (earth ground) leaving and 
entering the FACP
EIA -485 Loop
  in  Conduit
Shield
Ea rth Gro und Ea rth Gro und
FDU-80 Box
FDU-80
P1-2 (+)
EIA-485 (IN)
P1-4 (-)
EIA-485 (IN)
P2-7 Earth 
Ground (IN)
Connect the shield drain wire to the Earth 
Ground Terminal on the Annunciator
Shield Drain Wire
LC
D
80
Fn
os
.c
dr
annunciator annunciator annunciator
FACP
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Appendix A: UL 864 8th Edition 
Applications
A.1  Power Connections
The power run to the annunciator must be power-limited and supervised.  
Maximum FDU-80 current draw from the power supply (under normal 
and alarm conditions) is 64.3 mA.  Maximum current draw from 
thecontrol panel's secondary power source (batteries) under loss of AC 
power is 25 mA. Use 12-18 AWG (0.75-3.25 mm2) wire for 24VDC 
circuit connections.  Power wire distance limitation is set by 1.2 volt 
maximum line drop from source to end of circuit.
Refer to the following illustrations for power connections (24 VDC, Non-
Resettable Power) to UL 8th edition panels: NFS-640, AFP-300/400, and 
FireWarden NFW-100.
Figure A.1  Power Wiring to the NFS-640
! WARNING:The NFS-640, AFP-300/400, and FireWarden NFW-100 have not been 
certified to comply with the requirements in the Standard for Control 
Units and Accessories for Fire Alarm Systems, UL 864 9th Edition.  
Operation of these products with products tested for UL 864 9th Edition 
has not been evaluated.  Such operation requires the approval of the 
local Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ).
NO NO NONC NC NCC C C+ - + -
P2FDU-80
no connection
+24 VDC OUT
-24 VDC OUT
Earth Ground Option
+         -
NFS-640
TB7 
EIA-485 Connections UL 864 8th Edition Applications
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Figure A.2  Power Wiring to the AFP-300/400
 
Figure A.3  Power Wiring to the NFW-100
A.2  EIA-485 Connections
EIA-485 connections to the annunciator must be power-limited and 
supervised.  A maximum distance of 6,000 feet (1829 m) @ 18 AWG 
(0.75mm2) twisted, shielded cable is allowed between the FACP and first 
FDU-80, between each FDU-80 and return to the FACP from the last 
FDU-80.  The EIA-485 circuit is rated at 5.5 VDC maxiumum and 60 mA 
maximum.  Programming at the FACP may be required to enable EIA-485 
communication.  Refer to the appropriate FACP Programming Manual.
Refer to the following illustrations for EIA-485 connections to UL 8th 
edition panels: NFS-640, AFP-300/400, and FireWarden NFW-100.
P2FDU-80
no connection
+24 VDC OUT
-24 VDC OUT
Earth Ground Option
TB2
MPS-400 Power Supply
+      -
P2FDU-80
no connection
+24 VDC OUT
-24 VDC OUT
Earth Ground Option
-             +
NFW-100
UL 864 8th Edition Applications EIA-485 Connections
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Figure A.4  EIA-485 Wiring to the NFS-640
 
Figure A.5  EIA-485 Wiring to the AFP-300/400
 
Figure A.6  EIA-485 Wiring to the NFW-100
+ - + - + - TX RX REF TX RX REF B+ A+ B- A-
FDU-80
TB12
EIA-485
+ EIA-485 Out to Next Device
- EIA-485 Out to Next Device 
   (or back to FACP)
+         -
-    -   +   +
P1
NFS-640
FDU-80
+ EIA-485 Out to Next Device
- EIA-485 Out to Next Device 
   (or back to FACP)
+    -
-    -   +   +
P1
AFP-300/400TB3
EIA-485
FDU-80
NFW-100
+ EIA-485 Out to Next Device
 - EIA-485 Out to Next Device 
   (or back to FACP)
EIA-485
+          -
-    -   +   +
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Limited Warranty
NOTIFIER® warrants products manufactured by it to be free from
defects in materials and workmanship for eighteen (18) months
from the date of manufacture, under normal use and service.
Products are date stamped at time of manufacture.  The sole and
exclusive obligation of NOTIFIER® is to repair or replace, at its
option, free of charge for parts and labor, any part that is defective
in materials or workmanship under normal use and service.  All
returns for credit are subject to inspection and testing at the factory
before actual determination is made to allow credit. NOTIFIER®
does not warrant products not manufactured by it, but assigns to
the purchaser any warranty extended by the manufacturer of such
products. This warranty is void if the product is altered or repaired
by anyone other than NOTIFIER® or as expressly authorized by
NOTIFIER® in writing, or is serviced by anyone other than
NOTIFIER® or its authorized distributors. This warranty is also
void if there is a failure to maintain the products and systems in
which they operate in a proper and workable manner.  In case of
defect, secure a Return Material Authorization form from our
Return Authorization Department.  
This writing constitutes the only warranty made by NOTIFIER®,
with respect to its products.   NOTIFIER®, does not represent that
its products will prevent any loss by fire or otherwise, or that its
products will in all cases provide the protection for which they are
installed or intended.  Buyer acknowledges that NOTIFIER®, is
not an insurer and assumes no risk for loss or damages or the cost
of any inconvenience, transportation damage, misuse, abuse,
accident or similar incident.
NOTIFIER® GIVES NO WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR
PURPOSE, OR OTHERWISE WHICH EXTENDS BEYOND THE
DESCRIPTION ON THE FACE HEREOF.  UNDER NO
CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL NOTIFIER®  BE LIABLE FOR ANY
LOSS OF OR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY, DIRECT, INCIDENTAL
OR CONSEQUENTIAL, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR
INABILITY TO USE NOTIFIER®’S PRODUCTS.
FURTHERMORE, NOTIFIER® SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR
ANY PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH WHICH MAY ARISE IN
THE COURSE OF, OR AS A RESULT OF, PERSONAL,
COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL USE OF ITS PRODUCTS.
This warranty replaces all previous warranties and is the only
warranty made by NOTIFIER®.  No increase or alteration, written
or verbal, of the obligation of this warranty is authorized.
"NOTIFIER" is a registered trademark.
Warn-NL-04-2005.fm     
World Headquarters
12 Clintonville Road
Northford, CT 06472-1653 USA
203-484-7161
fax 203-484-7118
www.notifier.com
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XP6-R(A)
Six Relay Control Module
Addressable Devices
DN-6926:A2 • A-115
General
NOTIFIER’s XP6-R six-relay control module provides an
intelligent fire alarm system with six Form-C relays. 
The first module is addressed from 01 to 154 while the
remaining modules are automatically assigned to the next
five higher addresses. Provisions are included for disabling a
maximum of three unused modules. A single isolated set of
dry relay contacts is provided for each module address,
which is capable of being wired for either a normally-open or
normally-closed operation. The module allows the control
panel to switch these contacts on command. No supervision
is provided for the controlled circuit.
Each XP6-R module has panel-controlled green LED indica-
tors. The panel can cause the LEDs to blink, latch on, or latch
off.
Features
• Six addressable Form-C relay contacts
• Removable 12 AWG (3.25 mm²) to 18 AWG (0.9 mm²)
plug-in terminal blocks
• Status indicators for each point
• Unused addresses may be disabled
• Rotary address switches
• FlashScan® or CLIP operation
• Mount one or two modules in a BB-XP cabinet (optional)
• Mount up to six modules on a CHS-6 chassis in a CAB-3
Series, CAB-4 Series, EQ Series, or BB-25 cabinet
(optional)
• Mounting hardware included
Specifications
Standby current:  1.45 mA (SLC current draw with all
addresses used; if some addresses are disabled, the
standby current decreases)
Alarm current:  32 mA (assumes all six relays have been
switched once and all six LEDs solid ON)
Temperature range:  32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C)
Humidity:  10% to 93% non-condensing
Dimensions:  6.8" (17.27 cm) high x 5.8" (14.73 cm) wide x
1.0" (2.54 cm) deep
Shipping weight:  1.1 lb. (0.5 kg) including packaging
Mounting options:  CHS-6 chassis, BB-25 cabinet, BB-XP
cabinet, CAB-3 Series (see DN-3549) cabinet, CAB-4 Series
(see DN-6857) cabinet, or EQ Series (see DN-60229) cabi-
net
Wire gauge:  12 AWG (3.25 mm²) to 18 AWG (0.9 mm²)
Maximum SLC wiring resistance:  40 or 50 ohms, panel
dependent
Relay current:  30 mA/relay pulse (15.6 ms pulse duration),
pulse under panel control
Relay contact ratings:  30 VDC; 70.7 VAC
Current ratings:
• 3.0 A @ 30 VDC maximum, resistive, non-coded.
• 2.0 A @ 30 VDC maximum, resistive, coded.
• 1.0 A @ 30 VDC maximum, inductive (L/R = 2 ms), coded.
• 0.5 A @ 30 VDC maximum, inductive (L/R = 5 ms), coded.
• 0.9 A @ 110 VDC maximum, resistive, non-coded.
• 0.9 A @ 125 VAC maximum, resistive, non-coded.
• 0.7 A @ 70.7 VAC maximum, inductive (PF = 0.35), non-
coded.
• 0.3 A @ 125 VAC maximum, inductive (PF = 0.35), non-
coded.
• 1.5 A @25 VAC maximum, inductive (PF = 0.35), non-
coded.
• 2.0 A @25 VAC maximum, inductive (PF = 0.35), non-
coded.
Agency Listings and Approvals
These listings and approvals apply to the modules specified
in this document. In some cases, certain modules or applica-
tions may not be listed by certain approval agencies, or list-
ing may be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL Listed: S635
• ULC Listed: S635 (XP6-RA)
• MEA Listed: 368-01-E
• CSFM: 7300-0028:0219
• Maryland State Fire Marshall: Permit # 2099
• FM Approved (Light Protective Signaling Only)
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Product Line Information
XP6-R:  Six-relay control module
XP6-RA:  Same as above with ULC Listing
BB-XP:  Optional cabinet for one or two modules. Dimen-
sions, DOOR: 9.234" (23.454 cm) wide (9.484" [24.089 cm]
including hinges), x 12.218" (31.0337 cm) high, x 0.672"
(1.7068 cm) deep; BACKBOX: 9.0" (22.860 cm) wide (9.25"
[23.495 cm] including hinges), x 12.0" (30.480 cm) high x
2.75" (6.985 cm); CHASSIS (installed): 7.150" (18.161 cm)
wide overall x 7.312" (18.5725 cm) high interior overall x
2.156" (5.4762 cm) deep overall
BB-25:  Optional cabinet for up to six modules mounted on
CHS-6 chassis (below). Dimensions, DOOR: 24.0" (60.96
cm) wide x 12.632" (32.0852 cm) high, x 1.25" (3.175 cm)
deep, hinged at bottom; BACKBOX: 24.0" (60.96 cm) wide x
12.550" (31.877 cm) high x 5.218" (13.2537 cm) deep
CHS-6:  Chassis, mounts up to six modules in a CAB-3
Series (see DN-3549), CAB-4 Series (see DN-6857), BB-25
cabinet, or EQ Series (see DN-60229) cabinet
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XP10-M
Ten-Input Monitor Module
Addressable Devices
DN-6923:A1 • H-352
General
The XP10-M ten-input monitor module provides an interface
between a control panel and normally open contact devices in
intelligent alarm systems such as pull stations, security con-
tacts, or flow switches.
The first address on the XP10-M is set from 01 to 150 and the
remaining modules are automatically assigned to the next nine
higher addresses. Provisions are included for disabling a maxi-
mum of two unused addresses.
The supervised state (normal, open, or short) of the monitored
device is sent back to the panel. A common SLC input is used
for all modules, and the initiating device loops share a common
supervisory supply and ground — otherwise each monitor oper-
ates independently from the others.
Each XP10-M module has panel-controlled green LED indica-
tors. The panel can cause the LEDs to blink, latch on, or latch off.
Features
• Ten addressable Class B or five addressable Class A initiat-
ing device circuits.
• Removable 12 AWG (3.31 mm²) to 18 AWG (0.821 mm²)
plug-in terminal blocks.
• Status indicators for each point.
• Unused addresses may be disabled.
• Rotary address switches.
• Class A or Class B operation.
• FlashScan® or CLIP operation.
• Mount one or two modules in a BB-XP cabinet (optional).
• Mount up to six modules on a CHS-6 chassis in a CAB-3
Series, CAB-4 Series, EQ Cabinet Series, or BB-25 cabinet
(optional).
• Mounting hardware included.
Specifications
Standby current: 3.5 mA (SLC current draw with all addresses
used; if some addresses are disabled, the standby current
decreases).
Alarm current: 55 mA (assumes all ten LEDs solid ON).
Temperature range: 32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C) for UL appli-
cations; –10°C to +55°C for EN54 applications.
Humidity: 10% to 85% noncondensing for UL applications; 10%
to 93% noncondensing for EN54 applications.
Dimensions: 6.8" (172.72 mm) high x 5.8" (147.32 mm) wide x
1.25" (31.75 mm) deep.
Shipping weight: 1.1 lb. (0.499 kg) including packaging.
Mounting options: CHS-6 chassis, BB-25 cabinet, BB-XP cab-
inet, CAB-3 Series cabinet (see DN-3549), CAB-4 Series cabi-
net (see DN-6857), or EQ Cabinet Series (see DN-60229).
Wire gauge: 12 AWG (3.31 mm²) to 18 AWG (0.821 mm²).
Power-limited circuits must employ type FPL, FPLR, or FPLP
cable as required by Article 760 of the NEC.
XP10-M is shipped in Class B position; remove shunt for
Class A operation.
Maximum SLC wiring resistance: 40 or 50 ohms, panel
dependent.
Maximum IDC wiring resistance: 1500 ohms.
Maximum IDC voltage: 12 VDC.
Maximum IDC current: 1 mA.
Agency Listings and Approvals
The listings and approvals below apply to the XP10-M Ten-Input
Monitor Module. In some cases, certain modules or applications
may not be listed by certain approval agencies, or listing may be
in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL Listed: file S3705.
• ULC Listed: file S635 (XP10-MA).
• CSFM approved: file 7300-0028:219.
• FM approved.
• MEA approved: file 43-02-E.
• Maryland State Fire Marshal approved: Permit #2106.
Product Line Information
XP10-M:  Ten-input monitor module.
XP10-MA:  Same as above with ULC Listing.
BB-XP:  Optional cabinet for one or two modules. Dimensions,
DOOR: 9.234" (23.454 cm) wide (9.484" [24.089 cm] including
hinges), x 12.218" (31.0337 cm) high, x 0.672" (1.7068 cm)
deep; BACKBOX: 9.0" (22.860 cm) wide (9.25" [23.495 cm]
including hinges), x 12.0" (30.480 cm) high x 2.75" (6.985 cm);
CHASSIS (installed): 7.150" (18.161 cm) wide overall x 7.312"
(18.5725 cm) high interior overall x 2.156" (5.4762 cm) deep
overall.
BB-25:  Optional cabinet for up to six modules mounted on
CHS-6 chassis (below). Dimensions, DOOR: 24.0" (60.96 cm)
wide x 12.632" (32.0852 cm) high, x 1.25" (3.175 cm) deep,
hinged at bottom; BACKBOX: 24.0" (60.96 cm) wide x 12.550"
(31.877 cm) high x 5.218" (13.2537 cm) deep.
CHS-6:  Chassis, mounts up to six modules in a CAB-3 Series
(see DN-3549), CAB-4 Series (see DN-6857) cabinet, EQ Cabi-
net Series (see DN-60229), or BB-25.
6923xp10.jpg
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Wiring Diagrams
CONNECT MODULES TO
LISTED COMPATIBLE
CONTROL PANELS ONLY.
47K EOL
RESISTOR
ELR-47K
CLASS B IDC (TYPICAL)
POWER-LIMITED & SUPERVISED
COMMUNICATION LINE, 32 VDC MAX.
SEE PANEL MANUAL FOR WIRE RESTRICTIONS.
FROM PANEL
OR PREVIOUS
DEVICE
TO NEXT
DEVICE
FIGURE 1:
Typical Initiating Device
Circuit Configuration —
Class B, Style B.
NOTE: Any number of UL-Listed con-
tact closure devices may be used.
DO NOT MIX fire alarm initiating and
supervisory devices on the same initiat-
ing device circuit. Install contact closure
devices per manufacturer’s installation
instructions.
52347w1.wmf
52347w2.wmf
CONNECT MODULES TO
LISTED COMPATIBLE
CONTROL PANELS ONLY.
CLASS A IDC (TYPICAL)
POWER-LIMITED
& SUPERVISED
COMMUNICATION LINE, 32 VDC MAX.
SEE PANEL MANUAL FOR WIRE RESTRICTIONS.
FROM PANEL
OR PREVIOUS
DEVICE
TO NEXT
DEVICE
REMOVE SHUNT
FOR CLASS A.
FIGURE 2:
Typical Fault-Tolerant
 Initiating Device
Circuit Configuration —
Class A, Style D.
NOTE: Any number of UL-Listed contact
closure devices may be used.
DO NOT MIX fire alarm initiating and
supervisory devices on the same initiating
device circuit. Install contact closure
devices per manufacturer’s installation
instructions.
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection 
(OSID) by Xtralis is a new innovation 
in projected beam smoke detection 
technology. By using advanced dual 
wavelength projected beams and 
optical imaging technology for early 
warning smoke detection, OSID 
provides a low-cost, reliable and 
easy-to-install solution that overcomes 
typical beam detection issues such as 
false alarm incidents and alignment 
difficulties.
Unique Detection Technology
The OSID system measures the level of smoke entering beams of light projected over 
an area of protection. A single OSID Imager can detect up to seven Emitters to provide 
a wide coverage area. Two innovations in smoke detection technology have been 
developed for the revolutionary OSID smoke detector:
Dual Wavelength Particle Detection
The beam projected from each Emitter contains a unique sequence of ultraviolet (UV) 
and infrared (IR) pulses that are synchronised with the Imager and enable the rejection 
of any unwanted light sources.
By using two wavelengths of light to detect particles, the system is able to distinguish 
between particle sizes. The shorter UV wavelength interacts strongly with both small 
and large particles while the longer IR wavelength is affected only by larger particles. 
Dual wavelength path loss measurements therefore enable the detector to provide 
repeatable smoke obscuration measurements, while rejecting the presence of transient 
dust particles or solid intruding objects.
Optical Imaging with a CMOS Imaging Chip 
An optical imaging array in the OSID Imager provides the detector with a wide viewing 
angle to locate and track multiple Emitters. Consequently, the system can tolerate a 
much less precise installation and can compensate for the drift caused by natural shifts 
in building structures.
Optical filtering, high-speed image acquisition and intelligent software algorithms also 
enable the OSID system to provide new levels of stability and sensitivity with greater 
immunity to high level lighting variability.
Operation
Status information (Fire Alarm, Trouble and Power) is communicated through the 
Imager via Status LEDs, dedicated Trouble and Alarm relays, and the Remote Indicator 
interface. Specific Trouble (Fault) conditions are identified through coded flashes of the 
Trouble LED.
An internal heating option is also provided on the Imager to prevent condensation on 
the optical surface, and a reset input enables an external signal to reset the device.
Simple Installation and Maintenance
The OSID system consists of up to seven Emitters for the 90° Imager unit, located 
along the perimeter of the protected area, and an Imager mounted opposite. Each 
component can be mounted directly to the surface or can be secured with the supplied 
mounting brackets. Battery powered Emitters with three or five years battery life are 
also available to reduce installation time and cost.
Features
• Maximum detection range of 150 m  
(492 ft) for the OSI-10
• Dual wavelength LED-based smoke 
detection
• Optical imaging with CMOS imaging 
chip
• On-board event log for fault and alarm 
diagnostics
• High tolerance to false alarm due to 
building movement
• High tolerance to transient dust, steam 
and intrusion of solid objects
• Easy alignment with large adjustment 
and viewing angles
• No need for precise alignment
• Tolerant of alignment drift
• Automatic commisioning in under ten 
minutes
• Simple DIP switch configuration
• Simple and easy maintenance 
requirements
• Three selectable alarm thresholds
• Status LEDs for Fire, Trouble and Power
• Conventional alarm interface for 
straightforward fire system integration
Listings/Approvals
• UL
• ULC
• FM
• AFNOR
• CE - EMC and CPR
• VdS
• ActivFire
• BOSEC
OSID Smoke Detection
Specifications
Supply Voltage
20 to 30 VDC (24 VDC nominal)
Imager Current Consumption
Nominal (at 24 VDC):
8mA (1 Emitter) 
10mA (7 Emitters)
Peak (at 24 VDC) during training mode:
31mA
Emitter Current Consumption
Wired Version (at 24 VDC): 
350µA Std Power, 800µA High Power
Battery Version (1.9 - 3.2 VDC): 
OSE-RBA Built-in Battery:
-SP Version: 5-year battery life 
-HP Version: 3-year battery life
Battery life time only valid for use at room 
temperature.
Field Wiring
Cable Guage  
  0.2 - 4mm² (26-12 AWG)
Alarm Threshold Levels: 
Low - Highest sensitivity / earliest alarm:
20% (0.97 dB)
Medium - Medium sensitivity:
35% (1.87 dB)
High - Lowest sensitivity / maximum resistance 
to nuisance smoke conditions:
50% (3.01 dB)
Adjustment Angle
±60° (horizontal)
±15° (vertical)
Maximum Misalignment Angle
±2°
Dimensions (WHD)
Emitter / Imager:
208 mm x 136 mm x  96 mm 
(8.19 in. x 5.35 in. x 3.78 in.)
Operating Conditions*
Temperature:
-10 °C to 55 °C (14 °F to 131 °F)*
Humidity:
10 to 95% RH (non-condensing)
Please consult your Xtralis office for operation 
outside these parameters.
Storage Conditions (non-operational)
Humidity: Dry (<95%)
Temperature: 0° to 85° C
Must not exposed to sunlight or other radiation 
sources
IP Rating
IP 44 for Electronics
IP 66 for Optics Enclosure
Status LEDs
Fire Alarm (Red)
Trouble / Power (Bi-color Yellow / Green)
Event log
10,000 events
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OSID Smoke Detection
On the Imager, a termination card provides all field wiring terminals, and DIP switches 
enable the user to configure the detector for particular applications. 
Alignment of the Emitter is simply achieved using a laser alignment tool to rotate the 
optical spheres until the laser beam projected from the alignment tool is close to the 
Imager.
The Imager is aligned in a similar way so that its Field of View (FOV) encompasses 
all Emitters. A Trouble or Fault will be indicated if an Emitter is missing or outside the 
Imager field of view.
The OSID system is highly tolerant to transient dust and dirt and requires little 
maintenance in practice. Preventative maintenance is limited to occasionally cleaning 
the optical faces of the detector components.
The Imagers are equipped with an onboard event memory for diagnostic purposes.
Connecting the OSID Diagnostic tool allows users to download this memory log for 
further alarm and fault analysis and troubleshooting.
Configuration Options
OSID systems may be configured to suit a range of detection spaces by selecting the 
number of Emitters and type of Imager. Each type of Imager differs by the lens used in 
the unit, which determines the field of view and range of the system.
Imager
Field of View Detection Range Max. 
Number 
of 
EmittersHorizontal Vertical
Standard Power High Power
Min Max Min Max
10° 7° 4° 30 m (98 ft) 150 m (492 ft) - - - - 1
90° 80° 48° 6 m (20 ft) **34 m (111 ft) 12 m (39 ft) 68 m/50 m* 
(223 ft/ 164 ft)
7
* Distance with OSE-HP-01.
** Maximum Distances measured for the Center Field of View of the Imager. For more details on distances for the 
Imager, see the OSID Product Guide. 
Ordering Codes
OSI-10 Imager - 7º coverage OSI-LS Light shield for Imagers
OSI-90 Imager - 80º coverage OSID-WG Wire Guard
OSE-SP-01 Emitter - Alkaline battery RTS151KIT Imager Reset Station Surface Mount
OSE-SPW Emitter - Standard Power, Wired RTS151KEY Imager Reset Station Flush Mount
OSE-HP-01 Emitter - High power alkaline battery OSP-001 FTDI Cable 1.5 m
OSE-HPW Emitter - High Power, Wired OSP-002 Laser Alignment tool
OSID-EHI Imager environmental housing IP66 OSP-003 Acrylic test filter - pack of 10
OSID-EHE Emitter environmental housing IP66 OSP-003-200 Acrylic test filter - bulk pack (200 units)
OSE-ACF Anti-condensation film for Emitters OSE-RBA Emitter  - Spare alkaline battery pack
OSEH-ACF Anti-condensation film for OSID-EHE and 
OSID-EHI environmental housings
OSE-RBL Replacement Lithium Ion Kit
OSID-INST OSID Installation Kit
Approvals Compliance
Please refer to the Product Guide for details 
regarding compliant design, installation and 
commissioning.
 
* Product UL listed for use from 0°C to 37.8°C (32°F to 100°F)
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NBG-12LX
Addressable Manual Pull Station
Intelligent/Addressable Devices
DN-6726:D • H-240
The NBG-12LX
Addressable Manual Pull Station
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‘General
The Notifier NBG-12LX is a state-of-the-art, dual-action (i.e.,
requires two motions to activate the station) pull station that
includes an addressable interface for any Notifier intelligent
control panel except FireWarden series panels, and the NSP-
25 panel. Because the NBG-12LX is addressable, the control
panel can display the exact location of the activated manual
station. This leads fire personnel quickly to the location of the
alarm.
Features
• Maintenance personnel can open station for inspection and
address setting without causing an alarm condition.
• Built-in bicolor LED, which is visible through the handle of
the station, flashes in normal operation and latches steady
red when in alarm.
• Handle latches in down position and the word “ACTIVATED”
appears to clearly indicate the station has been operated.
• Captive screw terminals wire-ready for easy connection to
SLC loop (accepts up to 12 AWG/3.25 mm² wire).
• Can be surface mounted (with SB-10 or SB-I/O) or semi-
flush mounted. Semi-flush mount to a standard single-
gang, double-gang, or 4" (10.16 cm) square electrical box.
• Smooth dual-action design.
• Meets ADAAG controls and operating mechanisms guide-
lines (Section 4.1.3[13]); meets ADA requirement for 5 lb.
maximum activation force.
• Highly visible.
• Attractive shape and textured finish.
• Key reset.
• Includes Braille text on station handle.
• Optional trim ring (BG12TR).
• Meets UL 38, Standard for Manually Actuated Signaling
Boxes.
• Up to 99 NBG-12LX stations per loop on CLIP protocol
loops.
• Up to 159 NBG-12LX stations per loop on FlashScan® pro-
tocol loops.
• Dual-color LED blinks green to indicate normal on
FlashScan® systems.
Construction
Shell, door, and handle are molded of durable polycarbonate
material with a textured finish.
Specifications
• Shipping Weight: 9.6 oz. (272.15 g)
• Normal operating voltage: 24 VDC.
• Maximum SLC loop voltage: 28.0 VDC.
• Maximum SLC standby current: 375 A.
• Maximum SLC alarm current: 5 mA.
• Temperature Range: 32°F to 120°F (0°C to 49°C)
• Relative Humidity: 10% to 93% (noncondensing)
• For use indoors in a dry location
Installation
The NBG-12LX will mount semi-flush into a single-gang, dou-
ble-gang, or standard 4" (10.16 cm) square electrical outlet
box, or will surface mount to the model SB-10 or SB-I/O sur-
face backbox. If the NBG-12LX is being semi-flush mounted,
then the optional trim ring (BG12TR) may be used. The
BG12TR is usually needed for semi-flush mounting with 4"
(10.16 cm) or double-gang boxes (not with single-gang boxes).
Operation
Pushing in, then pulling down on the handle causes it to latch
in the down/activated position. Once latched, the word “ACTI-
VATED” (in bright yellow) appears at the top of the handle,
while a portion of the handle protrudes from the bottom of the
station. To reset the station, simply unlock the station with the
key and pull the door open. This action resets the handle; clos-
ing the door automatically resets the switch.
Each manual station, on command from the control panel,
sends data to the panel representing the state of the manual
switch. Two rotary decimal switches allow address settings 
(1 – 159 on FlashScan® systems, 1 – 99 on CLIP systems).
Architectural/Engineering 
Specifications
Manual Fire Alarm Stations shall be non-coded, with a key-
operated reset lock in order that they may be tested, and so
designed that after actual Emergency Operation, they cannot
be restored to normal except by use of a key. An operated sta-
tion shall automatically condition itself so as to be visually
detected as activated. Manual stations shall be constructed of
red-colored polycarbonate material with clearly visible operat-
ing instructions provided on the cover. The word FIRE shall
appear on the front of the stations in white letters, 1.00 inches
(2.54 cm) or larger. Stations shall be suitable for surface
mounting on matching backbox SB-10 or SB-I/O; or semi-flush
mounting on a standard single-gang, double-gang, or
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4" (10.16 cm) square electrical box, and shall be installed
within the limits defined by the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) or per national/local requirements. Manual Stations
shall be Underwriters Laboratories listed.
Manual stations shall connect with two wires to one of the con-
trol panel SLC loops. The manual station shall, on command
from the control panel, send data to the panel representing the
state of the manual switch. Manual stations shall provide
address setting by use of rotary decimal switches.
The loop poll LED shall be clearly visible through the front of
the station. The LED shall flash while in the normal condition,
and stay steadily illuminated when in alarm.
Product Line Information
NBG-12LX: Dual-action addressable pull station. Includes key
locking feature. (Listed for Canadian and non-Canadian appli-
cations.)
NBG-12LXSP: Spanish/English labelled version. 
NBG-12LXP: Portuguese labelled version.
SB-10: Surface backbox; metal.
SB-I/O: Surface backbox; plastic.
BG12TR: Optional trim ring.
17021: Keys, set of two.
NY-Plate: New York City trim plate.
Agency Listings and Approvals
In some cases, certain modules or applications may not be
listed by certain approval agencies, or listing may be in pro-
cess. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL/ULC Listed: S692 (listed for Canadian and non-Cana-
dian applications).
• MEA: 67-02-E. 
• CSFM: 7150-0028:0199.
• FDNY: COA #6085 (NFS2-640), COA #6098 (NFS2-3030).
• BSMI: CI313066760047.
• U.S. Coast Guard. 
• Lloyd’s Register.
• FM Approved. 
Patented: U.S. Patent No. D428,351; 6,380,846; 6,314,772;
6,632,108. 
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BEFORE INSTALLING
Read System Sensor’s Applications Guide for Duct Smoke Detectors (HVAG53), 
which provides detailed information on detector spacing, placement, zoning, 
wiring, and special applications. This manual is available online at www.sys-
temsensor.com. NFPA Standards 72 and 90A should also be referenced for 
detailed information. 
NOTICE: This manual shall be left with the owner/user of this equipment.
IMPORTANT: This detector must be testeds and maintained regularly follow-
ing NFPA 72 requirements. The detector must be tested an maintained regularly 
following NFPA 72 requirements.  According to NFPA, the detector should be 
visually inspected semiannually and functionally tested at least once a year.  This 
may need to be more frequent depending on the air quality of the duct supply air.
[1] LIMITATIONS OF DUCT SMOKE DETECTORS 
WARNING
The National Fire Protection Association has established that DUCT DETEC-
TORS MUST NOT BE USED AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR OPEN AREA DETECTOR 
PROTECTION as a means of providing life safety. Nor are they a substitute for 
early warning in a building’s regular fire detection system.
System Sensor supports this position and strongly recommends that the user 
read NFPA Standards 90A, 72, and 101. The DNR Air Duct Smoke Detectors 
are listed per UL 268A.
This device will not operate without electrical power. Fire situations may 
cause an interruption of power. The system safeguards should be discussed 
with your local fire protection specialist.
This device will not sense smoke unless the ventilation system is operating 
and the cover is installed.
For this detector to function properly, it MUST be installed according to the 
instructions in this manual. Furthermore, the detector MUST be operated within 
ALL electrical and environmental specifications listed in this manual and the 
sensor head installation manual. Failure to comply with these requirements may 
prevent the detector from activating when smoke is present in the air duct.
[2] GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Smoke introduced into this air duct system will be distributed throughout the 
entire building. Smoke detectors designed for use in air duct systems are used 
to sense the presence of smoke in the duct. 
Model DNR Air Duct Smoke Detector utilizes photoelectric technology for the 
detection of smoke. This detection method, when combined with an efficient 
housing design, samples air passing through the duct and allows detection of 
a developing hazardous condition. When sufficient smoke is sensed, an alarm 
signal is initiated at the fire control panel monitoring the detector, and appro-
priate action can be taken to shut off fans, blowers, change over air handling 
systems, etc. These actions can facilitate the management of toxic smoke and 
fire gases throughout the areas served by the duct system.
The DNR incorporates a sensor cover tamper feature that provides a trouble 
signal at the panel immediately if the cover is removed or improperly in-
stalled.  Proper installation of the sensor cover removes the trouble condition.
When programmed with the system control panel, two LEDs on each duct 
smoke detector light to provide local visible indication.  
The DNR provides a remote alarm output for use with auxiliary devices, such 
as the RA100Z remote LED annunciator, as well as remote test capability with 
the RTS451/RTS151 or RTS451KEY/RTS151KEY Remote Test Stations.
[2.1] DETECTOR FEATURE SET
– Utilizes plug-in head
– Sampling tubes install from front and rear
– Compatible with existing accessories
– Able to address detector per code switches on sensor head.
[3] CONTENTS OF THE DUCT SMOKE DETECTOR KIT
1.  Sensor/power side and covers (use appropriate sensor per the system 
control panel)
2. Three #10 sheet metal screws for mounting
3. Drilling template
4. One sampling tube end cap
5. One plastic exhaust tube
NOTE: A DST sampling tube must be ordered to complete the installation. It 
must be the correct length for the width of the duct where it will be installed. See 
Table 1 on page 3 to determine the inlet tube required for different duct widths. 
[4] DETECTOR INSTALLATION 
[4.1] VERIFY DUCT AIR FLOW DIRECTION AND VELOCITY
Model DNR detectors are designed to be used in air handling systems having 
air velocities of 100 to 4000 feet per minute. Duct widths from 6 inches to 12 
feet can be accommodated. Be sure to check engineering specifications to 
ensure that the air velocity in the duct falls within these parameters. If neces-
sary, use a velocity meter (anemometer) to check the air velocity in the duct.
I56-3051-011R
SPECIFICATIONS 
Operating Temperature: –4° to 158° F (–20° to 70° C); 
 32° F to 120° F (0° C to 49° C) with module installed in the DNR
Storage Temperature: –22° to 158° F (–30° to 70° C)
Humidity: 0% to 93% Relative Humidity Non-condensing
Air Velocity: 100 to 4000 ft./min. (0.5 to 20.3 m/sec.)
Rectangular Footprint Dimensions: 14.38 in L × 5 in W × 2.5 in D (37 cm L × 12.7 cm W × 6.36 cm D)
Square Footprint Dimensions: 7.75 in L × 9 in W × 2.5 in D (19.7 cm L × 22.9 cm W × 6.35 cm D)
Weight: 1.6 pounds; 0.73 kg
Electrical (See applicable detector head installation manual for electrical specifications. Use the Base/Sensor Cross Reference chart at http:\\www.systemsensor.com 
to determine applicable sensor head.)
ACCESSORY CURRENT LOADS AT 24 VDC
DEVICE STANDBY ALARM
RA100Z 0mA 12mA Max.
RTS451/RTS151 0mA 12mA Max.
RTS451KEY/RTS151KEY 0mA 12mA Max.
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EXHAUST TUBE
SENSOR HEAD
SENSOR MODULE COVER
WIRING COMPARTMENT COVER
WIRING COMPARTMENT
SENSOR MODULE
SAMPLING 
TUBE
NOTE: SENSOR HEAD IS ONLY 
INCLUDED ON SPECIFIED MODELS.
SOLD 
SEPERATELY
[4.2] DETERMINE MOUNTING LOCATION AND CONFIGURATION
On ducts wider than 18 inches it is recommended that the detector be 
mounted downstream of a bend, obstruction in the duct, or the supply or 
return air inlet. 
Exception: Installation of duct detectors can be on or within a commercial 
packaged rooftop heating and air-conditioning system, fire/smoke dampers 
and economizers. They may be mounted in either the supply and/or return 
air section as determined by local code.
Once a suitable location is selected, determine if the detector is to be mounted 
in a side-by-side “rectangular” configuration or a top-over-bottom “square” 
configuration as shown in Figure 2. If mounting in the square configuration, 
remove the rear attachment screw, rotate the unit at hinge, and replace the 
screw into the new attachment hole as shown in Figure 2. Do NOT remove 
the hinge screw during this process. Final installation approval shall be based 
upon passing differential pressure and smoke entry tests described in the 
Measurement Tests section.
FIGURE 2:
REMOVE SCREW AND PIVOT
DETECTOR AS SHOWN BELOW.
REPLACE SCREW
TO SECURE DETECTOR
IN PLACE.
H0550-00
[4.3] DRILL THE MOUNTING HOLES
Remove the paper backing from the mounting template supplied. Affix the 
template to the duct at the desired mounting location. Make sure the template 
lies flat and smooth on the duct. 
[4.3.1] FOR RECTANGULAR SIDE-BY-SIDE MOUNTING CONFIGURATION:
Center punch at (4) target centers: (2) “A” for sampling tubes and (2) “B” for 
the rectangular configuration mounting tabs as shown on mounting template. 
Drill pilot holes at target “A” centers and cut two 1.375 inch diameter holes 
using a 13⁄8-inch hole saw or punch. Drill .156 inch diameter holes using a 5⁄32 
inch drill at target “B” centers.
[4.3.2] FOR SQUARE TOP-OVER-BOTTOM MOUNTING CONFIGURATION:
Center punch at (4) target centers: (2) “A” for sampling tubes and (2) “C” for 
the square configuration mounting tabs as shown on mounting template. Drill 
pilot holes at target “A” centers and cut two 1.375 inch diameter holes using 
a 13⁄8-inch hole saw or punch. Drill .156 inch diameter holes using a 5⁄32 inch 
drill at target “C” centers. If desired, drill an additional .156 inch hole at the 
location of one of the mounting tabs on the lower housing.
[4.4] SECURE THE DUCT DETECTOR TO THE DUCT
Use two (rectangular configuration) or three (square configuration) of the pro-
vided sheet metal screws to screw the duct detector to the duct.
CAUTION: Do not overtighten the screws.
[5] SAMPLING TUBE INSTALLATION 
[5.1] SAMPLING TUBE SELECTION
The sampling tube must be purchased separately. Order the correct length, 
as specified in Table 1, for width of the duct where it will be installed. The 
sampling tube length must extend at least 2/3 across the duct width for optimal 
performance.
The sampling tube is always installed with the air inlet holes facing into the 
air flow. To assist proper installation, the tube’s connector is marked with an 
arrow. Make sure the sampling tube is mounted so that the arrow points into 
the airflow as shown in Figure 3. Mounting the detector housing in a vertical 
orientation is acceptable provided that the air flows directly into the sam-
pling tube holes as indicated in Figure 3. The sampling tube and exhaust tube 
can be mounted in either housing connection as long as the exhaust tube is 
mounted downstream from the sampling tube.
FIGURE 1. EXPLODED VIEW OF DUCT SMOKE DETECTOR COMPONENTS:
H0569-06
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FIGURE 4.
DETECTOR3/4˝HOLE
12˝
1/4˝
2˝
NOTE: Air currents inside the duct may cause excessive vibration, especially 
when the longer sampling tubes are used. In these cases, a 3 inch floor flange 
(available at most plumbing supply stores) may be used to fasten the sam-
pling tube to the other side of the duct. When using the flange/connector 
mounting technique, drill a 1 to 1 ¼ inch hole where the flange will be used
[5.3] MODIFICATIONS OF SAMPLING TUBES
There may be applications where duct widths are not what is specified for the 
installation. In such cases, it is permissible to modify a sampling tube that is 
longer than necessary to span the duct width.
Use a 0.193-inch diameter (#10) drill and add the appropriate number of holes 
so that the total number of holes exposed to the air flow in the duct is 10 to 12. 
Space the additional holes as evenly as possible over the length of the tube.
CAUTION: This procedure should only be used as a temporary fix. It is not 
intended as a permanent substitute for ordering the correct length tubes.
[5.4] REMOTE SAMPLING TUBE INSTALLATION
The detector arrangement can also incorporate the remote mounting of the 
sampling tube and/or exhaust tube. In this case both the detector, sampling 
tube and exhaust tube (if included) should be rigidly mounted to withstand 
the pressure and vibrations caused by the air velocity. The location of the 
detector’s sampling tube should be such that there is uniform airflow in the 
cross section area. 
Pressure differential across the sampling and exhaust ports in the detector hous-
ing shall be verified to be between 0.01 and 1.11 inches of water. Do so by mea-
suring the pressure difference between the inlet and outlet ports on the detector 
housing using a manometer as described in the Measurement Tests sectiont of 
this manual.
[6] MEASUREMENT TESTS
[6.1] AIR FLOW
The DNR is designed to operate over an extended air speed range of 100 to 
4000 FPM. To verify sufficient sampling of ducted air, turn the air handler on 
and use a manometer to measure the differential pressure between the two 
sampling tubes. The differential pressure should measure at least 0.01 inches 
of water and no more than 1.11 inches of water. Because most commercially 
available manometers cannot accurately measure very low pressure differen-
tials, applications with less than 500 FPM of duct air speed may require one 
of the following: 1) the use of a current-sourcing pressure transmitter (Dwyer 
Series 607) or 2) the use of aerosol smoke, see below for test descriptions.
TABLE 1. SAMPLING TUBES RECOMMENDED FOR 
DIFFERENT DUCT WIDTHS:
Outside Duct Width Sampling Tube Recommended*
Up to 1 ft. DST1
1 to 2 ft. DST1.5
2 to 4 ft. DST3
4 to 8 ft. DST5
8 to 12 ft. DST10 (2-piece)
*Must extend a minimum of 2⁄3 the duct width
FIGURE 3. AIR DUCT DETECTOR SAMPLING TUBE:
SAMPLING TUBE ENDCAP
ARROW MUST FACE 
INTO AIR FLOW
AIR FLOW 
DIRECTION
CAUTION: The sampling tube end cap, included with the detector, is critical 
to proper operation of the duct smoke detector. The end cap is needed to 
create the proper air flow to the sensor of the duct smoke detector. Once any 
sampling tube length adjustments are made, plug the end of the sampling 
tube with the provided end cap.
A plastic exhaust tube is included with the unit to be installed if needed. In-
stall into the housing connection that is downstream from the sampling tube 
connection. The exhaust tube can be installed from the front of the detector 
or the back. A longer 1 foot exhaust tube, model ETX, is available as an acces-
sory in cases where the molded exhaust tube does not extend at least 2 inches 
into the duct.
[5.2] SAMPLING TUBE INSTALLATION
1.  For tubes shorter than the width of the duct, slide the sampling tube, 
with installed end cap, into the housing connection that meets the air-
flow first. Position the tube so that the arrow points into the airflow as 
shown in Figure 3. Per NFPA sampling tubes over 3 feet long should be 
supported at the end opposite of the duct detector. In ducts wider than 8 
feet, work must be performed inside the duct to couple the other section 
of the sampling tube to the section already installed using the ½ inch 
conduit fitting supplied. Make sure that the holes on both sections of the 
air inlet sampling tube are lined up and facing into the airflow.
2.  For tubes longer than the width of the air duct, the tube should extend 
out of the opposite side of the duct. Drill a ¾ inch hole in the duct op-
posite the hole already cut for the sampling tube. Ensure that the sam-
pling tube is angled downward from the duct smoke detector to allow for 
moisture drainage away from the detector.  The sampling tube should 
be angled at least 1⁄4” downward for every 12” of duct width per Figure 
4.There should be 10 to 12 holes spaced as evenly as possible across the 
width of the duct. If there are more than 2 holes in the section of the tube 
extending out of the duct, select a shorter tube using Table 1. Otherwise, 
trim the tube to leave approximately 1 to 2 inches extending outside the 
duct. Plug the end with the end cap and tape closed any holes in the 
protruding section of the tube. Be sure to seal the duct where the tube 
protrudes.
HIGH LOW
9 VOLT
BATTERY
9 VOLT
BATTERY
9 VOLT
BATTERY
TO SAMPLING TUBE
TO EXHAUST TUBE
DIFFERENTIAL 
PRESSURE 
TRANSMITTER 
MODEL #607-01
15 TO 36 
VDC SUPPLY
1000 OHM 5%
1 WATT RESISTOR
VOLT METER FLUKE 
MODEL 87 OR 
EQUIVALENT
+ –
H0163-01
FIGURE 5. PROCEDURE FOR VERIFYING AIR FLOW:
H0215-00
H0551-00
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[6.2] LOW FLOW AIR FLOW TEST USING DWYER SERIES 607 
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSMITTER
Verify the air speed of the duct using an anemometer. Air speed must be at 
least 100 FPM. Wire the Dwyer transmitter as shown in Figure 5. Connect the 
leads of the meter to either side of the 1000Ω resistor. Allow unit to warm up 
for 15 seconds. With both HIGH and LOW pressure ports open to ambient air, 
measure and record the voltage drop across the 1000Ω resistor (measurement 
1), 4.00 volts is typical. Using flexible tubing and rubber stoppers, connect the 
HIGH side of the transmitter to the sampling tube of the duct smoke detec-
tor housing, and the LOW side of the transmitter to the exhaust tube of the 
duct smoke detector housing. Measure and record the voltage drop across the 
1000Ω resistor (measurement 2). Subtract the voltage recorded in measure-
ment 1 from the voltage recorded in measurement 2. If the difference is greater 
than 0.15 volts, there is enough air flow through the duct smoke detector for 
proper operation.
[7] FIELD WIRING; INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
All wiring must be installed in compliance with the National Electrical Code 
and the local codes having jurisdiction. Proper wire gauges should be used. 
The conductors used to connect smoke detectors to control panels and acces-
sory devices should be color-coded to prevent wiring mistakes. Improper con-
nections can prevent a system from responding properly in the event of a fire.
For signal wiring (the wiring between detectors or from detector to auxiliary 
devices), it is usually recommended that single conductor wire be no smaller 
than 18 gauge. The duct smoke detector terminals accommodate wire sizes up 
to 12 gauge. Flexible conduit is recommended for the last foot of conduit; solid 
conduit connections may be used if desired.
Duct smoke detectors and alarm system control panels have specifications for 
Signaling Line Circuit (SLC) wiring. Consult the control panel manufacturer’s 
specifications for wiring requirements before wiring the detector loop. 
[7.1] WIRING INSTRUCTIONS
Disconnect power from the communication line before installing the DNR 
duct smoke detector. 
The DNR detectors are designed for easy wiring. The housing provides a ter-
minal strip with clamping plates. Wiring connections are made by sliding the 
bare end under the plate, and tightening the clamping plate screw. See Figure 
6 on below for system wiring.
[7.2] SET THE ADDRESS
Set the desired address on the sensor head code wheel switches. on the back 
of the sensor head.
FIGURE 7. ROTARY ADDRESS SWITCHES
Note: Some panels support extended addressing.  In order to set the sensor 
above the address number 99 on compatible systems, carefully remove the 
stop on the left hand rotary switch with pliers as shown in Figure 7.
NOTE: Verify sensor cover gasket is properly seated on cover prior to cover 
installation
[8] VERIFICATION OF OPERATION
[8.1] INSTALL THE COVER
Install the covers making sure that the cover fits into the base groove. Tighten 
the seven screws that are captured in the covers. Note that the cover must be 
properly installed for proper operation of the sensor.
[8.2] POWER THE UNIT
Activate the communication line on terminals COM + and COM –.
[8.3] DETECTOR CHECK
Standby – If programmed by the system control panel, look for the presence of 
the flashing LEDs through the transparent housing cover.  The LED will flash 
with each communication.
Trouble – If programmed by the system control panel and the detector LEDs 
do not flash, then the detector lacks power (check wiring, missing or improp-
erly placed cover, panel programming, or power supply), the sensor head is 
missing (replace), or the unit is defective (return for repair).
[8.4] DUCT SMOKE DETECTOR TEST & MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES
Test and maintain duct smoke detectors as recommended in NFPA 72. The 
tests contained in this manual were devised to assist maintenance personnel 
in verification of proper detector operation. 
Before conducting these tests, notify the proper authorities that the smoke 
detection system will be temporarily out of service. Disable the zone or system 
under test to prevent unwanted alarms.
[8.4.1] TEST THE UNIT
1.  M02-04-00 Magnet Test (not included) – This sensor can be function-
ally tested with a test magnet.  The test magnet electronically simulates 
smoke in the sensing chamber, testing the sensor electronics and connec-
tions to the control panel.
2.  Remote Test Accessory – The use of a remote accessory for visible indica-
tion of power and alarm is recommended. 
  Verify system control panel alarm status and control panel execution of all 
intended auxiliary functions (i.e. fan shutdown, damper control, etc.).
  Two LEDs on the sensor are controlled by the panel to indicate sensor 
status.  Coded signals, transmitted from the panel, can cause the LEDs 
to blink, latch on, or latch off.  Refer to the control panel technical docu-
mentation for sensor LED operation and expected delay to alarm.
[8.4.2] THE DETECTOR MUST BE RESET BY THE SYSTEM CONTROL PANEL
[8.4.3] SMOKE RESPONSE TEST
To determine if smoke is capable of entering the sensing chamber, visually 
identify any obstructions. Close cover tamper terminals on sensor side of 
housing to ensure communication to panel. Plug the exhaust and sampling 
tube holes to prevent ducted air from carrying smoke away from the detector 
head, then blow smoke such as cigarette, cotton wick, or punk directly at the 
head to cause an alarm. REMEMBER TO REMOVE THE PLUGS AFTER THIS 
TEST, OR THE DETECTOR WILL NOT FUNCTION PROPERLY.
[8.4.4] SMOKE ENTRY TEST USING AEROSOL SMOKE
This test is intended for low-flow systems (100-500 FPM). If the air speed is 
greater than 500 FPM, use a conventional manometer to measure differential 
pressure between the sampling tubes, as described under Measurement Tests 
on Page 3.
Drill a ¼-inch hole 3 feet upstream from the duct smoke detector. With the air 
handler on, measure the air velocity with an anemometer. Air speed must be 
at least 100 FPM. Spray aerosol smoke* into the duct through the ¼-inch hole 
for five seconds. Wait two minutes for the duct smoke detector to alarm. If the 
duct smoke detector alarms, air is flowing through the detector. Remove the 
duct smoke detector cover and blow out the residual aerosol smoke from the 
chamber and reset the duct smoke detector at the panel. Use duct tape to seal 
the aerosol smoke entry hole. Remember to replace the cover after the test or 
the detector will not function properly.
*Aerosol smoke can be purchased from Home Safeguard Industries at home-
safeguard.com, model 25S Smoke Detector Tester, and Chekkit Smoke Detector 
Tester model CHEK02 and CHEK06 available from SDi. When used properly, 
the canned smoke agent will cause the smoke detector to go into alarm. Re-
fer to the manufacturer’s published instructions for proper use of the canned 
smoke agent.
FIGURE 6. SYSTEM WIRING DIAGRAM FOR DNR:
HO572-00
COMM. 
LINE (+)
UL/FM LISTED 
CONTROL 
PANEL
1ST 
DETECTOR
IN LOOP
2ND 
DETECTOR
IN LOOP
COMM. 
LINE (–)
COMM. 
LINE
BREAKAWAY STOP
HO112-00
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The RTS451/RTS151/RTS451KEY/RTS151KEY Remote Test Station facilitates 
test of the alarm capability of the duct smoke detector. These accessories pro-
vide the stimulus to initiate an alarm condition at the detector. The DNR duct 
smoke detector must be reset by the system control panel.
[11.1] OPTION 1: 
REMOTE TEST USING SENSOR WITH REMOTE TEST CAPABILITY
(WITHOUT A TEST COIL):
A sensor with suffix "R" is available for use inside the DNR. Suffix "R" 
represents a head with Remote Test Capability. Using this head inside the 
DNR eliminates the need for a test coil when wired to a RTS451/RTS151/ 
RTS451KEY/RTS151KEY Remote Test Station.
To install the RTS451/RTS151/RTS451KEY/RTS151KEY, using the sensor with 
remote test capability connect the device as shown in Figure 9; wire runs must 
be limited to 25 ohms or less per interconnecting wire. 
NOTE: Resistor assembly must be in place between RA+ and OUT+ 
inside the DNR for Remote Test function to operate.
[11.2] OPTION 2: 
REMOTE TEST USING A TEST COIL: 
The use of a remote test station requires the installation of an accessory 
coil, part number DCOIL, sold separately. 
1)  Install DCOIL in housing pocket insuring that arrow is pointing toward detector
2) Install DCOIL mounting screw
3) Connect each DCOIL lead to a Test Coil Terminal  
See Figure 10 below for reference.
FIGURE 10. DNR USING A TEST COIL
TEST COIL TERMINALS
DCOIL
TEST COIL SCREW
CAUTION
Canned aerosol simulated smoke (canned smoke agent) formulas will vary by 
manufacturer.  Misuse or overuse to these products may have long term adverse 
effects on the smoke detector.  Consult the canned smoke agent manufacturer’s 
published instructions for any further warnings or caution statements.
[9] DETECTOR CLEANING PROCEDURES
Notify the proper authorities that the smoke detector system is undergoing 
maintenance, and that the system will temporarily be out of service. Disable 
the zone or system undergoing maintenance to prevent unwanted alarms and 
possible dispatch of the fire department.
[9.1] DETECTOR SENSOR
1. Remove the sensor to be cleaned from the system.
2.  Remove the sensor cover by pressing firmly on each of the four removal 
tabs that hold the cover in place.
3.  Vacuum the screen carefully without removing it. If further cleaning is 
required continue with Step 4, otherwise skip to Step 7.
4.  Remove the chamber cover/screen assembly by pulling it straight out.
5.  Use a vacuum cleaner or compressed air to remove dust and debris from 
the sensing chamber.
6.  Reinstall the chamber cover/screen assembly by sliding the edge over the 
sensing chamber. Turn until it is firmly in place.
7.  Replace the cover using the LEDs to align the cover and then gently 
pushing it until it locks into place.
8. Reinstall the detector.
[9.2] REINSTALLATION
1. Reinstall the detector in its housing.
2. Restore system power. 
3. Perform Detector Check.
4.  Notify the proper authorities testing has been completed and the smoke 
detector system is back in operation.
[10] SENSOR REPLACEMENT
1. Remove the sensor head by rotating counterclockwise.
2. Pull gently to remove it. 
3.  To replace the sensor head, align the mounting features and rotate clock-
wise into place.
[11] OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Optional accessories include RA100Z, RTS451/RTS151 and RTS451KEY/ 
RTS151KEY.
NOTE: Ensure blue wire always remains connected to RA+ on the field 
connector side of the terminal block.
(+)
(-)
RA100Z
– RA
+ RA
REMOTE ALARM LED 
OPTION 1 PER UNIT 
H0570-05
Note: If using RA100Z, ensure that jumper is removed.
H0561-01
FIGURE 8. WIRING DIAGRAM FOR DNR TO RA100Z:
RTS451/RTS451KEY
RTS151/RTS151KEY
JUMPER
4
5
3
2
1
TEST COIL +
TEST COIL –
COMM +
OUT (CONV ONLY) +
COMM –
RA/RTS –
RA +
RTS +
H0633-00
FIGURE 9. RTS451/RTS451KEY/RTS151/RTS151KEY USING  
SENSOR WITH REMOTE TEST CAPABILITY
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THREE-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
System Sensor warrants its enclosed product to be free from defects in materials and 
workmanship under normal use and service for a period of three years from date of 
manufacture. System Sensor makes no other express warranty for the enclosed product. 
No agent, representative, dealer, or employee of the Company has the authority to in-
crease or alter the obligations or limitations of this Warranty. The Company’s obligation 
of this Warranty shall be limited to the replacement of any part of the product which is 
found to be defective in materials or workmanship under normal use and service during 
the three year period commencing with the date of manufacture. After phoning System 
Sensor’s toll free number 800-SENSOR2 (736-7672) for a Return Authorization number, 
send defective units postage prepaid to: Honeywell, 12220 Rojas Drive, Suite 700, El Paso 
TX 79936, USA. Please include a note describing the malfunction and suspected cause 
of failure. The Company shall not be obligated to replace units which are found to be 
defective because of damage, unreasonable use, modifications, or alterations occurring 
after the date of manufacture. In no case shall the Company be liable for any consequen-
tial or incidental damages for breach of this or any other Warranty, expressed or implied 
whatsoever, even if the loss or damage is caused by the Company’s negligence or fault. 
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential dam-
ages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This Warranty gives you 
specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.
Please refer to insert for the Limitations of Fire Alarm Systems
FIGURE 11. WIRING DIAGRAM FROM DNR TO RTS451/RTS151/ 
RTS451KEY/RTS151KEY USING A TEST COIL:
EXTERNAL
(-) POWER (+)
SUPPLY
*
RTS451/151,
RTS451/151KEY
REMOTE TEST STATION
LED OPTION
1 PER UNIT
10mA CURRENT DRAW
TEST COIL OPTION
1 PER UNIT
95mA CURRENT DRAW
4 5
321
TEST COIL +
TEST COIL –
COMM +
OUT (CONV ONLY) +
COMM –
RA/RTS –
RA +
RTS +
NOTE: The RTS451/151, RTS451/151KEY test coil circuit requires an 
external 24 VDC power supply which must be UL listed.
[11.3] ADDITIONAL MODULE OPTION
The DNR can also accommodate a relay or control module (sold separately) 
within the power board side of the housing. The relay or control module must 
be listed as compatible to the fire alarm control panel.
Physical Module Mounting 
1) Remove the breakaway tabs at the four corners of the module
2)  Locate the module at right most corner of the power board. The upper 
left corner mounting hole of the module will align with a screw boss in 
the housing.
3)  Install a #8×3⁄8˝ Plastite screw at the screw boss location
Note: See the corresponding module Installation Instructions for general 
description, control panel compatibility, wiring and ratings.
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FSP-851(A) Series
Intelligent Plug-In Photoelectric
Smoke Detectors with FlashScan®
Intelligent/Addressable Devices
DN-6935:E • H-202
General
Notifier FSP-851(A) Series intelligent plug-in smoke detec-
tors with integral communication provide features that sur-
pass conventional detectors. Detector sensitivity can be
programmed in the control panel software. Sensitivity is con-
tinuously monitored and reported to the panel. Point ID capa-
bility allows each detector’s address to be set with rotary,
decimal address switches, providing exact detector location
for selective maintenance when chamber contamination
reaches an unacceptable level. The FSP-851(A) photoelec-
tric detector’s unique optical sensing chamber is engineered
to sense smoke produced by a wide range of combustion
sources. Dual electronic thermistors add 135°F (57°C) fixed-
temperature thermal sensing on the FSP-851T(A). The FSP-
851R(A) is a remote test capable detector for use with
DNR(A)/DNRW duct detector housings. FSP-851(A) series
detectors are compatible with Notifier Onyx and CLIP series
Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs).  
FlashScan® (U.S. Patent 5,539,389) is a communication
protocol developed by Notifier that greatly increases the
speed of communication between analog intelligent devices.
Intelligent devices communicate in a grouped fashion. If one
of the devices in the group has new information, the panel’s
CPU stops the group poll and concentrates on single points.
The net effect is response speed greater than five times that
of earlier designs.
Features
• Sleek, low-profile design.
• Addressable-analog communication.
• Stable communication technique with noise immunity.
• Low standby current.
• Two-wire SLC connection.
• Compatible with FlashScan® and CLIP protocol systems. 
• Rotary, decimal addressing (1-99 on CLIP systems, 1-159
on FlashScan systems).
• Optional remote, single-gang LED accessory.
• Dual LED design provides 360° viewing angle.
• Visible bi-color LEDs blink green every time the detector is
addressed, and illuminate steady red on alarm (FlashS-
can systems only).
• Remote test feature from the panel.
• Walk test with address display (an address on 121 will
blink the detector LED: 12-[pause]-1(FlashScan systems
only).
• Built-in functional test switch activated by external magnet.
• Built-in tamper-resistant feature.
• Sealed against back pressure.
• Constructed of off-white fire-resistant plastic, designed to
commercial standards, and offers an attractive appear-
ance.
• 94-5V plastic flammability rating.
• SEMS screws for wiring of the separate base.
• Optional relay, isolator, and sounder bases.
Specifications
Sensitivity: 0.5% to 2.35% per foot obscuration
Size: 2.1" (5.3 cm) high; base determines diameter. 
– B210LP(A): 6.1" (15.5 cm) diameter.
– B501(A): 4.1" (10.4 cm) diameter.
– B200S(A): 6.875" (17.46 cm) diameter.
– B200SR(A): 6.875" (17.46 cm) diameter. 
– B224RB(A): 6.2" (15.748 cm) diameter. 
– B224BI(A): 6.2" (15.748 cm) diameter. 
Shipping Weight: 5.2oz. (147g).
Operating Temperature range: FSP-851(A), 0°C to 49°C
(32°F to 120°F). FSP-851T(A), 0°C to 38°C (32°F to 100°F).
Low temperature signal for FSP-851T(A) at 45°F +/- 10°F
(7.22°C +/- 5.54°C). FSP-851R(A) installed in a DNR(A)/
DNRW, -20°C to 70°C (-4°F to 158°F).
UL/ULC Listed Velocity Range: 0-4000 ft/min. (1219.2 m/
min.), suitable for installation in ducts.
Relative Humidity: 10%-93% noncondensing.
Thermal Ratings: Fixed-temperature setpoint 135°F (57°C).
DETECTOR SPACING AND APPLICATIONS 
Notifier recommends spacing detectors in compliance with
NFPA 72. In low airflow applications with smooth ceiling,
space detectors 30 feet (9.144m) for ceiling heights 10 feet
(3.148m) and higher. For specific information regarding
detector spacing, placement, and special applications refer to
NFPA 72. System Smoke Detector Application Guide, docu-
ment A05-1003, is available at systemsensor.com
ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage Range: 15-32 volts DC peak.
Standby Current (max. avg.): 300µA @ 24VDC (one com-
munication every five seconds with LED enabled).
LED Current (max.): 6.5mA @ 24 VDC (“ON”).
FSP-851(A) in B210LP(A) Base B
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NOTIFIER® is a registered trademark of Honeywell International Inc.
©2015 by Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use
of this document is strictly prohibited.    
This document is not intended to be used for installation purposes.
 We try to keep our product information up-to-date and accurate. 
We cannot cover all specific applications or anticipate all requirements. 
All specifications are subject to change without notice.
For more information, contact Notifier. Phone: (203) 484-7161, FAX: (203) 484-7118.
www.notifier.com
Installation
FSP-851(A) plug-in detectors use a separate base to simplify
installation, service, and maintenance. A special tool allows
maintenance personnel to plug in and remove detectors with-
out using a ladder.
Mount base (all base types) on an electrical backbox which is
at least 1.5" (3.81 cm) deep. For a chart of compatible junc-
tion boxes, see DN-60054.
NOTE: 1) Because of inherent supervision provided by the SLC
loop, end-of-line resistors are not required. Wiring “T-taps” or
branches are permitted for Style 4 (Class “B”) wiring. 2) When
using relay or sounder bases, consult the ISO-X(A) installation
sheet I56-1380 for device limitations between isolator modules
and isolator bases.
Agency Listings and Approvals
These listings and approvals apply to the modules specified
in this document. In some cases, certain modules or applica-
tions may not be listed by certain approval agencies, or listing
may be in process. Consult factory for latest listing status.
• UL Listed: S1115. 
• ULC Listed: S1115 (FSP-851A, FSP-851RA, FSP-
851TA). 
• MEA Listed: 225-02-E .
• FM Approved.
• CSFM: 7272-0028:0206 .
• Maryland State Fire Marshal: Permit # 2122 .
• BSMI: CI313066760036.
• CCCF: Certif. # 2004081801000017 (FSP-851T)
Certif. # 2004081801000016 (FSP-851).
• U.S. Coast Guard: 161.002/42/1 (NFS-640); 161.002/50/
0 (NFS2-640/NFS-320/NFS-320C, excluding B210LP(A)).
• Lloyd’s Register: 11/600013 (NFS2-640/NFS-320/NFS-
320C, excluding B210LP(A)).
Product Line Information
NOTE: “A” suffix indicates ULC Listed model.
FSP-851: Low-profile intelligent photoelectric sensor. Must
be mounted to one of the bases listed below.
FSP-851A: Same as FSP-851 but with ULC listing.
FSP-851T: Same as FSP-851 but includes a built-in 135°F
(57°C) fixed-temperature thermal device.
FSP-851TA: Same as FSP-851T but with ULC listing.
FSP-851R: Low-profile intelligent photoelectric sensor,
remote test capable. For use with DNRA/DNRW.
FSP-851RA: Same as FSP-851R but with ULC listing. For
use with DNRA.
INTELLIGENT BASES
NOTE: “A” suffix indicates ULC Listed model.
NOTE: For details on intelligent bases, see DN-60054.
B210LP(A): Standard U.S. flanged low-profile mounting
base. 
B210LPBP: Bulk pack of B210LP; package contains 10.
B501(A): Standard European flangeless mounting base. 
B501BP: Bulk pack of B501; package contains 10.
B200S(A): Intelligent, programmable sounder base capable
of producing sound output in high or low volume with ANSI
Temporal 3, ANSI Temporal 4, continuous tone, marching
tone, and custom tone. 
B200SR(A): Intelligent sounder base capable of producing
sound output with ANSI Temporal 3 or continuous tone.
Replaces B501BH series bases in retrofit applications. 
B224RB(A): Plug-in System Sensor relay base. Screw ter-
minals: up to 14 AWG (2.0 mm²). Relay type: Form-C. Rating:
2.0 A @ 30 VDC resistive; 0.3 A @ 110 VDC inductive; 1.0 A
@ 30 VDC inductive.
B224BI(A): Plug-in System Sensor isolator detector base.
Maximum 25 devices between isolator bases.
ACCESSORIES
F110: Retrofit flange to convert B210LP(A) to match the
B710LP(A) profile, or to convert older high-profile bases to
low-profile. 
F110BP: Bulk pack of F110; package contains 15. 
F210: Replacement flange for B210LP(A) base.
RA100Z(A): Remote LED annunciator. 3 – 32 VDC. Mounts
to a U.S. single-gang electrical box. For use with B501(A)
and B210LP(A) bases only.
SMB600: Surface mounting kit
M02-04-00: Test magnet.
M02-09-00: Test magnet with telescoping handle.
XR2B: Detector removal tool. Allows installation and/or
removal of detector heads from bases in high ceiling applica-
tions.
XP-4: Extension pole for XR2B. Comes in three 5-foot (1.524
m) sections.
T55-127-010: Detector removal tool without pole.
BCK-200B: Black detector covers for use with FSP-851(A)
only; box of 10. 
WCK-200B: White detector covers for use with FSP-851(A)
only; box of 10.  
Appendix H: Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance Requirements  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 































Project name: FPE 523 example
Step 
No.
Elevation 
[ft]
Pipe size 
Pipe SCH 
Actual ID
Pipe 
Fittings 
and 
Devices
S631 q 19.5 90.5 L C= Pt 12.125 k= 5.6
1 Flowing F Pe q = k * (Pt)^1/2
Q 19.5 T pf Pf Pt=
S631 q 0.0 90.5 1 L 0.5 C= 120 Pt 12.125 keq= q/(Pt)^1/2
2 to SCH 40 1" TEE F 5 Pe -0.217 keq= 5.495
L631 Q 19.5 91.0 1.049 T 5.5 pf 0.124 Pf 0.683
L631 q 0.0 91.0 1 L 8 C= 120 Pt 12.592 k=
3 SCH 40 F Pe 0.000
L632 Q 19.5 91.0 1.049 T 8 pf 0.124 Pf 0.993
S632 q 20.3 90.5 L C= Pt 13.585 k= 5.495
Flowing F Pe q = k*p^.5
Total 
Flow at 
L633 Q 39.8 T 0 pf Pf
L632 q 0.0 91.0 1 L 8 C= 120 Pt 13.585 k=
4 to SCH 40 F Pe 0.000
L633 Q 39.8 91.0 1.049 T 8 pf 0.464 Pf 3.711
S633 q 22.9 L C= Pt 17.296 keq= 5.495
5 Flowing F Pe
Total 
Flow at 
L633 Q 62.6 T pf Pf
L633 q 0.0 91.0 1 L 8 C= 120 Pt 17.296 k=
6 to SCH 40 F Pe 0.000 q = 
L634 Q 62.6 91.0 1.049 T 8 pf 1.075 Pf 8.597
S634 q 28.0 90.5 L C= Pt 25.9 keq= 5.495
7 Flowing F Pe
Total 
Flow at 
L634 Q 90.6 T pf Pf
L634 q 0.0 91.0 1.25 1.25" TEE L 8.5 C= 120.000 Pt 25.9
8 to SCH 40 1.25" Elb. F 9 Pe -0.433
MN08 Q 90.6 92.0 1.38 T 17.5 pf 0.560 Pf 9.793
q L C= Pt 35.3 BL Keq q/(Pt)^1/2
MN08 F Pe 15.25
Q 90.6 T pf Pf
MN08 q 0.0 92.0 2.5 L 10.75 C= 120 Pt 35.3
to SCH 10 F Pe 0.000
MN10 Q 90.6 92.0 2.635 T 10.75 pf 0.024 Pf 0.258
q 90.9 L C= Pt 35.5 BL Keq 15.25
MN10 F Pe
Q 181.5 T pf Pf
MN10 q 0.0 92.0 2.5 L 10.75 C= 120 Pt 35.5
to SCH 10 F Pe 0.000
MN11 Q 181.5 92.0 2.635 T 10.75 pf 0.087 Pf 0.933
q 92.1 L C= Pt 36.4 BL Keq 15.25
MN11 F Pe
Q 273.6 T pf Pf
MN11 q 0.0 92.0 2.5 2 Elb L 150 C= 120 Pt 36.4
to SCH 10 2 Tee F 32.94846 Pe -0.578 FM 1.372852596
MN12 Q 273.6 93.3 2.635 T 182.9485 pf 0.185 Pf 33.910
MN12 q 0.0 93.3 2.5 1 Elb L 33 C= 120 Pt 69.8
to SCH 10 1 Tee F 24.71135 Pe 0.000 FM 1.372852596
MN13 Q 273.6 93.3 2.635 T 57.71135 pf 0.185 Pf 10.697
MN13 q 0.0 93.3 2.5 2 Elb L 26.5 C= 120 Pt 80.5
to SCH 10 1 Tee F 32.94846 Pe 0.975 FM 1.372852596
MN14 Q 273.6 91.1 2.635 T 59.44846 pf 0.185 Pf 11.019
MN14 q 0.0 91.1 2.5 L 10 C= 120 Pt 92.5
to SCH 10 F 16.47423 Pe 0.000 FM 1.372852596
TOR6 Q 273.6 91.1 2.635 T 26.47423 pf 0.185 Pf 4.907
TOR6 q 0.0 91.1 2.5 1 BFLY VLVL 7 C= 120 Pt 97.4
to SCH 10 CHK VLV F 37.06702 Pe 3.070 FM 1.372852596
BOR6 Q 273.6 84.0 2.635 1 Elb T 44.06702 pf 0.185 Pf 8.168
BOR6 q 0.0 84.0 6 L 15 C= 120 Pt 108.6
to SCH 40 1 TEE F 30 Pe 6.501
SP35 Q 273.6 69.0 6.065 T 45 pf 0.003 Pf 0.144
SP35 q 0.0 69.0 6 L 30.5 C= 120 Pt 115.3
to SCH 40 1 TEE F 30 Pe 17.336
SP05 Q 273.6 29.0 6.065 T 60.5 pf 0.003 Pf 0.193
SP05 q 0.0 29.0 6 BFLY VLV L 34.16667 C= 120 Pt 132.8
to SCH 40 Elb. F 54 Pe 0.000
SP03 Q 273.6 29.0 6.065 1 TEE T 88.16667 pf 0.003 Pf 0.282
SP03 q 29.0 6 L 27 C= 120 Pt 133.1
to SCH 40 4 Elb F 56 Pe 0.433
SP04 Q 273.6 28.0 6.065 T 83 pf 0.003 Pf 0.265
SP04 q 28.0 6 L 80 C= 120 Pt 133.8
to SCH 40 2 Elb F 28 Pe 6.645
SPC1 Q 273.6 12.7 6.065 T 108 pf 0.003 Pf 0.345
SPC1 q 12.7 6 L 7.8333 C= 120 Pt 140.8
to SCH 40 1 TEE F 30 Pe 5.490
SPC2 Q 273.6 0.0 6.065 T 37.8333 pf 0.003 Pf 0.121
SPC2 q 0.0 8 1 Elb L 15 C= 120 Pt 146.4
to SCH 40 BFLY VLV F 75 Pe 0.000
PO Q 273.6 0.0 7.981 CHK VLV T 90 pf 0.001 Pf 0.076
Pres. and Flow q 250.0 H.S.A. Pt 146.4
Req. @ Pump
Outlet Q 523.6
Pressure 
Summary Notes
Nozzle Ident 
and Location Flow in gpm
Equivalent 
Pipe Length
Friction loss 
(psi/ft)
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